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Budget to be submitted Monday

Reagan seeks domestic freeze,
$30 billion increase in defense
•WASHINGTON API
President Reagan is... .sking Congress to
freeze domaTic spending.in his
1984 budget. while granting
defense a $30 billion increase, a
combination congressional
leaders say will be next ni urn-'
possible to approve
Adnunistristion budget papers_
distributed on Capitol Hill on Fnday show an $848.5 billion spending plan for the 1964 fiscal year
---inida-deftrit-of-t1119. billion The
administration predicts a slow,
steady recovery from the recession beginning this winter, but
unemployment lingering over
-double-digit levels well into next
year_ • .
The budget won't be submitted
FIRE SCHOOL — Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad and Hazel Fire Department has formally to Cecil/rem unttl Monday, but the early reaction inbeen attending a 30-hour fire school spormored by the Murray Fire Department. Instructed by Murray
dicated the, difficulty Reagan:1
firefighter Johnnie Lane, the required firefighting training includes seadome in basic training, search and
plan will have.
rescue and other firefighting skills.
"1 hope there is some room for
negotiation" on defense and
benefit programs, many of which
would be cut under the administration's blueprint, said Seri
Pete V. Domenici,
chairman of the Senate Budget Com-

Kentucky officials encouraged
by early property assessments
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Witer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i API
An
early evaluation of property
assessments from Kentucky's
local property evaluation administrators indicates most will
have little trouble meeting constltutional requirements.
"There are more counties falling within the acceptable range initially, or are close to it, than there
have been in a long time,"
William Coffee, commissioner of
property taxation in the Revenue
Cabinet,said Friday.
Coffee reported that a study by
his department of local
assessments as of Jan. 1 showed
only 18 of the state's 120 counties
below an acceptable range. A total
of 34 counties had assessments of
more than 100 percent of market
value.
The department established a
ratio to fair market value by comparing the certified assessments
for last year with actual sales.
Two counties, Elliott and Harlan,
have still not been certified.
The state constitution requires
that all property in Kentucky be
assessed for tax purposes at its
full fair cash value.
Friday's report is only the first
of several evaluations local
assessments will go through
before the Revenue Cabinet
begins certifying them as being

cloudy, mild
Today, cloudy and mild with
a 50 percent chance of showers.
High from the upper 40s to
lower 50s. South winds 10 to 20
mph. Tonight, cloudy and mild
with a BO percent chance of
more showers. Low in the lower
4. South winds around 10
mph. Sunday. cloudy with a 20
percent chance of morning
showers followed by afternoon
sunshine. High in the mid to upper 40e. Winds becoming northwest 5 to 15 mph.
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constitutional later this year
-What is encouraging is that the
initial recapitulations are in such
good shape compared with years
past," Coffee said. "We are starting out with a much more consistent evaluation."
Coffee said the assessmentsales ratio is the best available
measure of the extent to which
real property assessments meet
the constitutional standard
He said the department computes the ratio for each class of
real property — residential. farm
and commercial. After the individual class ratio is calculated,
an overall ratio is figured giving
each of the three classes its proportional weight according to its
percentage of the county's total
assessment.
Coffee warned that care should
be used in intepreting the results.
"While the ratio is the best
available measure of assessment
based on the market, it is not
perfect," he said. "Assessing property is not an exact science."
Coffee said the actual sales of

property in a county during one
year may not be entirely
representative of the values of all
other unsold property in that county. He said that is especially true
in smaller counties.
The International Association of
Assessing Officers has suggested
that the ratio is acceptable if it
falls within 10 percent, plus or
minus, of market value.
Thus, a ratio may range from 90
percent to 110 percent and still be
considered acceptable as an Indication that properties are
assessed at fair market value
Coffee also noted the camtywide ratios cannot be applied to
the assessments on individual
parcels of land. For example, an
assessment ratio of 95 percent
does not mean that each individual's property is assessed at
95 percent of its fair cash value
It simply means, he said, that
the typical countywide as.sessment is 95 percent of - market
value
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Senate Republican I violet serves (till il•rnis
Howard Baker of Tennessee
The principal ClelliViltS tit iii
repeated his prediction of a •don- 1984 tin and spending plan include
nybrook" over defense. but said
the freeze on doinesto spending
the budget -has a goOd chain t•• applied uneverilt :1111011g htitlilreas
survive essentiallt as the presi
of programs • sat ings ft-oni benefit
dent submits it ••
programs through delat ing • ifst
De.Splk ltaker
iipl.inus.w... uf,
livuut increases_ or-other
•
House Speaker Thontas l'
lions and standht tax increases
Jr , 1)-Mass , has dismissed the
amounting to Slit; billion for the
idea of a domestic freeze as'mai three fisi al t ears of 1986 through
_
ceptabte, and Rep lames Jones, 1988
D-Okla , chairman of the House
-rh,_ tax., ...um [nowt.. an exBudget Committee. said he
cise tax !In Oil .of $5 a barrel,
doubted Reagan could win all the
enough to raise -the privy of
money he Wants for defense
gasolinv lit 12 cents a gallon Also
The budget %UIIi!II.,lles
included is s. me Sort of tricorn..
distributed widely in Congress. tax surc
4', perhaps a five per
disclose the deficit for the current cent surtax for individuals and.
foicalyear will be $208 billion. a _ _corporations.. _ _
record Red-ink spending for 4984
. In all. spending would increase
is predicted to fall slightly. to $189
by $41.1 billion in 1984 °ter 1983. .
billion, and rise again to $194
and nearly. three-iluarteis of it
billion in 1985
would go to tiefqw.
Reagan, campaigning for the
Reagan has agre44-,10 trini $8
presidency, in 1980. 'menisci! to -billion fram-his pre ions militar%
balance the budget to 1983. a
trollop
pledge he later amended to 1984
His budget summary now pre& !
deficit spending through the et)

Registration system to
eliminate '84's long lines
FRANKFORT. The new birth
month vehicle registration should
elinunate the long lines that form
at county clerk's offices around
Kentucky -- but not until 1964
This year Kentuckians will face
the prospect_ of standing and
waiting at the courthouse as they
did last year •
The state's 120 county clerks
processed 674,000 registrations
last February. That was more
than a quarter of the year's total
registrations. _
-Next year that figure should be
closer to 20,000, and the lines
should not be long
"The new registration system
will bring some long-aweited
relief to Kentucky's car owners,"
said Toni lielson.conumssioner of
the Department of Vehicle
Regulation
"But this year will be similar to
last year In (pct. with the changes

in the registration process. 'Inc,
may move slower." nelson said
His advice is simple "Don't
wait until the end of the month to
renew the registration on ;our
car "
The 1982 Kentucky General
Assembly approved legislation
that changes the registration process

This year motorists can register
their cars until their birth month
in 1983 or 1984 Small trucks. kil(()
pounds or less, will also be
registered in the owner's birth
month Small truck tags expire
April 1 this year
In addition to the birth month
registration, the law separated
the registration certificate from
the title The title certificate is the
proof of ownership to Wie when
trading or selling the vein( le The
registration Is a receipt for pat mg
taxes to drive on Kentuck roa,ls
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According to police repot Ls:-Ed
toi Meltet fluids, 83, attempted to
cross South 12th Street --and
reportedly did ilia see the oncoming traffic Atte' pulling onto 1:!th
Street, she struck three %Tim les.
lost • ontrol of her car, hit three
parked 4 M.s in the lid -Air Shop':
mg renter parking lot-and strut k
a building
%h - l(i'i not& wiss atiiiittted tit
Nturra% -Callow 0% Count%
Hospital where she was listed in
satista, tory,. condition todaj. A
hospital spokesii 1,111 SOO Si S Ill
seven other people.from that a, ct
ilent were treatc,t and I
Frida% afternoon
Four wreckers it'll,
alled ti
tow awiry the- cars The all toleht
Ix curry,' at 5 05 p iii

Minister's wife fulfills dream;
becomes a registe
nurse
"Don't ever let anyone tell you that dreams don't
conic true," says JoAnn i Mrs. Walter l Mischke, a
relief charge nurse at Murray-Calloway. County
Hospital. -because they will 11 you work hard
enough to make them."
'The wife of the minister of the First United
Methodist Church in Murray. Mrs Mischke had
seen her three children grown and gone from home
before, in December of 1900, she realized her
lifelong dream of becoming a registered nurse.
Today, she's on duty from 3 to 11 p ni three days
a week with the medical and pediatrics patients on
the hospital's second floor as the relief nurse for
Brenda Wilson, the regular charge nurse
JoAnn's father, the late Rev. H.J Burkett, was
pastor of the First Methodist Church in Mayfield,
and Walter's father, the Rev. Walter E. Mischke,
Sr.. was pastor of the Broadway Methodist Church
In Paducah, when JoAnn and Walter met while
students at what then was Murray State College.
JoAnn's mother, Mrs. Margueritte Burkett, lives
in Dyersburg, Tenn., while Walter's father, now
retired, lives in Memphis.
SO was a sophomore and Walter a junior when
they married in 1952.
Before they graduated ihe in English in 1953 and
she in Home Economics in 1954) they lived in the old
Orchard Heights housing area of the campus, an
area made up of small, wooden, temporary units
loft over Trom a World War II installation_ During
this time, he also served as the minister of the Pleasant Hills Methodist Church In McCracken County
From Murray, the young couple wont to
Nashville, Tenn.. where Walter enrolled in the
Vanderbilt University seminary and from which he
graduated in 19M. His first assignment was to
pastor two Graves County churches - Spence
Chapel and McKendree.
As Methodist ministerial families are known to
do, the Miscplps moved around a lot before coming
to the Murrafeburch in July of 1977.
On two different occasions, Walter served churches in the Memphis area as well as congregations
at RIdgely arid Milan, TOM. Before moving to Murray, he was the district superintendent, headquartered at Dyersburg. Term.

During her husband's Milan pasturage. JoAnn
also served part-time as an agricultural extension
agent, and later in a full-time capacity during their
stay in Dyersburg
"I always had been interested in nursing. • she
says. • and as we moved around, I had often the' k
ed on the possibility of starting back to school to
become a nurse But the time or the place just never

seemed right until we came back to Murray and the
children were grown "
Discussing her Interest with Dr Mil rti Erwin.
chairman of the Department of Nursing at Murray
State University, one day, JoAnn was encouraged
by the Murray State professor to enroll at the
university and to work toward realizing her ambition of becoming a nurse
"She told me," JoAnn laughed, "that

my being
older than the other students would pose no problem She assured me that I wouldn't be setting any
records in that department as they had seen women
a lot older than I come back to school and go on to
become fine nurses."
JoAnn enrolled In the fall of MS aiMurray State.
and already having earned an undergraduate
degree, graduated from the Department of Nursing
2`i years later, in December 1960, and was pinned
as a registered nurse.
Two months later, she began working at MurrayCalloway County Hospital on her present part-time
basis.
"My only regret." she says, "is that there is not
enough time to spend with the patients as I would
like. I rarely have had any problem with a patient
or a patient's faritiLy. I find both to be very nice and
appreciative."
Although she his to sandwich them in. JoAnn still
finds time for her church activities She has been
chairman of her circle at First Methodist for the
past two years, and Is. substitute Sunday School
teacher.
The Mischkes have three children. The oldest,
Steven, is also a Methodist minister. Now married,
he is pastor of four rural churches in the Huntington, Term., area. His degree was earned at the
Emory University Seminary In Atlanta, Ga.
(Continued On Page 2)

DREAM COMES TRUE — JoAnn litiachke realized ker Ufe long
dream In 1900 of becoming a registered nurse.
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Finishing touches
on mansion to be
complete in March
FRANK EORT - Restoration
work on the Governor's Mansion
in Frankfort is • moving along
"pretty much on schedule," according to Clayton Farmer, director of engineering in the Finance
and Administration Cabinet We
are still anticipating a March
'move in' date "
Fanner said all of the major
mechanical work is completed
electncal, heating, air conditioning and plumbilg - although a
few bathroom fixtures still must
be installed He also noted that the

elevator shaft is ready, but the
cab IS WI transa "It's due here III a
week or so." he said
All of the plater work on the
first and second floors is done, and.
GOVERNOR'S MANSION - Th. attractive Capital Avenue view, soon be enhanced by a formaltarden. Walkways, which outline the
the prime coat of paint is on all of
of
the governor's mansion. one ot the loveliest in the country, will garden areas, can be seers as work continues.
the walls "We're heady for
finishing coats," he said And
Farmer estimated that about 90 tures Farmer said that all of the
•• None of the kitchen appliances Children, and at Christmas time for whom the mansion fundraiser
percent of the parquet flooring has fireplaces have been reworked are in place yet." Farmer said, sponsored one child for each at will seek sponsors.
been laid on the main floor
and made usable, but the mantels
their own four. Sponsoring a child
but this should be done by March
"We'll be ready for that event.'
Major things remaining to be that surround each of the I. Really, there are just a lots of costs just $192, and there are said Farmer,confidently. ''Thar
door fireplaces still have to be put back 'little things'that are left to do."
arir 300 children in Kentucky still our target date."
done include finish work
frames, hanging doors, wood trim in place after being repaired and
The outside of the 69 year old
and the hanging of light fix• reconstructed .
home has been cleaned and the
trim has all been painted. The roof
Is completed an& the new
driveway to the mansion is complete except for the finished base,
which ill be done in spring And
Fanner said that the new garden
area is about 50 percent cornpleted, with walkways all poured
and many of the shrubs and
evergreens already in place.
First Lady Phyllis George
Brown began the "Save the Mansion" drive that raised over one
million dollars toward interior
restoration and furnishings. Jason
Femvick, curator of state properties, noted that almost all of the
items planned in the Beaux Arts
style design for the lovely old
home are ready and waiting for
the move. Plans are being made to officially open the mansion for Governor
and Mrs. Brown's fourth wedding
anniversary, according to Steve
Wilson, director of special projects in the Commerce Cabinet
who plans special events for the
•
Browns.
The March event is being plannNEW ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - One of the major problems in the
ed as major fund raiser for Save governor's mansion was defective wiring, and installation of a comNEW FLOORING - A hint of the striking beauty to come can be seem in these gleaming archways newly the Children. The Browns are very plete new electrical system often requires workers to cut into walls
restored and painted, as workmen lay parquet flooring in a main floor entranceway.
active supporters of Save the and ceilings.
•

••••••44

MSU denied cortsideration by DOE
An attempt by Murray State
University to stabilire the
economic development in western
Kentucky was halted early this
week when the government announced its decision to hire just
one contractor to manage the
Union Carbide Gaseous Diffusion
Plant in Paducah and three other
Department of Energy plants in
Kentucky and Tennssee
MSU and over 60 other corporations and universities had expressed interest in running one or
more of the plants
The local university expressly
indicated in a letter to 1)0W that it
wanted to be considered as
operator of the Paducah plant
The announcement came Tuesday that DOE would hire one contractor to operate ttw lab, two
uranium enrichment plants and a
plant that makes parts for nuclear
weapons
"Our concern from the beginning' was to preserve 1,400 jobs in
western Kentucky It all goes back
to the fact that if there's not an
adequate economic base in
western Kentucky, then parents of
students can't afford to send them
to college It's just that simple,"
says Or Marshall Gordon, vice
president for university, services
at MSU
•

Ttw communitv was adversly
effected by the loss of the local
Tappan and liublein plants and
the there is still uncertaintly at
General Tire, he added, we iti.st
felt it would be a way to preserve
the kwal econiony
Gordon also stated that is 10 to
15 years the technique of gaseos
diffusion used at the Paducah
plant will be out-dated
"The industry is going to centrifuge and lazer isotope operations which will leave no nuclear
waste and we feel a strong science
department could work in
research of the new technology,"
he said.
If the new contractor doesn't
have this knowledge and capability, the future of the plant is in
Jeopardy, he added
Another reason for MSU's interest in running ttw operation lay
in a previous suggestion from the
federal government, according to
Norman lane, director of grant
development at the university
-the President of the _United
States has Indicated that there
needs to be more universityindustry cooperation
-So, if we were the prime contractor for the operation of the
Paducah plant, we would immediately be cast as peers among

the large corporations," he said
The decision to hire one contractor for the four facilities was made
because, according to Robert J
Hart, manager of Oak Ridge
operations for the Energy Department, it would be cheaper and
would guarantee efficiency and
flexibility
DOE spokesman Jim Alexander
said a request for formal proposals to run the four facilities by
a single contractor will be accepted beginning in April
The Energy Department Contract will nut deal solely with the
Paducah site. It affects four
plants; both gaseb
• us diffusion
plants in Oak Ridge and Paducah,
the Oak Ridge National
laboratory and the Y-12 plant
where nuclear weapons components are made
The Energy Department decision also dims chances that a
university will run the 2368 million
Oak Ridge laboratory, where
more that 900 Ph.Os perform
highly specialized energy
research.
Union Carbide Corp.'s nuclear
division his run the plants since
the 1940a. But the Danbury, Conn.based firm said last May it would
not seek renewal of its contract.

State auditor candidate visits county
Jerry I.undergan, state
from 1.exington
and candidate for state auditor,
visited with residents of Murray.
and Calloway county Friday on
his campaigning tour of the states
first judicial district
representative

lAuldergan, who is serving his
third term in the House of
Representatives, is currently serving on the House Appropriation
and Revenue Committee. Ranking
and Insurance Commlttee and
Labor and Industry Collunittee
Put political experience in-

eludes Pus being special assistant
to Congressman John
Breckinndge and assistant in the
Mate auditor's office in 1969.
He said he received an "overwhelming reception" from local
citizens and is very pleased with
the-reaction of the people in this
district to his campaign goals.
"The office of date auditor AS
very important, especially in
these ecotiosnic times. We must
spend the tax dollars efficiently,
being careful not to waste any tax
revenue," he said.
If elected to the office of auditor

Mischke...
(Continued From Page I )
Phillip, also married, received his law degree last
May fr.snLI
,
, University el Tennessee at Knoxville.
and is now a clerk in ths U.S District Appeals Court
at Jackson. Tenn: He will Join• Memphis law firm
In September.,
Their y o wigoft Nola, a graduate of
Southwestern at Memphis, is hying and working in
Lexington.
The Miachke horn! in Murray is the Methodist
parsonage at 300 N IOUs St.

he would like to see the operations
of the office updated
"Presently the office must
share a computer system with
other state offices. I feel the office
needs it's own computer to
operate more efficiently "
He also Mated that he would
make the office an educational
asset to local officials. "They are
the ones who work closely with
taxpayers and with the way the
laws change they need to be informed and educated on how to
best carry out these laws," he
said.
Ltmdergan has visited McCracken, Graves, Marshall and
Calloway counties this week and
plans to campaign statewide
everyday except Sundays until the
Democratic primary on May 24.
He announced that his statewide
chairman is Sheriff Jim Green of
Louisville. Serving as state
treasurer is Catherine Peden of
Hopkinsville and the state finance
chairman is Tom Brumley who is
currently president of Owensboro
National Bank.
He and his wife Charlotte hove
four daughters: Allmon. Ahem,
Abigail and Ashley.

TO PERFORM MONDAY-The catakili Woodwind Quintet of Oneida, N.Y., will appear in a special performance at Farrell Recital Hall, Murray State University on Monday. They will conduct a clink at 4:30 p.m.
and the concert,free of charge, will be at S p.m. Through a swiss of grants from the National Endowment for
the arts, the quintet from Catak.Ul Conservatory, now is conducting a residency in the Kentucky-Tenn::
region involving•series of woodwind clinics and concerts.

Spending alternatives offered
By ANDY LIPPbtAN
Associated Press Writer
OWENSBORO,Ky.( AP)- Better training and expanded mobility could do as much to improve
America's military strength as increasing its defense budget, according to U.S. Senator Walter
"Dee'Huddleston.
Huddleston, in a Friday address
to the Kentucky Press Association, called for cuts in military
spending of up to $23 billion, far
more than the amount proposed
by the Reagan administration
He also said that decisions involving the nation's defense spen-

ding have become too political.
-We are pouring money into the
military establishment faster
than it can be used,- said Huddleston, a member of the Defense
Subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee.
In reviewing the president's
State of the Union speech, Huddleston said that many defense
decisions grew out of political.
rather than security,concerns.
"It got to the point where if you
were voting against any missile,
you'd end up on somebody's hit
List," he said. "We can improve
( the military ) without paying
large sums of money."

Civitan club will honor local
clergymen with ceremonies
The clergymen of Murray and
Calloway County will be honored
by the Murray Civitan Club in
ceremonies to be Thursday, Feb.
3, at 7 p.m. at Home Place
Restaurant. Joe Green of the Pennwalt Corporation will be special
speaker.
The observance, which was announced by Prentice Dunn, president of the Civitans, is a part of
Clergy Appreciation Week sponsored by Civitan Clubs.
"Among us are people who
dedicate a lifetime to bringing
about a better world. They are tlw

clergy of all faiths and crreds who
seek to bring all men a meaner of
peace and love." said President
Dunn.
Clergy Appreciation Week was
first started as a commemoration
of the heroic death of four nibitary
chaplains during World War U.
These four chaplains - a pied, a
rabbi and two ministers - gave
their own life jackets to soldiers
who had none on the torpedoed
troopship. USS Dorchester.
Clergy Appreciation Week is set to
include Feb. 8, the date an which
th,Dorchester sank.

The Kentucky Democrat also
spoke against the -dense pack"
theory of grouping the MX missile
and said the idea of using such
plan to force the Russians to
bargain was "ridiculous."
He called instead for freezing
the nuclear arms race at its current level, as long as the agreement was bilateral and verifiable
by both sides.
Looking at other areas of
Reagan's speech, Huddleston said
that Social Security would be the
number one item facing the new
Congress. He said that the
package now before Congress
would pass if it did not become encumbered with amendments.
"Any component would be
defeated if it was presented
separately," Huddleston said.
"There is a good liklihood it will
be accepted like it is."
Huddleston also said he was
concerned about a lack el direction in the country's search for
alternate energy sources.
"If we don't provide • new
framework lo use alternate
sources of energy, we will hey*
missed a greet opportunity."
About 169 people from around
the state are attending the twoday meeting here. Earlier in the
day,they heard from former Slate
Supreme Court Chief Justice John
Pahnore, who outlined the growth
of libel laws both in the nation sod
Kentucky.
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Overseeing
child care
programs
The Office of Child Development is in chaos. In
1974-75, when the office was opened at the. state
Department of Education, it had responsibility for
disbursing the $92 million the state was spending on
day care for 70,000 needy children, and apparently
it did this fairly well. But since then, the state has
added new child-care programs and new administrative services. OCD now is responsible for
licensing and guiding 9043 child-care centers, for
supervising the expenditure of $250 million on care
for 165,000 children and for overseeing a dozen or so
separate programs for Indochinese refugee
children, disabled children, migrant children and
others. The rapid growth has been more than the office's top management could handle.
When former state Superintendent of Public Instruction Wilson Riles last year commissioned a
blue-ribbon committee to study OCD, the committee found "uncanny" agreement among present
and former OCD employees and the child-care providers they serve: the entire operation, by all accounts, was in a state of "chronic confusion." OCD,
the committee reported back to Riles last
November, is "broadly perceived as not getting the
job done."
The committee found plenty of evidence to support that Perception. OCD, apparently, has been
handling a $250 million budget without having any
top or middle manager with any fiscal expertise. Its
auditing and dispute-settling procedures, as a
result, are both cumbersome and ineffective. It has
been operating without formal regulations for staff
and child-care provides-3 to follow — and, worse yet,
under informal guidelines that are changed frequently, abruptly and without discussion.
Those whom the OCD serves often waste hours
meeting procedural requirements that make little
sense in the first place, and then are changed midstream. And the office has been reorganized so
often and so poorly that there is no continuity of per
Kernel in the field and little attention finally paid to
the quality and educational content of statesupported child care, which are supposed to be the
OCD's main business.
The committee pointed its finger at OCD's top
management, which it found not to
"venal, but
simply outflanked by change." Actually, the blame
should be broader. As one committee member,
former Assemblywoman Leona Egeland, explained
later, if she had realized as a legislator that OCD
was in such disarray, she would have insisted that
each new child-care program the Legislature
established be accompanied by adequate funding
for administration and . by a timetable that allowed
for hiring administrative staff. But it is, of course,
another failure of OCD's and the Educatitepart- ment's management- that the Legislat
was
unaware of this necessity.
The blue-ribbon committee did not stop at
describing/OCD's problems. The desperate need for
child-care services in California, and the good work
being done by dedicated people both at the childcare centers and at the state level, demand a plan
for improving the situation. And the committee
responded with dozens of eminently sensible recommendations — from ways to streamline auditing
and licensing processes to ways to improve staff
communication and morale.
Among other things, the committee suggested
that OCD establish more formal regulations and
less formal dispute-settling procedures, that it
create and professionally staff a fiscal unit, that it
redesign its organizational chart and provide sufficient clerical backup for its field workers. All of
these recommendations deserve careful study by
• Bill Honig, the new superintendent of public instruction, whose problem OCD has become.
But the committee's foremost recommendation
— which.it made no bones about — was to replace
OCD's top management and as much as half the office's middle-management personnel. The old
group, the commitee found, was committed, but
was in over its head. This is advice Honig should
follow at once.
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Welcoming a new southern writer
A western Kentucky housewife
enrolls in college, while her disabled
truckdriver husband builds his
dreamhouse for her out of Lincoln
logs. They are drifting apart, and the
wife's mother insists that a trip to the
Shiloh battlfield, which she once
visited on-her own honeymoon, would
get them bark together again
-That hardly seems the stuff that
William Faulkner would write about,
but it is the way of life in urbanconscious rural America, the kind of
material Eudora Welty would be using were she twenty years younger
Welcoming a new southern writer
into the company of F'aulkners and
Weltys is always a pleasure This
time, the writer is a young lady from
the unlikely town of Paducah, Kentucky. Her name is Bobbie Ann
Mason. Her book reads as southern
as her name sounds- It's title is
Shiloh and Other Stories I Harper &
Row,1982, at $12.95 in hardliacki.
The writer is. in her early. forties
Her stories in. this first -collection
have appeared in Redbook, The
Atlantic, The New Yorker, and some

but still distinctly southern in accent
literars magazines
She writes litiCOIliplIt'a tett anit
Paducah is the largest town in
short sentences. capturing the soap
western Kentucky 's westerrunost
snap npvrit
1114
.ra antics of
section. the Jackson Purchase, that
4watchers, but without the Ii % Sirtlii
portion of the some 26 years after
and fake sensuakity of the tube She
statehood Both western Kentucky
tells us about divorites inlvisits to
and west Tennessee differ from their.
dactors, graveyard cleanings and
states in txong more Mississippi
rummage sales, drawing names for
River-oriented and flat than the rest
Christmas- and getting into hanof their states Both are highly rural,
tht•rafts. pretty much in the language
with MeMphis and Louisville as the
with which most souttiernets_ are
distant urban rneccas to Which the
already familiar , She captures
young est-ape
•
without exclamation marks or paren• Yet, -it, is not unexpected that
thetical editor-lab/mg the lives we 4
Paducah - can produce a good
live and the feelings that toll off us
southern writer It is, after all, part
without lour giving them second
of that western Kentucky-west
thought, and makes us think
Tennes.see-north Mississippi cres.them with wonder and snowtimes
cent that has produced Faulkner.
with wry amusement at ourselves
Stark Young, Robert Penn Warner,
She 414)es all this without laughing
Alex Haley, Peter Taylor,, Willie
at us or at our kinfolks, but it iswe .
Morni). l'aroline Gordon. Irwin
and our kin she is sketching before us
Cobb, Jesse Hill Ford, Robert Drake,
in word-pictures that leave the
and others
not far from Mark
Twain's stomping ground _ on • the . reader -recognizing ,hunself, herself,
and his or her folks instantly The on other side of the river
no murders. no rapes, no
17o shock
Bobbie Ann - Mason se
- eins able to
sex descrIptions
is the shock of
Join good company and speak a little
recognition She know.sus, and is one
more contemporary language in it.

of us
Know ing that she doesn't nanhi. ,
as hillbillies nr
.i, astigate us as In.
but lot l's (Is as v.e art. wakes a
ference iii 4min-elating the
From that :melt., it doesn't s.
outrageous at all for one 51,05 t,.
describe a Methodist .iiiiinstei•s w
who gets hooked, on an el.,
- game at the annual minister,
retreat at Kentucky 1_tkc and winds
Spenthno

ttleariT

while skippine 'the ministers' w iS
Nor does it :rein strain..., to Irad
about - the Pennsylvania es
Kentuckian IAho iriakes nitC.1,1:11Th
frequent ti ips hoiiii•to sal t agi• kyr
grandmother's phobis and eat het
mother's ..siking. as she tries to link
her past with her new family and
pliii-e Cutting down 'a poplar tree
caring for an aged family It
visiting K- Marts and flea markets
driving a bus Itintretarded stu.lcias
this is what Bobbie thu Mason
makes stones from
And. pretty inisett this Is %%hat t‘.
t•• from. too •
Maki'
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looking back
Ten years ago
Joe Pat Cohoon. son of Mr. and
Mrs. John E.--Cohoon ot Mumiy. witt
graduate from Kentucky State Police
Academy, Frankfort,on-Frh. 2.
Deaths reported include Ralph
Yarbrough,60, Matt Weems, 13, Mrs
Pearl Therrell, 88. Mrs. Lucy
Walston. 59, and Mrs Ella Odessa
Kuykendall,81.

Vicki Lynn McIntyre. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin McIntyre of
Calvert City, was married to Richard
Stanley Miller. son of Mr and Mrs,
Joe Tipton Miller of Murray. at First
Presbyterian Church. Calvert t'ity.
Births reported include - a girl to
Mr. and- Mrs. Robert Louis liarnford, Jr.. Jan. 26
Dr. Glenn Wilcox discussed the
meeting of the
"Benton Sing"
Music Department of the Morro

ill-

WOMJIII'S Club,

Twenty years ago
-The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation became a full
reality today when the fund drive
went over the top of the $150.000 vol.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Otis
Ferguson, U. and Mrs Gracie
Williams,67.
Richard Charles, son of Mr and
Mrs. Glenn Charles, has been promoted to the rank of captain while
serving with the Army in
Baumhokier. Germany
Bob Wright. Ronald Pace and Bill
Jeffrey had high individual games in
bowling In the Murray Merchants
League at Corvette Lanes.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Hatari"starring John Wayne
Thirty years ago
Paul Ghohion has resigned as executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Conunerce. He has had
the position for the past four years.
A photograph of odd pattern of
deep snow made against a trailer
wheal in his back yard by Prof. John
C. Winter in February 1951 when the
temperature dropped to • record '23
below zero will be printed in a .full
the nett "LOW of Life
magazine. Winter received an advaned copy of the magazine today.
Airman Joe G. Baiter, Jr.. son of
Mrs;Joe G. Baker,Sr., of Murray,.is.
stationed at ad air base at Albuquerque,N.M..
-11111iTay Trading Wit ibitel and
New Onward beat Moo in gambit

pigela

games of the Calloway Comity High
School Basketball Tournanwiit High
-team- Scorers were Max Barnett- 1'44r
- Murray Training, Billy Bruce WIMin

for Haze), Warren Stubblefield for
New Concord and Rob I Aickhart (iii
•
Almo
Mrs. W
Aeschbactier reviewed
two books at the meeting f the Bonk
Club of the American Association of
University Women at the home of
Mrs. Russell Terhune

Forty years ago
S-Sgt. Hugh Gray Erwin, 2:1, soft of
Mr and Mrs. Henry Erwin. has been
reported killed in action in Western
Europe area, according to a
telegram from the War Department
He- was a gunner on, a Flying For
tress
.
Thirty-three of the 80 men who
went to Evansville. Ind.. on Jan 2:
for examination were passed iind left
Jen 28 for induction in armed ser •
vices at Fot Ben/amin Harrison. Intl
l)eaths reported include Mrs
Cedella Oliver, 113, Charlie M
Lassiter, 71, William
I.
Marine. Dr.W A. Snodgrass, Mrs
Fannie Heath, G.fie i Bert Hale, 4.
Waymon C Osborn, 70, Albert

Franklin Hudi Tidwell. 81, Julian
Hatcher.32, and Miss Eunice Orr,51
Dr James H. Richmond, president
of Murray State Teachers College.
has been named chairman of the WarDrive for Red Cross of Calloway
County.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr and Mrs. Reggie Byers, Jan. 13,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hawley Huey,
Jan 15. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eunice •
Housden. Jan. V. and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward McCallori, Jan, 14.
Mrs. W.S. Swann spoke about
"Religion of the Old World" at the
meeting of the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club!
Members of the Colts basketball
squad at Murray Training School include Harry Russell, Allen Russell,
Mu Turnbaw, Joe Windsor, H.W.
Wilson, Vernon Griffin, Lloyd Boyd,
Hugh Fugue, Charles Limiter, Allen
Irvin, Jack Ward and Emmett
Burkeen. Ed Scales is coach and Joe
Spann is manager.
"The Black Swan"starring Tyrone
Power and Maureen O'Hara is showing at the Varsity Theatre.
Fifty years ago
Pellagra cases in Calloway Cavity

will be treated with- ['nett brewers
veied wind] is being given nut by Ia..
J A Out
Callto.t.tv
_Health Officer_
.
I ieaths reported include li I.
finbi.Craig. 70. Mrs Bettie Baucum,
69, E A Holcomb. 51. Robert Henry
Maddox. 75, Mrs Sallie Anit Mathis
Perry , 83, Wust Steeley. 93, Dr
Williaiii F Hamilton,64. Walter liurtis Stubblefield. 34, Mrs Nancy
Downey , 88. and Miss Dallas Miller.
I;

[rennin Beale has been elected :IN
a member of the Murray Board of
Education to fill the expired term of
.11) Rowlett who died on Jan 7
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs, Charley Ross, Jan 12. a
girl to Mr and Mrs, Edwin Brown,
Jan 18, a boy to Mr. and Mrs_ Carlisle Kirby, Jan 24, and a boy to Mr
and Mrs John Parker, Jan 18
Mar-tinges announced inelude
Mildred Peery to Orvis Carl . lien-

2.1
lin, its oa
Five Murray
tent
ha-ve
rho- lii
all A
Tht-‘ al 4' .1:4.6i411.4
hiugal,
.
ell_ Jones
seventh grade. and Net .1 i
Langston It.ibbie 1.oil
Nlartlia Nelle
iiintli4.1 ad.
the t. st Presby tei tan tsiii , 1..i purl basil! a lot at the , 4•111,- / t1
and 16th Streets. but menthe' s said a
church will not be , unsti tj tel Iii
Solite nine set
MISS
. Mint honu__
deministratinn agent. MI
11.11 III
Crawford antI MISS Gra. e Cnic at
tended sessions iif State Faun and
Ilona. Week at 1,exington
Ih•iin A li Austin was.biastin.caci
at a banquet honoring the fnothall
squad of Murray State Tea( hers I ol
lege
'the Rev .1 E Skinner-is pastoi
the First Baptist Church

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Nineteenth century. religious
thinkers of a fundamentally conser-

today in history
Today is Saturday, Jan,
the 29th
day of 1983 There are 138 days left in
the year
Today 's highlight in history:
On Jan 29. 1580. Canada's foreign
minister • announced that six U.S.
diplomats had been smuggled out of
Iran after hiding in Canada's embassy in Tehran
On this date
In 1850. Sen Henry Clay of Kentucky introduced a compromise bill
on slavery that called for-the admission of California to Ow. union as a

free state.
In 1861, Kansas was admitted to the
union as the 34th state
In 1949, Britain granted de facto
recognition to the new State of Israel
In 1963, Britain was refused entry
to the European Common Market by
France's vete
Five years ago: U.S. and Canadian
scientific teams continued efforts to
detarmine the radiation danger from
a Soviet satellite that disintegrated
overneetbern Canada.

votive stripe were not ha)fond of the
progress and preachments of the
scientists
AS early as 1846, the great I ianisti
reiegious_philosopher Soren
Kierkegaard wrote in his Journals
The scientific method becomes
especially dangerous and pernicious when it encroaches
upon the realm of the spirit I At
science deal with plants and
animals and stars, but to deal
In that way with the human
spirit is blasphemy.
Some Modern men of science
would agree
Plans currently are underway for a

second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a -paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Times. Thefe will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing.:Those wanting to order the book, at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should contact •
one of the following people: Marti Erwin, Irma LaFollette, Susan Hart,
Alida Graves. Euple Ward, Clara
- Humphrey, Alice Milton, Gerry
Reed, David Roos, Max Hurt, Betty
Lowry or Kep Wolf.

murray today
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Community calendar
Monday. Jan. 31
Saturday, Jan. 29
'Inc , will
Recovery,
Basketball games of
7:30
p.m. at
at
meet
p.m.
Lady Racers at 5
North
Center,
Health
and Men Racers at 7730
Olive
Seventh
and
p.m. will be at Racer
Arena, Murray State, Streets
with Austin Peay as opFree pap smear clime
Square and round danc- posing team
will be at 1 p.m at the
ing will be from 7 30 to 11
Health Center, North
p m at Lynn Grove
Sunday,Jan. 30
and Olive
Seventh
Roller Rink
Jamie Smith,
Clarksville, Tenn., will Streets. For an appointMidnight Skate-a-Thon, present a seruor piano ment call 753-3381
sponsored by Murray recital at '3 30 p.m.' in
Murray Urut of NaHigh School Tiger Band, Recital Hall Annex, Price
will be from 11 pm to 3 Doyle Fine Arts Building, tional Hairdressers will
a m at Roller Skating of Murray State University meet at 7 p.m. with Cindy
Vance, 1001-A Johnny
Murray Open skating
Robertson
Road
will be $5 and the public is
Mr. and. Mrs. J.L.
in
('ulpepper will be
Home Department of
-- honored on 50th anniverThird annual winter sary with a reception Murray Woman's Club
dance by Murray - from 2 to 4 p m. at com- irill meet at 10 a.m. at the
Calloway County: , Com- munity Room of North home of Anna Stahler to
munity Theatre, Inc . will Branch of Peoples Bank. plan for the Heart Fund
brat S p rn in Uruversity The toyilily requests Drive.
Blanch of the Bank of guests not bring gifts.
Hazel and Douglas
Murray For reservations
Centers
will be open from
observe
call 759-1ro or 759-1795
Field trips to
bald eagle will start at 9 10 a.m to 2 p m. for acMurray -Calloway am and 1 30 p m at tivities by Senior
County Jaycees will Woodlands Nature Citizens.
distribute commodity Center, Land Between
Black comedy film,
cheese from 9 a m to 5 the Lakes For reserva-The Exterminating
p m at Jaycee Building, tions (all 1-924-5602
Angel." will be shown at
Highway 121 North at
Murray State Universi- 2:30 and 7 p m. as part of
Fairgrounds
ty. Horsemanship Club International Film
- Field trips to observe will sponsor an AQI1A Festival in University
bald eagle will start at 9 Horse Stiw, starting at Center, Murray State
a.m and 1 30 p.m. at 730 a.m. at Livestock University
Woodlands Nature and Exposition Center
TuesZ-y,reb. 1
Center, Land Between, There is no admission
Murray TOPS I take off
the I ..akes For reserva- charge
pounds aensibly1 .Club
tions( all 1-924-5602
Household shower for will meet at 7 p.m at
Mr and Mrs • James Health Center
Pool party arid picnic
Toney and children
for tirades 1 to 6 of
Alcoholics Anonymous
whoice home and contents
Memorial Baptist Gliurch
by fire is scheduled to meet at 8
'destroyed
were
will be from 11 a.m to
will be from/ to 4 p m.at p.m. in western -Portion of
1 - 30 p m with group to
Fellowship Hall of Col- Livestock and Exposition
meet first at church
Center.
dwater Baptist Church
-• --I hildren's Activity Day
Delta 1>epartnient of
Session 2 ,of Focus on
for ages 4 to 7 will be at 11
the Family will be shown Murray Woman's Club
m at First Baptist
at 6 . 30 p.m in Gleaners will meet at 7 p m at club
Church •
classroom of First United house
Methodist Church
Murray State UniversiFirst United Methodist
t!, Horsemanship Club
Country music show to Church Women will meet
sponsor an AQUA kick. off heart fund drive at 10 a m. in Hale Chapel
Horse Show, starting at will be at 2
p.m. at with executive board at 9
7/30 a m , at Livestock Westview Nursing home - a ni and coffee at 9 30
and Exposition Center Public is'invited
m
There is no aflinasion
charge
Murray High Band
Concert by Rudy
Howard and Share will be Boosters will meet at 7
at 6 p m at Westside Bap- p m at Murray High
Bargain Matinee
School
tist Church
Sot 8 Sun 200
-Calloway. Band
Monday. Jan. 31
Cheri 8. Cine
Catskill Woodwin Boosters will meet at 7
All Seats S1.50
Quintet of Oneonta, N Y , p m at 1.aker Band
will conduct a woodwind Room of Calloway County
clinic at 4 30 p m and a High School
free concert at 8 p m in
-- --Southwestern District
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray Dental Assistant Society
will meet at 7 30 p.m at
State University
Saturday. Jan. 29
_Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at
p m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center

Tuesday, Feb. 1
PADD Building,
Mayfield.
Critique by Richard
Jackson will be at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Art
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
pm at lodge hall
Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets.
Baptist,Women of Sinking Spring Church will
meet at 10 a in at church
Baptist Young Women
of Sinking Spring Church
will meet at 7 p.m at
home of Pat Young.

TO GIVE PROGRAM — Rudy Howard and Share will zing Sunday at II p.m. at Wastaide Baptist Church:
They are,from left. front row. Darwin Nam LseAlice Sheridan,Tom Hodges,Tamara Winitead, Anna Riley.
second row, Lisa Bynum,Share Tarver. Johan'Kaizlauskas, Rbonda Cooper, back row. Jimmy Harryman,
Dawn Clapp, Steve Wilkins, Rudy Howard, Michael Revlett, Pam Cannon and Mark Roberts. Not pictured
Murray Duplicate are Patricia Stone, Robin Winternheimer and Allen Fowler.
Bridge will meet at 7 p.rn
at Gleason Hall, North
12th and Payne Streets
For information rail 4892244 or 753-8345.
porary gospel songs and ,Mark Roberts, Lisa
Rudy Howard and Murray.
—
The group it composed standard sacred Bynum, Share Tamer,
Bethel Baptist Bible Share will present a
Tom Hodges, Johnna,
Study will be at 6 p.rn, at sacred concert at the of 13 singers and is ac- literature.
Patricia
by
a
'guitar.
are
companied
Menthes
Kazlaiiskas, Anna Riley;
Baptist
Church,
Westside
home of David and
North 15th Street. on Sun- two flutes and piano. Stone: Robin Winter- Rhonda Cooper, Darvin
Aleshia Cunningham.
Their repetoire includes nheimer, Jimmy Har- Stom, Lee Alice Sheridan
day, Jan 30, at 6 p.m.
This will be the second hymns, gospel songs and ryman, Dawn Clapp, and Tamara Winstead.
Singles Clam will meet
at 7 p.m at Seventh and of 20 concerts plus a spr- gospel song a r, Steve Wilkins, Michael Allen Fowler operates the
ing mission tour, schedul- rangements, contejn- Revlett, Pain Cannon, public address system.
Poplar Church of Christ
ed for this semester
The group is a choral
Returning Students
United will meet at 11:30 out-reach ministry of the
Today's, medical high-risk pregnancies has cy after 35 is okay in a
at Ordway Hall,- Baptist Student Union knowledge gives women done.much to reduce the healthy woman who isnot
Murray State University, and as directed by Rudy the luxury of choosing .to hazards associated with obese, does not smoke,
Howard, minister of begin a family at almost age."
who exercises and takes
Mothers Morning Out music emeritus of First any time over a 25-year
Between 1955 and 1975, good care of herself nutriwill be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. period of their lives. For ,the statistics show, tionally."
Howard attended Mur- those who want to pregnancy-related deaths
There is some decrease
United Methodist Church.
ray State University and postpone childbirth until among women aged 35 to In fertility and a slightly
----First Baptist Church Southern Baptist age 30 or older -- perhaps 44 dropped 09 percent. greater difficulty in conWomen will have .a Seminary School of to establish a career or to Nevertheless, while fer- ception after 30 — about a
general . meeting at 9.30 Church Music. He served make sure of the stability tility peaks in the early 20 percent drop in feetilias minister of music at of the marriage -- 20s and declines only ty from the 20s up to 40 —
a m. in church chapel.
First Baptist Church, medical considerations slightly in the next 10 but physicians do not see
Dorothy Group of First Owensboro. and Belmont come Into play.
years, after 30. the that factor as "mindBaptist Church will meet Heights Baptist Church,
"Childbearing at any chances of problems in boggling." And the proat 10:30 a.m. at bane of Nashville, Tenn., before age is far safer than ft us- conception and pregnan- spect of medical wow
plications for older
coming to the Murray ed to be,— Redbook cy begin to rise.
Virginia Riggins.
church
From 35 on,the key fac- women is somewhat
magazine reports in the
The Share director is February issue in an arti- tor 'is a woman's in- greater. But labor is not
Senior citizens activities will be at 9 30 married to the former cle entitled "The Medical herited tendencies and harder or longer for poeta.m at Dexter Ceriter; Opal Blalock. They have Facts on Timing a past health problems. 35 women. The chances of
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at one son, Dr. Russell Baby." "For women in Says Dr. W. LeRoy needing a caesarian
Hazel and Douglas Howard. one daughter, very early or very late Heinrichs of Stanford delivery do. rise substanCenters; frorn 10 a.m. to 3 Mrs. Ed Carroll, and five childbearing years, University Medical tially.
grandchildren, all of special obstetric care for School: "A first pregnanWhat about a mother's
p.m. at Ellis Center.
regaining of her figure
and zip? Redbook quotes
a nurse-midwife at San
Francisco's Mt. Zion
Hospital: "The young
kids bounce right back. It
Hostesses will be Mr,. J. Matt Sparkman, Mrs.
WiilWr Maker and -Mist Lorene Serann. Krt. Fftd-—takes alittle longer when
you're older.
Clark is chairman and Mrs. Clinton Rowlett is vice
Barbara Griffin and Rita Burton, directors of
chairman.
social- services at Westview 'Nursing Home, have
Let
announced special events for the Heart Fund Drive
with a goal of $1,000 set by the patients and staff at
Westview. A country music program featuring a
The First United Methodist Church Women will
local band will be Sunday, Jan. 30, at 2 p.m. with a
meet Tuesday, Feb. 1. at 10 a.m. in the Hale Chapel.
Census at Murraycollection to be taken at the home.
Pamela Rusk will speak about "Myths of Aging."
Calloway County
The crowning of Mr. and Ms Westview will be on
Each one is to bring canned goods for survival
Hospital for Wednesday,
Friday, Feb. 11, at 10:30 a.m. Votes will be one cent
kits distributed by the churches and Need Line as
Jan. 26, was 169 adults
help you be someones Valentine
each and each of the 85 patients will be working for
persons are in need. Coffee will be served at 9:30
and three in nursery.
these honors. On Monday, Feb. 14, a hostage day
a.m. and the executive board will meet at 9 a.m.
Newborn admissions
will be featured with local persons to be at the home
off Colors who will be asking for donations to be able to leave.
were Loretta Witherswith 1
poorrand baby boy, Rt. 3,
off Perms
The directors urge the 'public to attend and take
Fulton, and Vicki
part in these events
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Haley, Rt. 2, are the
Osborne and baby boy,
Ends Feb. 14
parents of a son._ Jason Ryan. weighing seven
803 Pine St., Benton.
pounds seven ounces, measuring 20 inches, born
Dismissals were as
Wednesday, Jan. 12, at 3:49 p.m. at MurrayWoman's
Murray
Department
of.
the
Delta
The
follows:
Calloway County Hospital. The
)
.,have another son,
Club will meet Tuesday, Feb. 1. at 7 p.m. at the club
Mrs. Louella Jones, Rt.
Across from
753-2511
Michael
Adam,
4.
The
mother
is
the former LaDon
of
Tbe
Murray
house. Walter Apperson, publisher
1,
Hazel; Donald Patrick
Central Center M.S.U. Stadium
Graham. The father is employed at B.F. Goodrich,
TOM 1317 Kirkwood;
Ledger & Times, will speak about "The Role of
Calvert City.
Journalism."
Stacy Buckingham, Rt. 1,
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Haley
Crutchfield; Miss
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Graham,all of Rt. 1, Alma.
Melissa Buckingham, Rt.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Ruby Haley, Rt. I.
I, Crutchfield; Gerald
Abno. Mrs. Christine Graham, Rt. 8, Mrs. Larne
Myers, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Bizzel, 507 Whitnell, and Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Miss Tiffany Wilson,
Staples, Rt. 1, Benton. A great-great-grandmother
1307 Kirkwood; Mrs.
is Mrs. Minnie Thweatt of Benton.
Alyce Rudd. Rt. 3, Benton; Harlan Dale Sykes,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
Rita Henson and baby
boy, Rt. 2; Mrs. Vanessa
Dorman and baby boy,
The best way to protect yourself from winter's cold is to weatherize
212 College Cis.;
Mrs. Beverly Miller
your home A fully weatherized home will help you keep warmer and
baby boy. Rt. 4,
and
heating
bills.
your
save money on
Mayfield; Mrs. Kimberly
Surrey Calloway Comity IlespItaiae his
By properly installing insulation
Thomas and baby boy,
Hie feamies Cll. position evellobie:
Rt. 7; Mrs. Lou Ann Henin your attic and under your
drickson and baby boy,
*Mini Spodalist *SIM Morn
floors, you can keep the heat
Rt. 9. Benton; Daniel
lo erns of critical care, no-sergical, Knout!,
inside your house In addition,
Rt. 8; Harry Ersad obstetrical ears* ,ea 3-11 sad 11-7 win,1308 Farris;
you can keep cold drafts out
Mrs. Anna C. Thorns,
shifts.
NCO *Nets Ise
by caulking and weatherflopkinsirWe; Mrs. Lillie
'4
week
&boobs
pin
ma
dowdiness
stripping around doors and.
Jewel Bolton. Rt. 4,
•Compesiskssy wilbIN1J
windows.
Fulton, Kelly Tucker, Rt.
•hwy oilier Ind sod en
1, Hardin; Lake Hall, Rt.
•hallo Waal Whit=
Remember, weatherize now to
Mrs. Reins West. Rt. 1,
4;
ChM Cam Cater, sad implagas NMI eat *Mei
protect yourself fioril cold
Farmington;
Propose
weather and high heating bile,
La Mills, Rt. 4; Joe A.
Per mare biaramitisaM111111._
ihison,.715 Poplar St.;
Samovirra Adams. R.N. Ursa itansbar
abis. Elisabeth Powell.
Norm Wham Cs.SNOW
401 Olive S'.
*Win; Mrs. Ola
IN North
153-5312
Nam* IT 41071
12th St; Twyman EdIf2-75341111s1Allas.1441
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Rainbow girls assembly installs officers
An open installation of
officers for Murray
Assembly No 19 Order of
the Rainbow for Girls
was Sunday, Jan. 18, at 3
p.m. at the lodge hall
Tone Camp was installas worthy advisor. She
was escorted to her station by her father. Rex
Camp, through an honor
guard composed of

Rickey Alexander, Bill
Zambella, Jun Waters,
Ralph Morns, Roy Clark
and Ed Morton
Other officers installed
were as follows
Paula Morton, worthy
associate advisor, Gina
Coursey, chanty, Shelia
Scott, hope. Kene Atkins.
filth , Clarissa Thorn.
ricorder. Michelle
Johnson, chaplain

Mysterious parasite
found research study

Alecia Williams, drill
leader, Marla Bailey,
nature, Lana Lasater,
immortality; Trisha
Clark. fidelity; Sherri
Davis, service; thristie
Jones muilician; Nita
Galloway, mother advisor
Advisory Board
Members installed were
Rickey and Pam Alexander, Roy and Dante
(lark, Rob and Sandra
Parrish, Joe and Sybil
Lasater, Dan Galloway,
Tiede Coleman,' Sue
Thweatt and Frances

bona Camp
worthy advisiq

Trisha(lark
Rainbow 1983
Churchill.
Serving as installing ofBIRTHDAYS RECOGNIZED — Members of the Murray-Calloway County
ficer .was Levicie
Zamella. Also serving Senior Citizens Association celebrating birthdays In January were recognized at
were Twtla Coleman. the group's meeting on Jan. 19 at the Douglas Center The January honorees,
marshal!, Sybil Lasater, right photo, are. frorn left. Rose Young. Ellie Jones and Ruby Harris The group,
chaplain; Dottie Clark. above, celebrated with lunch, games and birthday cake.
Staff photo by litith Anr7Combs
recorder. Donna
Roberts, musician.
Special mimic wailipaovided by Laura Hopper,
Jeanette Geurin. Donna
-Ford and-Clarissa-Tilonv.- -- Pat Pt!..044 -hr.'. ic-.4,11 tout lacel
tior 4 -am
it,
Miss Camp announced etIONet1 to t!":1V1-1 N all the in :lune for an interisi.,
It h,.. itt 4/%vii from a
as her colors, blue and Continental Singers and ten-clay rehearsal before
tl11 that covered
white; :her emblem. iirchestra during their twginning their :;)-11a% ti‘.
th%%estern states
Praying Hands.; her 1983 summer touring tour of nightlr
ert t.:4: tours u Inch tour
perfrirrnatirec
scripture. The Lord's- lteMtnn
.111-7/1r.sintes and •
Prayer; her. song,
Pain's tout
.ttlItIllt•taa SI/02,t•rs an
III be to
countries
"Amazing 'Grace." and
sa-rid _4)% t•t" taw
1- F.1114 e. Den
I
1: iiivoilier of the
her flower. carnation.
mark and parts of the I -la owlital Singers stun
outstanding y oung
Prior to the installation
act oks,,, the 1.•tilted
r11/
is responsible
Trisha Clark was crown- States and around the
half of in!•/I
ed as Miss Rainbow for %orb! to pufk•laitri the
ost 14/I the tout
1983 by Outgoing worthy Gospel Oil-lough contem1114 other halt is raised
advisor, Marla-Baik.y. pgrar
liristiarrinusw
4:1-11Oltett -OtterallFRS. and -Ms ['Isom graduated
This . honor...13_1)44(41
i/.4/r41 sale, during the
upon thenumber of pOints from M ur-r a y Sta. le
tout
earned during the year._.
Universar with a BS and
interested - tit
I 'el
Pam Alexander, outgo- MS In communication
having a part in the 41)ing
mother advisor, ths4witers
p_ortitnit- tor ministry
presented Gina Coursey,
While attenduw . Ntur4.11i ,4/11.1; t Pain at 217
Paula Morton, Shelia ray State she is
Scott, Tana' Camp and in the Wesle Foundation
K.v • 12240
Christie Jones with merit -and Wester thiorr. as well
,
4•11.1 offerings directly
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Dorothy Camp. Patty
Angeles tot a
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Alligators are limn(' in
Cooper, Jane Waters-and Pisoni will be_travtlingis "grand finale" oncert
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CHICAGO IAPI
estimated a mortality
mysterious worm-like risk of about 8 percent
parasite discovered by among fetuses and inBOSTON
AP i
"People who are ,!oing
chance may be the cause fants involved in the
Researchers hoping to downhill rapidlr can be
Of t potentially deadly disease if all of the toxreverse the crippling devastated, and it is this
disease that strikes up to emia cases in the United
nerve destruction caused group whom we think it is
pregnant
10 percent of
States went untreated_
by multiple sclerosis
women,researchers say. That would mean bet- reported today on two apprapnate to _ treat '
said Dr. James It
.The organism has been ween 12.000 and 24,000
prom -Fs`ing new Lehnch of Massachusetts
linked to toxemia. of deaths each year, he said.
treatments
a comition• -.General Hospital.
pregnancy, it condition
An - average- of more anti
drug and
-cancel_
Lehnch said fewer than
which can cause retarda- than 100 pregnant women
dories of pure oxygen.
• half the 50,000 Multiple
or-death-of the fetus,---died of theciindition each
Neither -treatment can sclerosis victims in the
said Dr. Silvio Aladjem, year between 1968 and
be considered a cure for United States have this
chairman of the Depart- 1975, according to figures
the disease, but both progressive form of the
ment of Obstetrics and from the National Center
reduce its disabling disease, although no exGynecology at Loyola for • Health Statistics in
symptoms in some pa- act figures are _available
University's Striteh Bethesda, Md.
tients tested by doctors There is do Other treatSchool of Medicine.
No cure for toxemia is
working separately in ment to slow the longToxemia at pregnant known, and doctors now
Boston and New York.
tei-rn damage .of MS.
women can Cause high are forced to treat the
The Boston doctors which strikes young
blood pressure. sweating' -symptoms by trying to
found that the cancer adults.
and — in the most severe reduce blood pressure,
drug, cyciophosphamide,
The study using the
eases — convulsions, he giving anti7conyulsive stopped
the disease's anti-cancer drug v.as
said Wednesday.
• drugs or Inducing early.
destruction in 80 percent directed hy pr Stephen
• "Because the ultimate htbor. Aladjem said;
of patients with rapiiify-Hauser rHiith.im
treatment for toxemia is
Physiologist Judith
and and Wom#n's Hospital
disease,
.
worsening
delivery of the fetus, and Lueck was d otirg•
one-third of these people with doctors from
because the condition graduate work eight
actually improved. The Massachusetts General
usually appears around years ago when she first
New York researchers Hospltal, Children's
the seventh month. of saw the parasite, which
found
that 70 percent of Hospital Medical Center
pregnancy, toxemia is a she 'arid a colleague
MS victims improved ,and Harvard Medical
coommon Cause of couldn't identify.
after. breathing. pure ox- School. The oxygen study
premature births.- MadThe organism could be
ygen in pressurized was done by Dr Boguslav
jem said.
seen in time-lapse chambers.
H. FiScher and colIf an infant.is delivered photographs of afterbirth
Both studies were leagues from New York
. by induced labor and dies cell cultures fron, a
published in today's New University Medical
subsequently, it is often w o- m a n W I t h
England Journal of Center.
.
Impossible to determine trophoblastir disease a
Medicine.
MS destroys the protec- whether, the death was a -disease characterized 6y
Each grodp cautioned tive sheath of myelin that
result of toxemia or tumors in the womb.
against 'using the new surrounds the • nerves,
Aladpremature _birth.
A kangaroo is less than therapies routinely for all disrupting the brain's
jem said.
victims of MS. but the messages transmitted
As a result, there are no an inch long at birth The
Boston . doctors said the along the nerves
reliable statistics on the infant spends the first cancer drug should be us-*
number of infants who die five months of itstfe in- ed now for those whose Although the symptoms
may vary in severity.
as a result of toxemia, side its mother's MFlined condition is a
steadily
they
include muscle
Aladjem said, He pouch.
worsening. weakness, - dizziness.
tremors and blurred vision.
Its Cabrie is. unknown.
-bet many believe it is a
defect of the immune
system that directs the
body to attack its own
tissue. The drug used by
the Boston doctors
retards this immune
reaction.

MS drug may be help
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FIVE GENERATIONS are Mrs. Gladys Key Williams, seated left, her son,
J.W. Williams, seated right, standing, from left, her granddaughter, Jeanne
Williams Cook; her great-grandson, David Cook, holding her great-greatgrandson, Robert Cook. This picture was made in the living room built in laSii by
George Skipper Key, granddad at Mrs. Williams, who settled a section of land
acquired from the state of Kentucky.
George Key was a slave owner and at one time four slave cabins existed on the
Key place. After the Civil War, Key told the colored people they were free to go
bat they refused to leave Mr. "Jogs." He told them that be couldn't pay them
ouch but be would see that they didn't go hungry.
Gladys Key Williams, wife of the late C.J. Williams, has lived most of her 12%
years at the same location. The house has been addled to a umber of times but
the one original room remains — a witness to the many Joys and sorrows al
George Key and Ms descendants.
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Parents must be told
WASHINGTON AP)Starting Feb 25, the
government says parents
must be told when their
teen•age daughters
receive prescription birth
control products from
federally subsidized
clinics.
But opponents of the socalled "squeal rule." contending the measure will
lead to more abortions
and unwanted pregnancies, are asking the
federal courts to overturn

the regulation before it
Lakes effect.
The Planned Parenthood Federation of
America, the American
Civil Liberties Union and
the National Family
Planning and Reproductive Health Association
have each filed suit in
federal court, along with
several states and clinics.
The regulation was
published in Wednesday's
Federal Register. It will
take effect in 30 days.
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Murray Police Boxing Club•
brings back tourney honors
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
JACKSON. Tenn
Murray Police Boxing
Club members are making a good showing in the
Coca Cola Invitational
Tournament which began
Thursday and ends
tonight
Three MPH( fighters
competed in Friday's
rounds and two advanced
from Thursday's rounds
to battle for champion or
runnerup status in their
respective weight
catagories
Tonight Shawn Simmons. last year's 432pound champion in the
Coke Invitational, goes
for the 139-pound btle
against Kelvin Buck of
Ripley Also.'Jabbin' Jay
Thomas. another Murrayan who won Thursday
night, fights Kenneth

Bond at Jackson Boxing but Stevenson held his „rayan Buddy Workman
Club in the finals of their own throughout the three- fought Robert Baker of
Jackson Boxing Club for
rounds
weight class.
In opening minute of the 112-pound championLast night's championships saw two MPBC the third round Jones ship
members square off for staggered Stevenson,
The tournament was
the 126-pound title. prompting a standing 6- for beginners and novice
'Lightning' Rod Jones count, and from there the fighters without a
won the decision over outcome as evident
previous tournament
"Ron was out-boxing championship jind
'Raging Red' Ron Stevenson, but not before the him when he kept boxing. Workman was seeing accrowd in the Hays Com- but he didn't throw tion in his first fight ever.
munity Center received a enough punches. He'd hit
Baker showed more
spirited display of com- him then hold up a little."
'explained Stevenson's boxing savvy, however,
petition.
Destute being from the. cornerman and coach and stopped Workman in
same club, both fighters David Rogers. Rick the second round:
were intent on earning laitiiner was conthIng .y Baker's last punch in the
the red jacket awarded to Jones during the inters- first round brought a
standing 8-count. to
the champion of each quad matchup.
"The good thing. is Workman, but he gamely
division.
"1 didn't hold back." these guys are still fought back and received
admitted Jones, "I was friends." Latimer the runnerup trophy for
his efforts.
pointed out
going all out."
Seven teams, including
"*Yah." Jones said.
It was Jones' agMurray, were
gressiveness and quick "We're teammates!"
Before the Jones- represented in the threecombinations that sent
the jacket to his corner, Stevesikon bout, Mur- day tourney.
ar

Racers host Goys in OVC game tonight
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray State's Racers
'try to climb up from their
first loss in 15 games
while the 1.ii,dy Racers
try to inainGun an edge
gained by their third win
of the season when both
teams host Austin Peay
tonight in Racer Arena
The Racers-4:overnors
game will feature four of
the top five Ohm Valley
Conference scorers Glen
Green 20 3 . Lamont.

•

vol(
Ron Ste enI Abu%
son left and Murray
Police Boxing Club
teammate Rod Jones
battle for the 126pound championship
which Jones eventualRight
1 y won
Another MPBC
member clutches his
) after
rwmerup (nth.
losing in the 112-pound
finals
Photos by Jim Rector

might point to an offensive barnburner, one
must consider the two
team's rankings in the
OVC scoring defense
catagory.
APSU has allowed an
average of 66.7 points per
game to rank No.1 in the
league. MSU is a close second giving up only 70.9
per outing.
Murray State enters
the game following a 7565 thrashing at Southeast
Louisiana Monday while

Austin Peay suffered a
setback Friday night at
Middle Tennessee,81-68,
The men's tipoff is set
for 7,i.-30 and marks the
halfway point in Murray's OVC schedule, having faced all league opponents once.
Prior to the men's
game, Murray State's
Lady Racers, fresh from
their Thursday victory at
Mississippi University
for Women, will host the
LadjGovs at 5 p.m. •

The two women's
squads are mired at the
bottom of the OVC —
Austin Peay with three
losses, no wins; MSU four
losses, no wins.
Murray features the
leading scorer in the
league. in Diane Oakley
( 23.51 while the Lady
Govs have two standouts
— Valerie Malone and
Amy Davis, both averaging slightly over 10 points
per game.
••
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Murray sweeps pair from Futfon.
MurFULTON CFI N.
ray high's basketball
teams brought home a
pair of victories after
knocking off the Fulton
City teams in Fcoday
night action
Monica Greene set the
winning example for the
Lady ” Tigers 'as she
pumped in 23 points and
snagsed 13 rebounds
Donna Rousse contributed 17 points and
Diana Ridley added 13 to
balance the Murra) attack
All 15 members of the
Lady Tiger squad saw action and coach Jun Harrell said tw was glad his
girls had an easy night
because the next five
games would be considerably harder
-.We've got a long road
ahead of ms We've got to
get ready for five tough
ones now," Harrell said

41•••-•
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Monday Murray's girls
travel to Christian County. and Thursday they
visit Hickman County.
February 7 they return
home to face regional
powerhouse Symsonia
and Feb.10 they trek to
district leader Marshall
County. Finally, Feb. 17,
the Lady Tigers complete
the gauntlet with a home
game against Hickman
County.
"February will
definitely tell us what
kind of team we have,"
Harrell insists.
The Murray boys bad
an easy night with the

Fulton boys, winning 7158
The victory improved
Murray's record to 9-6
and snapped a two-game
losing streak.
Murray is in the middle
of a six-game road
stretch, counting last
week's game at Murray
State's Racer Arena.
Tuesday the Tigers visit
Lewes, then hit the road
to Syrnsonia on Friday.
February 8 the Tigers invade Mayfield for-their
final district clash.
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(;meow 23 Spam 2 Srtft 2 Thompson
3. Harcourt 2. Thurmond 1 Team totals
1444 13-2•113
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Sleets 1 18.21 and Ricky
Hood 117 'h of MSU along
with APSU's Lenny Manning 162i rank Nos. 2.5,
,tively.
respec
Also. Murray and
Austin Peay rank 1-2 in
the conference seoring
margin department —
MSU beating its opponenLs by an average of
122 points per game, AP
winning by a 4.5 margin.
- Although the highscoring individuals and
team winning margins

owe(TOO

Virginia ploys
Louisville today

PlAimAA,

CHARLOTTESVILLE.
Va. iAPi — Terry
Holland was hoping for a
basketball game and not
• track meet when his
sixth-ranked Virginia
1U','
,1L4 0 *411
Cavaliers soared off
N
• ,•
A
,
hee4s
with No. Lotagille in a
college baWetball
showdown today.
"The first thing you
have to take away is their
quickness, their running
game," Holland said of
the 16-2 Cardinals, who
made it to the NCAA
Final Four last season.
"And to do that you have
to make good shots
yourself, make sure you
give them the ball
don't
Giaisue 200 Si S PiaonJo •oul °gums
and great offensive posiT *0 Tone Paint Sun goo4 ad Alloy Wheels
tion"
He said Coach Denny
NOW OFFERING UP TO
Crum might be expected
to make the Final Four
A2000'
again this season, not only became of his starters,
9.1 A.P.R. se Dens Pia-op:
but the Cardinals'
reserves as well
"Tbe only thing they
Ustil
31 st
don't have is a big center
And the way they play!
don't think that would be
beneficial to have that
N4 S. 116 753-7114
type of player." he said.
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HMI LIAM — Senior forward Mild UnCables deenbistes this rebound. similar lead way
his Murray Higb tearnmatoo dominated INNS CIF
rriday.71-411.
Filo pboto by Jim Seder
°GeV
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If
... Or will Redskins
and Theismann prevail?

Will history repeat itself?
Can Dolphins do it again?
z

-r

Here's how AP sports writers Bruce
Lowett and Hal Bock see the
lineups
An AP Sports Analysis
By BRUCE LOWTTT
AP Sports Writer
PASADENA. Calif. ( AP — Take a look over at
the Miami bench during Super Bowl XVII. You'll
see the men who will beat the Washington Redskins
Don Shuts and Bill Arnsparger.
A couple of weeks ago, they had to find a wify to
defuse Dan Fouts and the San Diego Chargers, the
most explosive team in the National Football
League.
Against the Dolphins,San Di9go went pfft.
Last week they had to find a way to contain New
York's squadron of speedy receivers and, at the
same time, gilow down NFL rushing champ
Freeman McNeil.
Against the Dolphins, the Jets never got off the
ground and McNeil didn't gain much of it.
That is Arnsparger's doing. Miami's defense, the
best in the league, is his. For that matter, the
league's defense is his. What he conceived of more'
than a decade ago — a defensive alignment to confront any offensive situation — is now the norm in
the NFL
What the Dolphins did to Washington 10 years
ago, they'll do to the Redskins again this weekend.
Miami will give up yardage grucigingiy and points
even more so.
Don't expect the Dolphins to run roughshod over
Washington. Andra Franklin probably won't gain
100 yards. Quarterback David Woodley may even
have to be rescued once again by Don Strock.
But when the 'Skins have the ball, Coach Joe
Gibbs will finally have to admit at some point that
John Riggins can't quite carry them all the way.
He'll have to tell Joe Theismann to start his controlled scrambling and throvring.
Then Arnsparger will mutter something else to
- his defense — and the game will be Miami's.
What is Shula's contribution?
He picked Arnsparger, didn't he?
Final score: Miami 23, Washington 16.

An AP Sports Analysis
By HAI. BOCK
AP Sports Writer

Quarterback

PASAI)ENA, Calif 1AI
The edge is not much.
unless you consider having the National Football
Irague's Most Valuable Player much of an edge
Washington's Mark Moseley set a field goal ac•
curacy record by kicking,20 of 21 in the regular
season, His two-season string of 23 in a row produced another record and made him the first kicker in
history to be named MVP
All year long, Moseley his sauthe's had a dream
that hewould win the Super Bowl with a field goal
This isalearly his year. so why shouldn't his dream
come true'
The Redskins and the Miami -1)olphins come into
this game with two of the best defenses in the NY'.
Miami allowed the-fewest -yards: Washington the.
fewest points It follows, then. that Super Bowl XVII
will nortse a tugh:seonng affair
It figures to be a grind-iteout kind of game and the
Skills seem better equipped for that. Fullback John
Biggins has been running over people left and right
during the playoffS He is at the top of his game,
• with 444 yards. in the last three games, working •
behind an inspired offensive line called the Bugs
At quarterback, the experience of Joe Theismann
should give Washington another edge' Miami's
David Woodley admits that tw has a long way to go
before he can be -included'among the league's top
passers He finished 10th among. AFC quarterbacks. while Theismannfitustwd firstin_the NFC.
But the, balance could be. tipped by Moseley. a
dinosaur who kicks straight on- instead of soccer
style the way, most placement men do these days.
He has been in 'a playoff slump. missing four of six
attempts. 1.00k for that to end Sunday. when his
field goal beats M1341111 •
Final score Washington 10. Miami;

Theismorth is very mobile and
works well under pressure.

Receivers
Even with starter Monk out,
Redskins get the nod for depth.

Running backs4.er
/

Full balance in running attack- for
the Dolphins:

A

Offensive line
Dolphin's line allowed only 1 I
sacks this season:

.4MO

Defensive line

I 400

.

Best in league

S

Linebackers
Solid Group

Defensive backs
Dolphins should hold well ogoinst
the pass

e

Estimated one million pay tribute as Alabama mourns Bryant's death
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
I AP) — The funeral service for Paul -Bear"
Bryant was short and
simple. There was no
• eulogy. There was no
musk.
That was how his
widow, Mary Harmon
Bryant, wanted it.
Then a mile-long
funeral, cortege left
Tuscaloosa, where the
greatest college football
coach in history reigned
for a quarter-century,
and drove 60 miles to
Elmwood Cemetery in
Birmingham, where fans,
friends, former colleagues and players stood
12-deep as Bryant was
buried.
There were estimates
that as many as one

million people attended
the services Friday or lined the streets of the two
cities and the interstate
linking them.
Paul Davis, the former
Mississippi State coach
who served on Bryant's
staff last season. said
Bryant once told him that
he wanted to have the biggest funeral Alabama
had ever seen.
He probably did.
Bryant, whose 323 victories are more than any
other coach in college
football history, died
Wednesday of a heart attack after entering Druid
City Hospital in
Tuscaloosa the night
before because of chest
pains. He was 69.
Bryant died exactly six
weeks after his formal
announcement of retire-

ment, ending' a 38-year
career in which he built
winning- teams at
Maryland--Kentucky.
Texas AdiM and
Alabama, his beloved
alma mater he served for
25 years..
Four weeks ago, he
capped his coaching
career when his Crimson
Tide trimmed Illinois 2115 in the Liberty Bowl.
"The -sadde-st—thing
there is about -the whole
thing is that the general
public will never get to
know the true Coach
Bryant," said Texas
A&M Coach Jackie Sherrill, a former Bryant
assistant.
•'He was now in a position to do those things."
Sherrill added. "He had
dedicateiLevery'bunce of

he had to his

players and staff
Sherrill was among the

Alabama

te11111

Crimson Tide cogers win one for The Bear
By The Associated Press
Alabama Coach Wimp
Sanderson says Paul
"Bear" Bryant have been

the first to congratulate
the Crimson Tide basketball team on its 70-67
upset victory over No.I
ranked UCLA,
-We showed with our
basketball team that we
had a great deal of feeling

U•Ve _Kuartl.e ainely Tut
for Coach . Bryant.: Wednesday and was I op Town(\ tram
With the-score tied •
free throw, which ps
Sanderson said after the buried earlier Friday
to be the-difference
A_ mistake by UCLA 67_ Alabama was
game. "1 know if Coach
Still. UCLA Coach
Bryant were with us guard Rod Foster with 10 pare-nth going for the List
tonight that when I got seconds left in the game shot as guard Mike Davis Larry - Farmer noted

back to the hotel he'd probably the first one to
The Tide players wore
black patches on their left

shoulders in meniory of
Bryant, who died on

helped Alabama with the
win that likely ended the
Bruiris' two-week reign at
the top of the Associated
Press poll
It was the only game
Friday night involving a

Vc a s near midcourt Foster, apparently
thinking the Bruins were
trailing. went up to Davis
and intrntionallyItcu ice I
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F'osters mistake wasn't
the only the only problem
of the game
'At times wc all get
tpursclves worked up to a
point where we' I Wet want
something to happen'.

FIRSTDAY OFCLASS
STARTS FEBRUARY 17

753-1331
Open Mon.*no Users. Open Friday & Set.
7 a.m.. to $ p.m.
7 e.m. to 7 p.m.
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pa( thousands of peiple
standing altIngside road
The pastor. Rev
Elmore. said in a short 'atty.. and larnimitc t)y er
cs
sermon. that Bryant yeas pas,
held handmade
one perstai the I A it."
irikr• C‘preNNiiik.., 1/ tie' for
blessed. and 1114441r di
lit i Ant Another read
ble•Wrig "
'hank, fl/r the
ince the service'
the 300-car funeral t or- ineinttries"
1982

history of college foot- preciated that, but _he
ought tea Si
ballPresideni Reagan had Washington "
Bryant's pine casket.
hundreds of coaches and offered to attend during a
former players who paid telephone conversation covered with 2.400 crimfinal homage to Bryant, with Mrs
Bryant son and white carnations.
the poor Arkansas farm- Wednesday
but her was carried up the steps
boy who became daughter. Mrs Mae Mar- of the. old stone First
recognized by his peers tin Bryant Tyson, said. United Methodist Church
as the best ever in the "Mania told hun we, an- by eight membecs of the
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Disciplinary action taken

I. •••turlia%

J

ri 19e3

fins & feathers

Mnqy Ledger & Tim..

west kentucky outdoors
by wade bourne

1

WASHINGTON i AP) —
On the basis of its finThe Seventh-day Adven- dings, Wilson said church
tist Church has taken officials involved would
driciplinary action be dl.c$pllnpd to varying
spinet 96 officials in con- degrees.raIngfrom a
nection with their Meal,- letter of adiul$alptratrtv.
mint with church loons to disapproval and warning
a California surgeon and to reprimands. treaders
building developer, to duties not involving
Donald J. Davenport.
church funds, and
''This is by far the most dismissal.
sweeping discipline ever
Study continues
attempted within the
church.- says its presiNEW YORK 'APi —
dent, Neal C. Wilson.
Shareholder resolutions
Davenport filed for submitte
d by religious
bankruptcy in Los agencies
to seven major
Angeles in July 1981. and j).S.
corporations ask
owes various units of the
them to examine and
Seventh-day Adventist
reaffirm their commitchurch $18 million in
ment to equal opportunity
loans to him and $3
in employment.
million in secured inThe seven companies
terest. officials say .
are American Telephone
Announcement of the &
Telegraph,
disciplinary actions came Westing
house
this week after comple- J.P. Morgan, Electric,
Exxon, Intion of a 624-page report ternatio
nal Telephone
by a special church ond Telegra
ph, Sears,
review commission.
and Dart and Craft.

kill At this writing And believe me, when starting to fly. I haven't
Ballard is holding some seven experienced been back in touch with
30,000 geese, with more callers turn loose Stull. but I have a hunch
coming in each day
together, the attraction to he and his hunters had
The last day of the passing geese is almost some action before the
season I spent in strange irresistable
day was over And one
territory. Tim Stull Except that this day not other thing. I adirured
operates the S&H Hun- many geese were pass- this operation for its lack
ting Club in Henderson ing. "They're feeding of skybusting. We had
County near the Sloughs them on the refuges, and shots on both fligtds that
Wildlife Management they don't have to fly off would have called for
Area I hunted deer with the boundaries," was the empty guns and grabbing
Stull earlier in the year, concensus of OpillICKI
for more Shells in Ballard
and he'd invited me to We did have two big County.
share his goose pit. When flights try to work The
So now it's over, and
I called to see if he had first came over, faltered,
there's another 10 months
room the last day, he said broke down and then
before the next, round of
action was very now, but went on The second,
decoys and cold morn1 was welcome. Action is around 75 Canadas, were
ings The quality of the
slow everywhere. I told committed and coming
sport grows ever dim, if
him, and I made plans to an That's when Stull's
you number the birds in
go.
Labrador retriever the bag. But how
many
Stull's spread is 18 couldn't stand the exciteyou kill isn't the lure of
miles west .of Henderson ment The dog broke and
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
waterfowling. It's the
between the Sauerheber ran out into the decoys,
fellowship, the wild
DEAR DR • LAMB - eliminating (at which conRefuge and Hovey flaring the birds
places and seeing the Your reply to the woman tains more calories than any
Refuge across the Ohio skyward. "Boys, hold
husband
was other food you eat, and conbirds work. As one whose
River in Indiana. This your fire until he Comes
Henderson County hunter overweight brought back centrated sweets That
region is cross-hatched back in range," Stull
said, "It's watching'em memories of 10 years ago leaves plenty of good food
when my husband,
by sloughs and old lakes. growled. not totally in
stick their feet out and overweight yust about also I have given the general
in
that principles of preparing food
and it has traditionally of- Jest
stretch their necks to amount, tried a diet such as to control body
Hunters in West Kentucky found geese scarce during the 118841 season. These
weight in
fered some of the best
1
had
to
leave
by
1
p.m
land. Then you've fooled you recommended It was so The Health Letter 9-12.
Henderson County hunters wait for a flock to pass by.(Photo by Wade Bourne).
waterfowling in Ken- and the geese were just
them"
restrictive in allowing the Kitchen Power for Weight
The. 1982-43 waterfowl ing the office. "Our morning's excitem
tucksent
foods, dressings and condi- Control. which 1 am sending
seasons are now history. harvest is still below 500
I've
hunted geese in
The second morning
ments which he had grown you Others can send 75
and for most hunters the
birds so far," she said found us in pit 75, Where several states and from a
to love and indulge in over cents with a long, stkmped.
were the worst in recent "We're still getting we managed
the years that, after two self-addressed envelope for
to call in and variety of pits and blinds.
memory. There were oc- reports of a lot of geese ground a single
Canada Hut I've never seen a snot ()SLO, Norway i AP) — and Greeoland seals weeks of salads with it to me. in care of this newsvinaigarette dressing. paper, PO -Box 1551.-Radio
casional good days in up in Wisconsin" Mild We also watched
as a I liked better than Stull's The Norwegian Seal Hun- under three weeks old steamed vegetabl
es, no City Station. New York. NY
isolated spots, but by and temperatures in the Mid- group of hunters
river bottom layout. It's ting Council has banned
from
may not be killed. These butter, an apple for dessert. 10019
" large the birds never got West caused the birds to Mayfield bagged
set in the middle .00f a killing- of two types of
four big
seals' pelts are common- he rationalized.that his body DEAR DR LAMB
he;i. And the ones that sit tight instead of birds in the next.
giant cornfield, a long a baby seals this winter
field
ly- called "white coat" couldn't take the shock
Since age 14 I ve been on
did weren't sociable migrate
And two of our party in flooded swag which the and is imposing general - and "blue back."
I loved the guy and cer- thyroid Now I am 22 1 'xis
enough to buzi west Kengeese
fly
between . the limits on other seal hunBut optimism reigns another pit knocked down
Jonsgaard said the tainly understood the frus- taking Proloid, 32 mg (1 1-1
tucky decoy spreads
supreme among hunters. six blue geese as a Neil refuges His spread con- ting by Norwegians, the council also decided
tration,
to gradual so 1 started a very grain) but when I went to get
About-the only good thing and that first morning's swirled off Mitchell
sists of 800 full-body council chairman said
cutting down on the my refill my doctor said I
lake
reduce from 10 to seven
to come from the late briefing was addressed to over pit 89.
goose shells with • a
The decision was taken the number of _ vessels foods that he should not needed to be tested again
•
have The saiads got bigger. because I might not need the
duck and goose .s sons is a room full of men eager
I left Ballard County sprinkling of shadows at the council's recent an- allowed to take part in the
the bleu cheese dressing only medication anymore
and duck decoys mixed nual meeting in western
that there should be plen- to get into the pus with several
observawinter seal huntoff New- enough to flavor it We stayed off- medicine forsone
ty birds left to breed next
;entlemen, welcome to tions. First, I've never in I asked Stull how Norway, council head Dr foundland,
at Jan shared a baked potato The week and had a thyroid test
wring in Canada
Ballard County This is a seen the area look better, Much he had invested in Philos Aage Jonsgaard Maayen Island,
and
in the tablespoon of sour cream The test came back normal
I gave the geese two Canada goose
thanks to Tom Young and his decoys. He grimaced said today
western and eastern Arc- was one-half yogurt We ate and I was taken off 'mediparting shots figurativeAfter the briefing, his staff Food was plen- and answered. "$6,000
Under the ban, hooded tic waters.
mountains of stir fried vege- cine I have been off thyroid
ly, not literally!, hunting hunters spilled outside tiful. and,
tables prepared in Just a for a month Since then I
the grounds at distributor's prices."
two days in the waning and got on appropriate were set up
trace of oil and served over have gained weight and have
Buried in the center of
to kill geese.
season on the Ballard trucks and buses, the Nobody
anthill of rice
an
been tired and feeling sluggthe
spread
is one mamhere could help it
County Wildlife Manage- dtivers shouting pit if the birds
No longer did we spoon up ish I thought once you were
didn't moth steel pit It has
on thyroid medication you
ment Area and the final numbers, loading their migrate
mounds of ice cream
room to shoot up to 12 SAN DIEGO "I AP, two weeks. "She's so at- with chocolate sauce topped
day in an Ohio River bot- passengers and driving
Now it were on it forever
Second, alarmists a gunners It has electri(-i- The latest creature com- tached to it,
DEAR READER
she will ac- was frozen - strawberries,
You
tom pit near Henderson
off into the darkness
couple of years back were ty, a coffee room, a sump forts at the San Diego Zoo tually
should contact your doctor
drag
frozen
her
apple
food
onto
puce.
dry
In a way these trips tell
milk
We'd drawn pit number declaring that Ballard's pump to drain out the are heated waterbeds.
it," Phillips said. "She and ice cubes whirred in a in view of your symptoms It
the story of how the whole 35, in a held next to the deer herd had
could be that you really do
been shot water. This pit is NICE, A Chinese wild dog, won't chew her food
until blender to make a delicious
season has been
river. I'm sure sometime to oblivion They should and it's invisible from a also called a dhole, got
need thyroid supplement
slush
she's
on the waterbed.
The day before we got in Ballard's history a go now and drive
The other possibility is that
around few yards away_ Shooting the first one by preten- She thinks that's
Over a period of a year he after taking
her
to Ballard County 110 goose has flown near this the area
near dark holes are covered with ding to be pregnant. The den."
dropped almost all of the so long your the thyroid for
hunters had downed three spot, but on this par- Whiteta-i Is
pituitary gland •
are cornstalk-woven wire animal didn't have any
A spider monkey and excess weight and we both that stimulates the thyroid
geese The day before ticular morning it did not everywhere, and soon
doors
which
must be offspring: but got to keep baby got
the
a waterbed on had a good time planning Just didn't respond when you
that, eight honkers had We saw waves of geese management
menus and working
area will be thrown back When geese the bed.
Monday
and
apparently recipes We even took up stopped thyroid
fallen The area was heading out of the area facing another
to
over- fly in range
"She's attached to it," are pleased.
When.yo
holding MMIC 10,000 geese toward Horseshoe lake. poptikaU problem
walking Now, at'111, he is roid you u are taking thyon
For this final day's ef- said zoo physiologist An.
don't need, your
Althoug
h
some
zoo strong, virile and has a blood
at a time when it should We saw the usual
Ballard's season ended fort, Stull had assembled drew John Phillips. "She enclosur
es have central pressure reading and choles- own thyroid quits putting out
have been holding 75.000- sky busts from the guys on an upbeat
is much hormone
note. The seven callers. These likes it so much that when heating, most are ineffi- terol level that
makes his when you stop the medica100.000
who think they can down geese are finally coming hunters use Olt 1,-22 goose she conks out at
7
p.m.,
ciently warmed with heat doctor smile All without so tion it is supposed
Manager Tom Young a goose -at 200 yards. And in The final harvest calls
to shift
especially modified she just-stays there until lamps, Phillips
said, and much as an aspirin So there gears and start producing
was recuperating from a once we had ii lonesome figure
was 749, down to make a realistic cluck- morning."
ismore
than
one
way
to
get additional hormone If this
the animals sleep on cold
back operation, and his mallard drake circle to significa
to St Louis
ntly from the ing sound
a trademark "It would be very hard concrete.
failed to happen in your
wife Theresa was mann- our calling That was the previous year's
2,200 bird of the Henderson region to take it away," he said,
DEAR READER - Your case, your doctor may want
On chilly, wet nights in
apparently referring to the zoo canyons, baby story is a good example of to do something about it
how what is done in the
Sometimes thyroid horthe dhole's sharp teeth.
animals have sometimes
The zoo's waterbeds become separated from kitchen affects the family's mone is given to "rest" the
body fat You can prepare thyroid or during temporary
are thin sandwiches of their mothers and died. good tasty
food that satisfies conditions and can be disflexible aluminum pack- That happened a year
ago without fattening The key is continued in time
Where "Service Is Syr liminess
ed with water. Tiger when J111 bore two
cubs.
claws can't puncture the One got separate
d and
material and the beds can died the next day,
partly
be hosed off with water.
BOBBY WOLFF
because it didn't stay
Coifered
with
hay,
they
grt
warm enough, said
are comfortable and are Phial
"Innocence and mystery
z
P40ITN
kept at 75 to 00 degrees,
1-311-A
So far, lb of the 100•113
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Cooking for health
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Zoo animals get waterbeds
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Fisher-Price announces appointments
EAST AURORA NY
Fisher-Price today announced a pair of key appointments in .
s
operations
Bruce I). Inglis, lk fi4r
most recently has been
interim plant manager
for the Peteriee, England
manufacturing facility,
has been named direct,rfr
of manufacturing for thr
UliS. Profit Center Ile
previously served for
many years as plant
manager in Medina. NV'
Gerald I. Kelly, acting
manager at Medina for
the past several month.

HOME DECORATING — Decorating Den, -the colorful store that comes to
your door" is now in the Murray area, wended ty Oveda "Ve" Severna. The
specially equipped van brings over 3,000 samples of draperies, carpet and
waUcovering to the clients for in-home decorating service.
•

avrrullics the full position
as plant manager for that
facility Kelly previously
was nianager of molding
-itt Fisher Price's plant in
Murray
In his new position, Inglis • will be respon_sible
for -the operations of the
three Western New York
plants at East Aurora. Holland and Medina as
well as the Murray, KY
plant A 32-year veteran
ith Fisher-Price. he
rose through a variety of
technical manufacturing
and distribution posatain.is 7
trt the rank of Medina

Joyce Noel Tax Service
operating in Kirksey
-**•
%in 44TOMpiin)

Potts Road in Kirksey,
has announced the_open:
mg of her own income tax
service.
V
Joyce Noel Tax Service
specializes in all types of
-Hilts Teachers College of ttax filing including farm,
S.-D,--fitehais•-411.1811. _business, nbeen atilV6 la-cominunity tlividual and self employgroups _ such as the rnent.
N"el. wlm has - five
Graves County Arthritii
Foundation, Regional years experience in the.
Mental Health Board, income tax filing
Community Woman's business, says "I will
Club of Mayfield and stand behind my work,
most recently Nerved as supply reference's and
president of Marshall
County High School Band
Boosters.

Ginseng root is target of thieves
Thieves got away with
ginseng valued at $40,000
from Clara Rising's
cultivated plot at Irvine.
'They cleaned us out,"
said Rising,former president of the Kentucky
Ginseng Growers
Association. "And they
probably sold it to a local
store as wild ginseng
because that brings a better price thancultivated."
Wild ginseng, whoise
roots are regarded by the
Chinese as- having
medicinal value, grows in
abundance in Kentucky
woodlands. And thievery
is probably the number
one problem in this industry whose annual crop
value has been estimated
at between $5 million and
$8 million.
Rising said she knows
of at least 20 Kentucky
growers forced out of
business in the past two
years because of diggers
who enter property
without permission. collect the plant and sell it to
dealers. -Ginseng could
be a $500 million crop, not
a $5 million one, if licensing were used to control
ginseng burglary and
black market deals," she
said.
One of Kentucky's
estimated 400 ginseng
growers, Otto Lindsey of
Millwood, is determined
to keep thieves off his 2.5
acre plot. Lindsey has
erected electric fences

VA appoints
Anna Requarth
Anna Requarth,
manager of Roberts
Realty, has recently been
notified by the Veterans
Administration of her appointment as property
management broker for
their agency.
Requarth will be serving in Calloway and surrounding counties.
Through this appointment she will be notified
of any V.A. reclaims of
property and be responsible for the' saleability of
that property. The V.A. is
iii egial opportunity
seem. The reclaimed
Mines are available for
any person's considerst i on . Requarth is
available to talk with you
at your convenience conisinia!V.A.homes.

if

She feels her rates arc
very, competitive anti
assures that the customer
can get eveiything 411111•
pletel tin I Me visit
•

Goodwin promoted io
partner manager spot
T o in m y G 001 Si'ri .
Route 4, has been promoted to partner
manager of Murray's
;olden Corral Pamily
teak House, 721 S. 12th

Lincoln Federal
elects Wright
to local office

Tommy Goodwin

Bilingual classes are issue
of state board disagreements

John W. Twomey has
recently joined the office
of Murray's First of
Michigan Corporation,
according to an announcement by Morris F.
BlIbray,senior vice presidenttithe corporation.

Patricia and two children
are residents of Benton

his

w ife

ingual classes to regular
classes once they have
learned to speak English
That makes perfectly
good sense
Hut another board
member..torenza
Calvillo-Craig, was arguing that children should
remain in bilingual
classes until they reached
a certain proficiency in
reading, writing, and
math As Leavenworth
pointed out, such a standard would keep some
children in bilingual
classes' long after they
were fluent:In English.

We will
be closed
Tuesday
February 1
for Inventory.

At the annual meeting
of Lincoln Federal Say
ings & 1 Mall on Jan 19 in
Louisville. George F:
ter, president, annount
that the association's
assets had risen from
$191.997.288 OU in irl r,,
$494.067.492.00 in 1962
Among the officers
elected at the meeting by
the board of directors
was I: Reid Hearn of Iancoln Federal. formerly
Security Federal, to ii
Senior vice president of
the parent company in
I mutsville
Larry I) Wright was
elected vice president
anti branch manager of
the I.incoln Federal office
in Murray
- Also elected to a one
year term as advisory
directors of the Murray
and Mayfield offices were
James it Pryor, C M
Rhodes, I
J Steele
Robbins. Eldon (;ardner,
George Stone, Dr 3.1i
Outland, and F Held
Hearn.

We will re-open
Wednesday at 10 a.m.
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Mon Sol 106 p.m.
Fridays Id 8

AM W.Vow/
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HOW AS INVESTMENT
FACES BRIGHT FUTURE
At least S-5 million People already ore
Psoping -the-fox • advantages and appreciation
from another %use investment
home
ownership.
.
_
Home equity ocCounts for' about 40 per
cent of all'recorded personal wealth, the .
largest single • •Ossest for millions of
Americans.. The case for investing in o home
is sound: over the long term. price apprecio
tion has.outpoced nearly oil other traditional
investments.: Statistics from the Notional
Association of Realtors show many properties
have doubled in market value over the last
10 years or less.
Home ownership will continue to be on at tractive inve.stment, not only beCouse of
these financial considerations, but because it
is the only investment that provides o
necessity
a place to live, besides an op
pealing lifestyle and tax advantages.
The low of supply ond demand seems cer
tain to enhance the investment value of
homes for years to come. About 2 million
new households will be forming each year
throughout the 1.980s Ajso the number„of
people in the prime home buying age group
2S-44' years will increase to 31 percent . of
the population. Because of the three-year
long housing recession. pent-up demand
among potential buyers also is mounting
Experts now ore predicting that because
housing construction has been severely cur
tailed and some housing units are destroyed
each year due to deterioration or fire, o
critical housing shortage is developing. - In
some parts of the country rental vacancies
are at historic -lows-of less than 5 percent
Rentals or_e getting hard to find at affordable
rates. Until horn* construction increases,
prices will continue to rise.
Also unlike other investments., a horns can be purchased with a relatively small
downpayment. Out the increase in the total
value of the property is returned to the
owner The home will continue to appreciate
whether it is owned mortgage free' Or it is
mortgaged
Due to this low downpoyment leverage
the increasing demand and unmet supply, the
historical appreciation,' equity accumulation,
ond the dispersed decision making, which tru
ly signifies a democratic society, owning a
home will continue to be a sound investment .
By taking advantage of the lowest interest
rates in three years. and low interest people
to-people financing plans available, many
housing bargains can be found now.
-
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
AND
•••

Gerald L. Kelly
Anna Requarth Ron Wright
Tommy Goodwin
John W.Twomey Joyce Noel

.0MV.
•••••
••••

.1•110

Twomey, formerly
employed by Champion
International as directot
of real estate, is a
graduate of Cape
Girardeau College and
has a master's of
business administration
degree from Murray
State thifilillItlfr.
w meaty

Ford Motor Co.
honors Wright
for performance

The 'ifs sen ice is done - Ford Iii', goon of Ford
in the Noel honieMotor-Voinpanyis proud
rail be made
to announce the appoint
• nierit Of non Wright to the.
- by calling 489-'1440 Nut-I. a native of rank of master sales
Nashville, is the wife of counselor for outstanding
Thoinas Noel. They have
keromplishment
three. children. David. during 1982
•
landa and Robert
This is the seventh tunic
-Wnght has been honored
,with membership- in the
professional organization
for top Ford sales personnel and the fourth time he
has earned master sales
ounselor status
lie' and his wife Linda
dent at SIIUttlkA A
are
the parents of one 'oat
Calloway - Element.'
and two- daughters -and
and Sheena Ann, seven
are residents of Route 7
months old

around his plants and has have an excelle
ginseng i program il
installed a highly sensitive audio system to Kentucky," Goodman
Goodwin has been an
detect intruders. '.'11( said.
Rising- wants the -employee at the local
you're going to.. grow it,
you've got to 'protect regulations to go farther restaurant since its openyourself," Lindsey'. said, by requiring tha diggers ing in 1981. Prior to that
He values his crop at receive, .a property he was employed by Tap-,
$150,000 and is one of the owner's written permis- pan for 13 years. He is
few Kentucky growers.in, sion before collecting currently a senior at Murginseng. ,But Sally ray State University
the business runtime.
Goodwin and his wife
But other growers Wilson„ an agriculture
are the parents
Theresa
department
aren't as prepared to batdaughters, Jenof
three
tle thieves and haven't spokeswoman, said digwho is a student
nifer,
13,
deal
with.
gers
who
must
been aided much by
Middle
regulations passed last absentee landlords would at Calloway
Hanle.
8,
'a stuSchool;
year by the Kentucky have a difficult time getDepartment of ting their permission
Agriculture, according to slips signed.
Wilson said the departRising.
The regulations set the ment's regulations,
harvest season from Aug. which were 'approved by.
15 to Dec. 1 and the sell- the Legislative Research
There is no reason to
ing season from Aug. 15 Commission, meet the doubt that C. Hugh Freid,
to March 31 of the follow- federal government's man will be a capable
ing year. Dealers, who minimum standards to president of the state
must be certified, must protect ginseng as an ex- Board of Education, but
maintain records show- portable product. Most of this does not excuse the
ing the month the ginseng Kentucky ginseng is ex-. heavy-handed way that
was.purchased and the ported to the Orient. his predecessor, Ann
month -- dug, the county primarily Hong Kong, Leavenworth, was pushwhere it was dug, the and the federal goven- ed out of the job.
weight of the purchase ment has required the
Leavenworth is paying
and the signature of the states to monitor the in- the price for taking a fordigger or seller. Ex- dustry because of indica- thright stand on a conporters are required to tions that the crop is rovesial aspect of bilhave a "certificate of beginning to diminish.
ingual education
A three-year study by
legal taking" and show
As the bord president
whether the ginseng is the University of Ken- for the last two years,
tucky in 12 central and Leavenworth took the
wild or cultivated.
Dealers regard the eastern Kentucky coun- position ttat children
regulations as adequate. ties, however, revealed a should transfer from bilStephen Goodman, a net gain in the number of
partner in S. Goodman & wild ginseng plants. But
Sons, Louisville, which the researchers, while
sells much of its ginseng •"saying that further
through Hong, Kong counts should be condealers, said Kentucky is ducted, called for a proone of a handful of states gram telling people to dig
with a ginseng inspection only mature plants and to
program_ "Nothing is replant or scatter *rob
perfect in life, but we after taking the roots.

John W.Twomey joins office
of First of Michigan Corp.

•

they are auditel '•

Color-Von comes to MurrCI7

Decorating Den, a na- decorating service.
"Ve" -and-- husband,
tionally advertised
decorating service - that David Severns, reside In
specializes in. window Paducah with their
treatments, carpet and children Kelly and David.
wallcovering is now serv- Mr. Severns ,is Murray
branch manager and vice
ing the Murray area.
Oveda "Ve" Severna, a president of Home
native .of western -Ken- Federal Savings and
tucky, is bringing "the Loan Association of
colorful store that.comes Paducah. The Severns attend church at First
to your door" to Murray.
"Ve's" specially equip- United Methodist Church
;ped Color-Van will bring in Murray.
Those interested in thc
"Ve" is a graduate of
over 3,000 samples of
draperies, carpet and Reidland High School. at- services of Decorating
wallcovering to her tended Paducah Corn- Den can call 759-9725 for
clients for in-home munity College and Black an appointment

Ileflt.,ti

from the State University
('oliege at Buffalo. Bets a
resident of Lockport, NY
Kelly joined • FisherPrice's East Aurora plant.
in 1957 where be rose' to
supervisor of machine
and tool design. Ile
transferred to the Murray plant in 1973 where he
held key engineering and
numufactunng positions
during a period of signifi
cant plant expansion He
was named manager of
molding in 1980 when_
Murray begin its first
plastic's molding opera- bons In April 1982, Kelly
aSSUIlitY1 his interim posiGerald I. Kelly
Bruce D.
tion
Is Medina plant
•
manager Kelly , currently a rest=
plant manager in 1972
was ioven _th.rt interim
To help direct a major resporoubdity in April -dent of Murray, plans to
expansion of the gilant in 1982 Inglis holds a degree relocate in Western New
Petri-lee, England, he in industrial technology York in the near
_ future
— .
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Bruce D.Inglis Larry D. Wrighti
cat
Oveda "Ve"Severns
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
t Feature
6 Fmukricad
II Laud
12 Prepared for
pram
14 Symbol for
FutAFOrmerv%
IS *eery
..

17 Grass low
10 NOM,
duces
12 Rodent
13 Cut
t5 Slumbered
'
7 Symborio

CUm
28 Small stoves
30 Makes 14rv•I
12 %mem

wenn...2
up
$4
it Mori. precip.
,o.us
IA koern
4' r cismat.or,
47 Actors poets
44 PM, of•fool
4', F-'erraxl of

me
4% HaryssIs
Pt•C• gem

dent or Pod
`.0 f ngr ewe
DevtPtr.rPed

Noes
Irmo.%

canal
S7 Snarl
59 Takes bee
GO 14011141
DOWN
I Certain
ishirhar
2 Sun pad
3 Rover Wand
4 imptsao
poddeas
5 Fixed Periods
6 Buys Pace
7 Peed rbotice
8 Layette nem
9 Roman road
10 Owengaps
11 Orden/try
witting
13 Pakn row
Lac's

16 Lampreys
19 Wash isantty
21 Tref'
24 Lights, in
coior
26 The Penla
feuc.
29 Deep sieep
31 Doctrine
33 Ruseien tour •
wisee,isx1
carts
35 Wool bowing
animal
16 Infrac le:4e

person
37 Neid part
39 A FOed
40 Chace part
43 Beernesnes
46 Slott prof:awn
48 Trade
St Possesses
53 Compass
pant
56 Abbr on•
map
Se Earns pod- •
doss

mower so Friday's Pew,

Priest refuses woman communion Your Individual Classifieds
K1S11, Kenya f AP I — A ayan capital, who declin- chords,. They are pickHoroscope 2. Notice
Roman Catholic priest ed to be identified. "But ing up converts at a
refused to give Holy Com- In practice, we yield quicker rate and grew by
Frames Drake
53 percent between IVO
munion to Agatha Kerubo &Anent nothing.
.
FOR MONDAY,
wish I I I iT1
after hearing she "mitr- One Western Catholic and 1900, when their
JANUARY 31,1913
tied" another woman missionary
adherents totaled 24.5

complained
under a local tribal that Pope John Paul.II
custom.
"says all the right things
A
Woman-to-woman mar'Africans be
riage by members of yourselves' — but when
western Kenya's Kist they try, they find they
tribe and other in- can't Keep things as
digenous practices, in- European as possible.
eluding polygamy, have that's what I find the preraised questions within sent pope trying to do "
Christian churches in
The issue is considered
pory--,1 4 "irmi
l-2-T — —1---111 Africa about the extent serious to clerics because
that age-old _traditions Christianity is now growcan be condoned.
ing faster in Africa than
Some clergymen. ap- anywhere else, says the
P14'
parently still a minority, World Christian Eo2
believe too many Western, cyclopedia, published in
123• kr
27
values and trappings
1902 by Oxford University
from 18th -century Press
'21fi
biEnglish hymns to Of 1S1 million African
Eucharistic wafers are Christians, IN million are
34
' 401
0 forced on the African Roman Catholics
Christian though they
Homegrown Christian
might be alien* to local sects, characterized by
cultures African-style (now,
irr
m.
a..7 .
'so
IIV.
• We give very good lip dance and liturgy, have
service to accommoda- become a real competitor
tion.- said a Catholic to mainline European
priest in Nairobi. the Ke- and American based

ir:---

unw Bing to accept that everyone is entitled to be
himself or herself without apologizing.
•••

DEAR ABM' I am at ms wies end and don't know
htlp We- have two daughters. 9 and 7
turn f
Ju r s vt ar old has given us a minimum of problems in
164 )10-I and out The 7 year old is the problem
She dot-s
fair* well in school hut she has presented what I con
'oder a unique problem I'm really not more how to put
this but her teachyr hits told um that hrr behavior around
the little boys 114 114 had needs looking into She pulls up
her dress and pulls down her pants She wiaii sent to the
'into anal and punished for this once and promised not to
do it again
Well she broke her promise-, and I dim t know how to
h A ndl.. It Shr s it normal little girl. She goes to church,
we have tried to set is good example at home We
r
t understand.why she acts this way
WHAT'S A NV/THE/I TO DOI
*burr. to

By Abigail Va;Buren

Counsel to Men Who Dress
Up is Given a Dressing-Down
I 4:AH ABBY T.. quote the letter to you from Christine
.I,
:rgensen' 'In the past Abby. you have recommended the
.lanur Information Fa( ilitv as a 1 Ounseling source for
transvestites and transsexuals
.
. I A'it ing ir•ute trwrimarezunInsm why. Dear Abby. is it
Ii,-, essary to refer so aIled tranasrstitrai for counseling at
Tranaveidde- has become in thy lent half century, n
ii
tri.il• "his' aord and is therefore sexist
sin,• v.• 11011.t refer women for ' iounseling- for wearing
rno;r1 14 clothes. ndvor Manic the nerd for ,,outroirling for men
'who *ear women s clothes is perpetuating a stems' myth
sexual equality will never he renlired until men are
,illower1 to ti.• as feminine am women are noA alloAed to be

DEMI MOTHER: Your little girl is trying to get
attention:and is using the moat outrageous way she
knows to get it. Please take her to a family couniielor. Explain the problem to the counselor and
leave it to her — or him. Your problem may seem
unique tr. :1, 011, but its a very common -look at me"
game most children play at some time in their lives.

•.1 I: IN PENNSYLVANIA
In the lest half-century women started
DEAR
wearing trouser• for re•sons of convenience rather
than compulsion. i"Flosie the Riveter" would look
rather .illy repairing a fuselage in a •kirt.)
Men, on the other hand. took to wearing feminine
attire bec•use it provided some kind of sexii•I thrill.
Big difference.
Counseling helps people to understand and come
to terms with their feelings, hence only men who
cross-dreamed felt the need to be counseled. Hut
e% en more in need of counseling are those who are

000909_Q_090499
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COMING
Million, the new en- What kind al day will Omerrew be? To Nod one whet the
SOON
cyclopedia disclosed.
stars say, read the forecast
In Kenya alone there ghee for year birth sign.
VERNON'S
are 220 indigenous
ULTIMATE
denominations with 2.4 ARIES
Million members, it said. I Mar 21 to Apr 19) 41Y14
WESTERN
1
The biggest, the Aincan This is•good time to voice
WORLD
Independent Pentecostal your opinions to higher-ups
Church, was founded in Stick to the facts and don't act
1925 because established on emotions Common sense
Watch for grand
churches were opposed to w1/111 out
such practices as female TAURL'S
)to MAY 20)
circumcision, an entren- ' APr,3
Ohm* Plum
ehed tribal mug= in Dealings with lawyers.
norm, Ey.
publishers and advisers are
many parts of Africa
The conflict between favored A loved one may not
.4•0"
church and tribal tradi- be in the mood to g° out
ton has come to a head in celebrating
Guaira
K1511, a provincial center
2ito Jane 20,
located between Lake yotoi come up with some
SALE!
Victoria and Kenya's fer- worthwhile investment ideas,
3ndRound ood table
tile highlands.
especially if real estate as in6 choirs. primitive
In a year-old court volved Keep in tdUch with
obi.' cupboard. half case,Pens Nyakerario is relatives.
demanding 10,000 shill- CANCER
hesi stonewore and
ings (about 800 U.S. June 21 to July 22)
thio items
Dollars) in a suit against You'll be able to iron out difMAIN STREIT
Agatha Kerubo for ferences with loved ones. It's
SOUSE ANTIQUES
breach of their tribal no time for moodiness. State
602 Mehl
marriage contract. Miss your views clearly .
12-S
Deily
Nyakerario, who says she LEO
221
Aug
23to
(July
gave up a job as a
schoolteacher to marry, iYour thinking is right on
_
has claimed that Mrs. regarding career interests,
Neve 5 oinetes? Cal
could
ermake
but
you
some
-Kerubo threw her out
141-4444 fee es iv
after a Catholic priest rors in judgment when shoppseivetiessel asessop is
ing
refused to give Mrs.
bright*. your -day:
VIRGO
Kerubo Hay Commu- (Aug. 23 toSept. 221
Childree's tope 751nion.
Not
everyone
will
4441S.
The Kisii, as well as the understand you today, but .a •
Zulu of South Africa, child does listen. Don't let selfallow a wife who is bar- doubt inhibit creative efforts. FOREVER LIVING
PRODUCTS Aloe Vera.
ren or has failed to pro- Give it a try'
West Kentucky Group
duce sons to arrange a LIBRA "will be roicring an
"marriage- with another 1Sept. 23 to Cki. 22
Informational and cer
woman of child-bearing Private fanuly chats are tdication meeting at the
,day
age. A close male relative favored. It's important.--r°130
p mInn. Murray,
Monday,
of the husband is chosen you take others into your con-_ February
1913 All
by the wife to have sexual fidence You're not alone
interested parties
m etc, weicome
relations with the SCORPIO
•
"bride." The resulting of- Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 "v
somewhat
You
may
feel
infspring, under tribal
custom, become the hibited at a social gathering,
but once you break the ice,
recognized children of the
USW SALES
you'll have no trouble getting
barren couple, not the along.
CENTER
biological parents.
SAGITTARIUS
The purpose is to pro- Nov 72 to Dec. 21?
duce a male heir for the You are your best
household since no spokesman when it comes to
female, including the furthering your career inwife, can inherit property terests. Meetings with others
under tribal law.
Rental $10.00
are productive.
144 week
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 181
753-8201
You have insight into the
problems of others, but you
CHICAGO
API -- must be tactful in presenting
After church historian your viewpoint. A friend is
NOTICE
Martin Marty argued for hard to reach
••••••
We Are Now
married Roman Catholic AQUARIUS
priests in the ecumenical I Jan. 20 to Feb 18
Iqrnp
Of
weekly, Christian Cen- Don't rely solely on the opiMacpherson
Strut
of
must
others.
do
nions
You
tury, a critic asked if he
further research on your own
-End Alignment
didn't see value in opabout a business or investCull 753-8500
tional celibacy in view of ment matter
the modern strains on PISCES
marriage. Replied Mar- iFeb. 19 to Mar. 20)
ty:
You may be spending too
••I do. I do not think all much time alone with a loved
Anglican and eventually one. Join others at a club or
Roman Catholic- priests social event and your relationshould be married ' — ship blossoms.
husbands can be an en- YOU BORN TODAY have a
One used SCM 152
cumbrance to the voca- dramatic nature and will succopy machine. For
tions of ordained ceed in the entertainment
Information, 753•
world.
women."

HEAft ABBY Would you ;dense let the reading public
know when the words further and •farther" should be
Most people in the media use -further- when they should
flirthUr
Wt- need further information
WORD LOVER
'HEAR WORD LOVER: You need to look no further
than "Viiatch Your Language" by the-late Theodore
B. Bernstein: "The general preference - is to restrict
'farther'. to idea. of physical distance, and to use
'further' for everything else."
UM

COLOR
TV

Historian
replies

)(Ck'

I PROMISED
I AUNT FRITZI
MATTER, ) THAT BEFORE
NANCY? I WENT TO
THE MOVIES-WHAT'S

THE

I'D DO
SOME
READING
THIS
AFTERNOON

4751.

Your Individual
Horoscope

17P1.

timid Reit offices I
rst al oder Satlelalt
OWL We beve- bele I

Fraacts Drake
I UNDERSTAND LA10RER5
5TIZiKiN6, HUT NOW
PRO ATSLITES ARE
20(NG IT'

GUESS

FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 30, 1983
Whet Wad of day will tomerIf you don't take time to
lesness is Saari Lei
row be? To find out whet the think things through clearly,
lo 3I years ail Ni
stars say, read the forecast you're liable to make an error
▪
Pees
close oar leo.
gives for your birth sign.
in judgment You complicate
Is cosily it a person
matters.
Posers le sant ail lin
ARIES
SCORPIO
lisastial lolls Ii
i Mar 21 to Apr 191 TA—A (ct.23 to Nov. 21 I "L'AtiC
Though rorriantic mterests
You'll make some modest
socialize I lii we tel
are favored, you must career gains, but are likely to
arty* real nab Ism
safeguard health. Don't over- overdo when socializing.
Floss call as lefty ail I
do. Exercise judgment regar- Know when to call it a day.
willIale care d MI yew
ding career
Don't press your luck.
Nuncio
mils. IN um I
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
.
0440
ad Ow es Se
o
wlI.
ue to Nov. 22 to Dec. 21t
ven
r
ttli
very) ab
try ry20
(Apr. toMa
!windy le urn TIN
You'll
You're liable to push too
lissuisl ask.
have a good time, but you may hard regarding a career inhave better luck with tradi- terest. You're boner all worktional entertainment outlets. ing quietly from behind the
scenes.
(May 21 toJune201 1161/
9
- CAPR/CORN
It's a busy time at home and iDec. 22 to.lan. 19) 3
40
you must do whist Is expected
An old friend will prove to be
of you. Don't let others down your best advisee. Finding out
who count on your help.
where everyone else stands
tiaMomOry
CAlitiCER
will leave you uncertain.
i June 21 to July 22I
AQUARIUS
Shopping is favored, but you iJan.30to Feb. lit
4, may be baiting up the wrong
You'll have the chance to
albeit if
Dolores l•ssItsr
tree regarding a career in- improve a relation,* but
liasse sir bred ae
terest. You Must clarify your you
Mira aside. Tam
:
obiectives.
twig
ith a edli
latis
lh
"
to kaPren
c19ernattle
d
am. ark aside ad
ILO
Vasa
I July 23to A14.23 444% MSC=
Um ere WM e
Teal nuke good inspros, (Yeb.11 to .Mar.
X
pee b•am I durtIlia el
Mon an caws through sheer
A work hunch is right on the
re eed
re. I duel
thrligh
. Don:
e
ot psroonality
money. A Ivied ww-has sena▪ rongth
y to ingwas
elimiewl wig re ere
b7
Ids frae•ee si el este
hie Woks and you shooed
ripofsr Ole of de yr.
, travaganne.
listen. Don't press your poMb
tiole eel We Or.
MOO •
hsavy-Ilandodly
OA Iserleen NO'es
Avg.Siteillopt.a) WI
•log swam told ad ell
Teel do better being closeBORN TODAY are
YOU '
-__toe boas mosey
mouthed than speaking
evin
l
a
both creative and practical
visese weeep.
'the more you try to
and are often found in
I bee re in re Opp
yourself, the more com- businesses allied to the arts.
Nei
plicated things seem to be.
ands
You have a flair for expressLIBRA
ing yourself and would make II
(Sept 23 to Oct:22 ) &la good maim or writer
5

00

6

1421X1.1. tiff
WI"Awl'
Marl
RIOT f

Ft10111.1 MICE IS 1111
LOWS SWAY as any
Jams awns law

mak

11.
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. issuer. 2•1 198.1

t MBAS.lki . LEDGER &

IF'3IC 310

CIZ...42Ik
21 Exterminptini

1_101P Waited

2. Nike

two bedroom
large
rer•ge
wooded lot )0 tiTles

rats fig Avon ap,
plicotrops for kl•iiir
Cdiscord. rate,. Cross
land. Kr
Lake area
Panorama Shores. I r
von Cobb Restort,

Hamlin

and

applying
Wanted
Experienced
man for auto c4tan uP

S. Ostend Found
Will the person or
persons willfully re
moving the new lead
chain from the collar of
ari Irish Setter named
Trooper, *return the
chain to its rightful
owner The dog strayed
to the vinicity of Irvin
Ave
early Mondpy
A M Prosecutions Will
follow if chain is not
Poiitive
returned
identification can be
made on this chain
Mrs Paula E JohnsOn.
201S 13th 159 9431

1. Help Wanted
A Kentucky based
company is looking tor
an ambitious compel
five minded person to
serve as a sales re
presentative in the
Murray area If you are
unhappy in your present
career and would like to
investigate a career
with p future, send
resume to Career. P 0
156,Mayfield.Ky 12066.
Full time secretarial
position available im
mediately
Must be
proficient in the skills of
typing, shorthand, and

proper use of telephone
Previous experience
preferred Send resume
to P.O. Box 1010E
O IL COMPANY
OPENING Off shore
rigs, no experience
necessary. start im
mediately, 35.000 plus
per year Fornforma
loos call 1 312 920 9364,
• 17148
SALES POSITION
To
apply, bring this ad and
attend Irrformationai
ind Certification Meet
ing at the Holiday inn,
Murray, 7.30 p m ,
Monday. February
19$3. Ask for Mrs
Adams.
Sales position Market
ing. Micro Computers
and related products in
leapSt Kentucky and
Tennessee Position
&Meted. In Murrell Ac
counting background
helpful Send resume to

P.O. Box 1040D
SRC'St with color!
Seasons of colors area
fastest growing color
analysis, artistic make
up and wardrobe plan
ning. (total appear
ance) is seeking pro
fessional quality con
sultants capable of
operating their own
business and recruiting
and managing other
Consultants.' We train
arid assist extensively.
For details, send re
sume to Season of
Colors, P.O. Box 9314,
Kentucky

Oak

Peducah, Ky. 42001

Mall,

Nice
brick

Coleman
753 9190

Real

Tkre4P
-booroom

Ledbetter

Call 7S3 0731 or 753 0171
anytime br ,ng this ad
for a special gift when

C. Real Estate

X Houses Ire Rent

near Ky

Kelky's Termite
ii. Post Control
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ling She Sod
Amigos Vanity IL Drosser
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wills occo1
Call 753-8200

Kerosene heaters
all
have ceramic wicks
automatic tip over, cut
battery
off switch
{motion. UL approved
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newty
nsulated. stove and
refrigerator, $275 Om
Apply in person Bran
Loretta Jobs
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?WY
on Brothers Used it MiSCIIIIIIMM
Realtors 733 1492
Cars
705
12th,
Three bedroom 1 bath.
Atari cartridges. River
Murray. no calls please
Raid. F ringer. Dragon located 41 miles qt,it on CI
Fire, Pit Fall and many West Available im
1. Situation Wanted
more Coast to Coast mediately No pets 5725 16. Homes for Sale
per month 1150 deposit
Wanted , Someone Hardware 753 6604
knowlegable of stamps
733 6106 beforie 6 000m
watts
Heat
butt&
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to estimate the value of
133 4119 after 6 00p m
each
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a stamp collection Call
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Wallin Hardware
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home
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FOR SALE
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Dark fired tobacco 1976. 3 bedroom. 1 . 41. Public Sale
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ing

Carpenter

4. Auto Services
First Time On The
Market

Country sunshine
would be a good
narne for this 1111maculate, fully
carpeted 3 bedroonl
home, built in 1980,
you'also get a I year
old 24x24 garage
with workshop. ILI
acres with garden
Located 7
Spot
miles from court
-square Priced at
only $31.000. Call
KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222
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Captain Seats 3130 Call
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Complete remodeling
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Pacific rainstormss, heavy winds again better Southern California

OBITUARIES
McElwain rites By The Associated Press
Another Pacific
slated Thursday rainstor
m battered
•

Funeral services for
W.E McElwain, 86, who
died Thursday have been
scheduled for 11 a.m.
Tuesday at Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 1 to 9
p.m. 4unday and from
noon to 9 p.m. Monday
Burial will be in
Memorial Gardens in
BusseIville

McClure dies
at Westview

•

Coattail residents,
whose homes were battered in the previous
Southern California Arty onslaught of wind and
today with heavy rain waves, braced for the
and 70 mph winds. toppl- renewed tidal assault by
ing trees and washing out fortifying beachfront
roads to cap a week of defenses with sand bags
violent weather blamed and rip rap.
for 11 deaths and
Forecaster Bill Exley
statewide property said high tide would crest
damage estimated at $70 at 7.5 feet early today. He
mithon
added 8- to 12-foot
The week's fourth breakers are expected at
storm - which arrived the heigt$ of the storm.
late Friday — also with oc6siorial bursts of
brought a repeat of the 15-foot waves.
pounding surf that left
"Anyone in the imhundreds of seaside mediate coastal and lowhomes and businesses lying areas should get
dangling tenuously as out," Exley said. "It's not
breakers smashed at Just the high tides and the
their underpinnings
Pugh seas, but high winds
The National Weather will aggravate the situaService expected the tion."
latest storm to be the
In the Malibu area
most intense so far. north of Las Angeles. a
largely skipping Nor- pier at Paradise Cove
thern California but was — subitantially
blasting Southern Califor- destroyed." while 10
nia with 55 mph winds Miles qf the Pacific Coast
and up -to five inches of Highway between Malibu
rain in the foothilli.
and Trances Canyons
In San Diego, the new was submerged under
storm brought heavy four feet of mud, and
rains, wind and an unruly dozens of homes in the
surf to an area that has Malibu Nike area were
already suffered an flooded, In Los Angeles,
estimated $5 million in the weather service said
damage from successive ground saturated by
days of violent waves.
earlier storms could not
"This is an extremely absorb much more
strong storm and it could moisture. Residents
really kick up the tide." sandbagged through the
said Frank Perdue, a Na- day Friday and built rock
tional Weather Service walls against flooding of
forecaster.
low-lying areas and
Flash flood watches" mudslides in the hills.
were in effect for all of
But there was good
San Diego entire countv
news for skiers A foot of

Crawford ftcClure, 77.
Murray, died at 8 15 p m.
Friday at Westview Nursing Home.
Funeral services are
scheduled for 2 p m Sunday Blalock-Coleman
Funeral.Home with Ewing Stubblefield, Will T.
JiLkol-hester and John
Dale officiating. .
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p in
today
Burial will be in Murray Memonal Gardens
Born May 5, 1906 in
Calloway County. he is
survived by his wife ()pal
Phelps McClure, three
daughters, Mrs John._
(Sarah) Wyatt, Alm();
Mrs Ewing I Youlanda)
Stubblefield, Hazel and
Mrs. Will T. (Nancy)
Winchester,- Marion,
N (' one son, Edward,
Kenton and one sister,
Mrs Alvin *illiamS,
Akron, Ohio; 17 grandchildren and 25 greatgrandchildren
HAZARD, Ky. t'AP , • that Combs fired eight nIi.- was the son of the
Late George William and A grand jury decided that fir 'shots, fatally wounEmma Verhine McClure Tommy Lee Combs, who ding Deputy Alex Everand a meniber of Seventh was being sought by state sole and injunng Trooper
and Poplar Church of police, started the Roy Boleyn, befoge police
shooting incident in • began shooting, said
Christ
Besides his parents, he Perry. Co'unty earlier this '(7ornmonwealth's 'Atwas also preceded in month in which three peo- torney Alva Holton Jr
Combs and his 14-yeardeath by one son, ple died its
In
report
Friday,
the
nephew, Wayne
old
Charles. on Feb 4. 1962
panel did not return in- Davis, were killed by
and two grandchildren
The McClures were dictments in the fatal police gunfire, the grand
wed Dec 25, 1921. Ile was shootings of Com bs _ a Jury concluded „
Boleyn, 31, remains in a
a retired employee of sheriff's deputy and a 14I.exington hospiTal,
Calloway County Soil Im- year-old boy
The three were killed where he was reported in
provement, Fanner's Coand three state police fair condition f'riday.
troopers were wounded Another trooper was
Jan 4 when police at- wounded in the right arm
tempted to arrest Combs, and a third suffered a leg
41. of Glowlnawr Hollow, wound.
about four miles south of
Police were trying to
Hazard in rural Perry serve a warrant ordering
County
Combs back to prison for
Graveside services for
The grand iury found violating parole on' a
Mrs Ann I. Cole will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m at the
Murray Memorial
Gardens
Friends may call at the
FRANKFORT, Ky calls consider it just a
Blalock -Coleman (AP)
State officials prank, he may be in for a
Funeral Home from 7 to 9 promise swift and surprise. We don't conp.m. Monday
vigorous investigation sider it just a harmful
Mrs. Cole, 56, Sterling. and prosecution of callers prank."
Vii , died Thursday at 9 Who are claiming to have
The threats were
a.m. at Munsen Hospital, spiced Kentucky public
received
by water ofTraverse City, Mich She water supplies with
ficials in Richmond, Verwas a member of the cyanide
sailles, Salyersville and
Great Falls Church of
The state police are Frankfort
(7hrist.
investigating each inciThe latest threat, early
Survivors are her hus- dent and any in the
Friday,
was to the North
band. Gene Cole. and one future," Lt. Col. Arthur
son, Terry Gene Cole, Conkwright of the state Woodford Water District,
Sterling, Va.; one police Special Investiga- which is fed by the
daughter, Mrs. Mendel tions Division said Friday Frankfort water system.
Paul Isaacs, general
i Debbie) Bocknek, Vien- at a news conference
na, Va ; two grandConkwright and counsel for the Justice
children, Michelle Cole representatives of other Cabinet.Said he will work
and Ike Moore.
state agencies appeared with local authorities to
Also surviving are one at the conferem-e follow- seek vigorous prosecusister, Mrs. Johnny ing the fourth telephoned tion of anyone arrested
Mary Eberlein, Garden threat in as many days for making the calls.
City, Mich.; two claiming that public
Isaacs said he will seek
brothers. Gordon water supplies had been prosecution for terChester, Benton, and poisoned.
roristic threatening,
Graydon Chester.
All of the claims proved which is a Clam A misdefalse.
Livonia, Micti.
meanor punishable by up
"We consider this a to 12 months in jail and a
Visitation will be after
7:30 p.m. Saturday at the serious matter and we fine of up to $500.
Meng
Green Funeral Home, will investigate visonfuil- with possible restitution.
Herndon, Va., until the ly," Conkwrtght said. "If
Wilbur Buntln, exbody is transferred to the anyone making these ecutive director of the
funeral home in Murray.

new snow was expected cy Services, which saki 24
"Some did leavei and
•'This entire block got
in local mountains, where homes had been WOW elected to'Mad by tossed several
foist hi the
as much as four feet fen destroyed and 2,660 and watciritheir pre= ate and came
beck deem
earlier this week.
homes and 406 businesses be destroyed."said
on the pilings." he said.
Rain fell in sheets in the dasnaged.
Cruz Sheriff's Sit. Carl
Farther south. 411141enSanta Barbara area early
Preliminary damage Koehler. "There's not a ing brown breaker tattoday where widespread figures from several lot you can do to stop a tered
Santa Monica's
power outages were hard-hit areas Friday ap- rettni peas..
historic pier, caking an
reported. Trees were top- proached $70 million, and
Although many tried to estimated -$1.5
pled by the high winds._ authorities said that total shore, up seawalls with damage to a million
20,000
blocking roads — in- could go much higher in sandbags to protect their square-foot
lOwer deck,
cluding U.S. Highway 101 the midst of the worst home*, it was too late for cafe and harbOr
office.
near Montecito. closing bout of coastal flooding in some, including Mike
Rain-weary residents
the southbound lane of years.
Grisham of Aptos, whose of Malibu also were
the coast's only north'
Preliminary informa- house suffered more than shaken by an mild earthsouth freeway.
tion showed 1.964 people $100,000 in damage when quake, measuring 3.6 on
"We have major power had been forced to flee a high tide wiped away the
Richter scale; that
failures, power lines are their homes, said Nancy the den ring two struck
the area early Fridown, minor slides and- *Hardaker, an Emergency bedrooms.
day. No damage was
flooding." said Santa Services spokeswoman.
"I really love living reported, authorities
Barbara County Sheriff's
Gov. George Deukrne- here on the ocean." said.
Deputy Martin Eberling
pan declared the counties Grisham said. "I would
Elsewhere today, Col-On a couple of houses, of Los Angeles. San love to stay. The problem
roofi are beginning to Diego, Mann and San is. I may be financially
come off," he said. "It's Mateo disaster areas ,wiped out."
nothing major, but following Thursday's
Last year, he said, poroverall its just horrible.
storm.
tions of a mountain slid
law enforeerilltnt ofAlthough forecasters into his house, damaging .CAMPBELLSVILLE.
ficials and county said today's storm should several rooms. Insurance Ky. 1AP) WGRB-TV in
highway workers were taper off Sunday, two may cover a small
part of Campbellsville, the naout in force monitoring more were reported his loss, he said.
tion's 967th commercial
roads threatened by developing offshore.
The asparagus crop on television station, has
mudslides and flooding as. "The storm track some farm tracts pro- been stymied in its effort
the National Weather across the Pacific right bably was beyond .to go on the air Tuesday.
Service predicted at least now is continuing with salvage although
Station manager Larry
crews
2'v more inches of rain more storms lining up," from the California
Gibbs
said a delay in
Confor the Loa Angeles area. said Weather Service servation Corps
receiving
an antenna for
were
the station has caused the
Crews were working meteorologist Bob Grebe. fighting to repair
and
through the night to One should hit Southern strengthen levees,
of- delay. ''Our antenna Is lystrengthen the fragile California about Monday ficials said.
ing on the ground right
lacework of levees in the while the other is due _ _Eight restaurant
now. It will go up next
s sufSacramento-San Joaquin Later in the week, he said. fered $1.5 million damage week."
Delta, where several
The station's transmitIn the San Francisco in Santa Cruz County.
agncultural areas have area, authorities con- Fred Poulos, co-owner
ter
is being installed now.
of
been flood.
cerned about flooding Pizza My. Heart in Gibbs said, with the job
Storms in California from rain-soaked hills Capitol& said, "a wave
since last weekend caus- and brim-full reservoirs broke over the
building
ed 11 deaths and 21 in- were advising residents and took off
the
Junes, according to the in low-level areas to ( sidewalk ) . grate
and
state Office of Emergen- evacuate.
lifted the building.

TV station's air
date to be delayed

charge of possession and that when pohce aprilisU3e of firearms and proached the house,
explosives Arliss and Arliss Davis came out,
Betty Davis, Combs' but !Old Trooper Michael
sister, rented part of the Turnbow that he had not
house.
seen Combs. .
Holton said the grand
"Trooper Boleyn came
jury heard six days of around to the door and he
testimony from • state announced 'state police,'
police and other in- then he and Deputy Evervestigators, including sole entered," Holton
medical officials, State said. "Firing immediatepolice crime laboratory, ly began from Tommy
technicians and wounded Allen Combs, who was
troopers Boleyn and standing in the living
Floyd Hunsaker, who room."
submitted taped
State Police Sgt. Don
statements.
Williamson fired 18 rifle
Also appearing were shots toward the living
Combs'. wife, Margie, room from outside the
members of the Davis house and one of his
family, and neighbors, he bullets penetrated the
said.
floor of a sun porch,
Hollon,summing up the Hollon said..
grand jury report, said
The bullet shattered,

Authorities investigate cyanide water threat

Fund drive
announced
OWENSBORO, Ky.
API — Dennis Hendrix,
president and chairman
of the board of Texas Gas
Corp., announced a $12
million capital endowment fund drive for
Brescia College.
Heroin: mid the nioney
from the fund drive will
be need for building,
renovation ii. misting
structures, academic_
programenrichment,
and staff develop
meat and to increase the
echoers present endowment.
The drive began in
.Segtember, but Friday's
anneencement was the
first publicannouncesent. a spokesmadisaid.

WELCOME WAGOI(
C -age.)
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU
!
•

Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services,
said there is .no way to
estimate the cost of the
false warnings,"But they
do cost money."
Buntin said various
state and local agencies
are mobilized when the
warnings are received,
and the public is inconvenienced when they are
warned not to use their
water.
"We feel it is very important not to take .these
things lightly," -Buntin
said. "We have to respond when asked by local
officials."
BiU Burger, the environmental response
coordinator for the
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet, said the
calls are treated like a
bomb scare.
"We have to pay attention, regardless of Om'
personal feelings" shout
their— validity, Butter

said.
don't think igorning
the calls would solve
anything," he said.
"There is a potential
chance cyanide could be
introduced into the water
system at a number of
places."
Burger said cyanide is
quickly broken up by
chlorine that is in most
public water supplies and
it would take a large
amount of cyanide to
make it dangerous.
Burger said it would be
difficult for an individual
to find enough cyanide to
cause problems with a
municipal water system,
although large supplies
are probably contained in
warehouses for industrial
use.
"It appears to be a
copycat situation,“
Barger said, pointing to•
recent rash of similar
calls In Louisiana. "You
have things like that run
in cycles."

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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•
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WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS,
And iii titmg holpful information Plus oardil
you can redeem fix mote gni gl 100811MA*
'lassos My visit's a friendly OW 4141 no met
of obtiqatton to you. Just engaged? Now
patent/ Moved,Ed like to visit yew el Your
convanionce

aosmsksiryi Oulkad 7S3-3•71
Mere

6109beri

kat.
4914340

•

SALE

and three fragments
fatally wounded Wayne
Davis, Who had taken
shelter on a couch with ON CASE LAWN & GARDEN'
Mrs Davis, he said.
TRACTORS
Firing continued between Combs and police,
and at one point Combs
picked up a rifle dropped
OUT CASS OLIALITY NOW
by Boleyn and "either acAT PALSIMINTO SALS
MOSS AND SAVE
cidentally or intentional• SAVE — Take achentage of
ly" shot himself in the
Out sale pdces
stomach with it. HollOn
• SAVE — Enjoy the benefit of
said.
126 A P R 'mincing
George Nichols, state
• BONUS — Rotor* a FREE
Toro 12 volt spin triminee with
medical examiner,
the purchise ol any 100
reported after an autopsy
through 600 swift Caw
that the bullet that made
Ift(1401 Siii PriCed si 11450 00
to WOO 00 depending on Ow
the close-range stomach
moclei Mal best wits your
wound traveled diagonalneeds
ly and, partly due to
Ata•el 444
Combs 385-pound bulk,
.
with swowlAywer
reached no vital organs.
Hollon said the grand
AN $410.00 SPaCIAL
fjurors decided not to inPIta-OPIONO 10NUS
dict Davis for failing to
tell police that Combs Model 220
was in the house because with swim
"they felt he had suffered Mode
a great enough loss in losing his son."
Mood es
As for the boy's death,
$4560"
he said, the panel "felt
YOU SAW
ewe wawa ei
that Sgt. Williamson
Snare
5820"
should not be held
YOU BAYS
criminally responsible
See Caws Weary at yew
Ow/my Cali/remiss
since one of his troopers
had been.shot and he was
returning fire in the
direction of the point of
origin of the shooting."
503 Walnut
753-3062

Limited Time Offer

*532"
McKeel Equipment tela

,

SEVEN SEAS
RESTAURANT
Fr), I 3 Years We..? Ky's Seafood Specialist

Every Monday T, -.Any 8. Wednesday

FRIED SHRIMP SPECIAL
Mini Gulf Coast Shrimp (A Plate Full fried To A Golden Brown Serv
ed With Mouth Watering Hushpuppii s Creamy Cole Slay. and
Choice of Potato

S 399
Seven Sea Fabulous
Friday Night

SEAFOOD BUFFET
Served from 5 1

r1161-1.4 4g.f.

.

expected to take another
10 days.
-We'll be on the air as
quick as passible," Gibbs
said "I really wouldn't
be able to guess when
that would be.though.".
When on the air, the
station will telecast on
UHF Channel 34. The station is Owned by Green
River Broadcasting Inc.,
which first applied for a
license from the Federal
Communications Commission in 1980. The
license was granted Aug.
10, 1982.

PRE-SPRING

Jury rules Combs started Perry County shooting incident

Services set
for Mrs. Cole

credo officials warned
motorists to tread
carefully on icy and
snowpacked mountain
roads. Up to six Inches of
new snow was predicted
from the moisture packed storm that howled
into the Rockies from the
California coast.
The Colorado State
Patrol said chains or
snow tires would be required today on Wolf
Creek and Red Mountain
passes in the
southwestern part of the
state Other passes in
southern Colorado were
reported icing up as blowing snow reduced

MM.
71141174

1171 gm Gimlet Mop Custom deluxe, 3 speed,6 cyanasr, blue
41nyl rally wheels.39,XXX

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Mummy

Snowy Cron Clusters
Fresh fried °Wets
r,u;f Coast Shrimp
P.oiltd Gulf Shrirm
seven SeOS Fish
Sirumptious Onion Rings
Fried Okra

Tema,. 1 r 9
Oysters on Half Sli,•1
Baked fihitylish
Fried (lam Strips
Huthpup
Poole logs
fabulous Salad BO

Only '998
Regular Menu Served From 4 p.m
*
cz:
), ai,•.." 1 p nr, 1101..n Sat

h ''n

1 '. -4 1 ' 1 1
INeurrif

_......A........—AN_.,j, ..._

A_

11,7

tv week
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger &

on s real-life story.,
COLORFUL ADVENTURE — The Scarlet and the Black," based
World War U.
during
Allied POWs
features Gregory Peck as a Vancen pied who helped
2.
Feb.
day,
Wednes
air
to
niovie
CBS
the
in
Christopher Plummer also stare

Saturday, Jon. 29, 1983
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MONDAY
drew Duggan 1978

1/31/83
5:00A.M.
Hour Magazin*
((Ala,. and Pal fiAtchell

o
(

•soh
().1,(1

thonne War tivsa.k
a ri+ri Dr I orrione

Ionia

`••Ario,
MOVIE =:•13ot and the
Kangaroo A httle Australian
Trt sets off on a fascinating
'IX/May
in
• kangsr00 1
pOot 11

5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Kong of the
Mountain' A dare devrl'auto
r111114 hank. races his
58
Potlitie over the treecherous
roads of the Hollywood Hills
Harry Hamlin Dennis Hopper
Deborah Van Volkenbur gh
Rated Pti

•

8:00 A.M.

MOVIE 'The Farmer's
o
Doughtoe' A Swedish sei
-

vont rir, fiyhts for •Congres
seat against a wealthy
ringiessrnan het WWI lot
fitla Young Joseph Cotten
the Batt vowel, 1941
• HBO Megarine
1
,
0nal

8:30A.M.
• Spiderrnen
9:00A.M.
4
Phil Donahue Dona
qui.St s Joan Coll.n• 01

12:30 P.M.
MOVIE 'Skyward' A
young girt yearns to escape
the confines of a wheeicIiiiir
by learning to pilot an air
plane Suzy Gilstrap Betle
Davis Howard Hesseman
1980

-

1:00 P.M.
• MOVIE 'Guns Of
Darkness' Suspense-drama
of a man s search for mean
ing in his fife, set. against a
background of political un
rest in a South America,
state David Pikven. Leslie Ca
fon Ian Hunter 1962
-

2:30 P.M.
- MOVIE 'King of the
Mountain' A dare devW auto
imec harts( r/ices his 58
Porshe over the treacherous
roads of the Hollywood Hies
Harry Hamkin Dennis Hopper
Deborah Van Valkenburgh
Rated PG

•

4:00P.M.
•- MOVIE 'Dot and the
Kangaroo' A little Australian
girt sots off on • fascinating
'money. in • kangaroo s
•
pouch

4:30P.M.
- Mercado
•
5:00 P.M.
5- Carol Burnett
21 - 321. Contact
(Closed Coptioned(

centric viventix
•- J•fhorsons
•(I) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report .
0 21) - Washington
Report
NHL
Hockey
• Minnesota at Toronto
▪ (te - M•41•8•H

Oriental replay

7:00P.M.
•CI) (I)
- Thin's
Incredibie
(r)
rtz -Swot* Pegs
•
Lauren fails head over heels
in love
- MOVfE 'Love Story'
Shortly after his wife's death
• young Men reminisces
about their first meeting
courtship and their difficult
but happy years getting him
through law school Ah Mac
Grew Ryan 0 Neel Ray RAI
land 1970
C4)1111 1.1)- 'Shogun' Pan 1
First of five parts English na
vsgatoi Blackthorns is shipwrecked and taken to Osaka
to be presented to the war
lord Totenage (Ft) 13 his 1
MOVIE
'The
• Competition' The heated
compeutoon between two
wiled pianists ,turns into a
conflict between love and
ambition Richard Dreyfus*.
Amy Irving Lee Remick
1981 Rated PG
0
(I)- AN Creatures Great
and Small
0 21, - Frontline In the
Shadow of the Capitol
Elected leaders grapple with
the problems of power.
change and hard times in a
predominately Mock Amen'
can city (60 min)
ap - Sterility and Hutch

Toshiro Attune stars as
Toranaga. a powerful Japanese warlord. in "Shogun"
the 12-hour miniseries which
NBC repeats on firs consecutive nights beginning
Monday. Jan. 31.
(Station, moon* the right
to mato tott-monuto changes)

o

(11 -News

•ar) (j) -

Eyewitness

News
- Benny Hid Show
•

10:15 P.M.
0- Al in the Family

10:30P.M.
sujapcu- Tonight

Arnsche 1971
ICE) - Eyewitness MOWS
•- MOVIE: 'Star Wars'
An orphan. a renegade and a
princess battle the evil forces
controlling the Empire Mark
- Hama,Came Fisher. Harrison
Ford 1978 Rated PG

- News/Sign Off
2:00A.M.
MOVIE: 'They
Came to Rob Las Vegas' An
armored car Nock gang fight
among themselves as they
try to break into the Cat filled
with ten million dollars from
Las Vegas casinos Gary
12:30 A.M.
Lockwood, Eke Somribr
CID - Sian Off
Lee J Cobb, Jack Palance
cu 5 ED - NBC News
1969
Overnight
- CNN Headline News
Jim Bakker
- 1450 kleginine
•
1:00 A.M.
•

•

-

Show Johnny is pined by
Andy Williams. Gabe Kaplan
MOVIE
The
and Buddy Rich (R)(60 mm)
Competition
The heated
•CU - Sanford and Son
01111N1IIIN)I1
bet Weft()
two
- Mohan*
.1.fted pianists turns into a
5:30 P.M.
- Three's Company
- Bob kisnivhart Show
conflict between 10,da and
2:30A.M.
- hi•A•S•H
ambition Richard Dreyluss
- Year That Was 1982
MOVIE:
'The
- News/Sign Off
Amy Irving Lee Remick
This show recaps the people
S- MOVIE:'Francis in the
Competition' The hooted
1981 Rated PG
PfaNy' Francis, the talking • NHL
Hodiury:
and events that mode the
7:30P.M.
competition between two
mule, is put tip at auction
Minnesota at Toronto
news
0(1)-PtwI Donahue Dona
gifted pianists turns into •
ao
(tfe - Filthy Rich
Donald
O'Connor.
Martha
News
CBS
hue discusses the problems
•
(ja
Making
It
Count
021conflict between love and
Sootsu finds a Civil War
liver Richard Erdman 1965
Nightwatch
of women as contimmiws with
ambition Richard Dreyfuss.
6:00P.M.
ckary which claims where a
Ralph Nader and Nona Easton
O
- Trapper John M.D.
1:15 A.M.
Amy Irving, Lee Remick
.fortune in gold is hidden
- News
ID 1)0.1)
Gaud Isis for• woman stir
10:00 A.M.
ElMOVIE:
losielyheerts'
1981 .Rated PG
Eyewitness
'3)
(5)
0
geon (11 160 rrwi 1
8:00 P.M.
A young writer. assigned the
- MOVIE Now You See
•
News
3:30A.M.
10:45P.M.
lonsiyhearts• column of •
It. Now You Don't' A mild
•11) (j) 1.1 - MOVIE:
- Goon*, Pyl•
ap - MOVIE: 'Berlin
'Confessions of • Married
newspaper. becomes inmannered an aspect fooisav
MOVIE:
'Mr.
(4J - Scene at
Correspondent' A newspaMan'
volved with one of his corresetryOrle with hes plot to sell•
SkeffIngton' A woman marperman m Berlin endangers
O (I) - Business Report
ciD
pondents Montgomery Ckh,
faits Rembrandt Jonathan
hir11•S•14
nes a stockbroker for his mo•
his We to rescue•professor
0 eIJ - MacNeil-Lehrer
Si tries to prove himself as
VI/inters. Steve Aden. Jeyno
ney but after 30 yews of , MOMS Loy. Robert Ryan
from the Nazis Dena AnReport
1968
,Meadows 1967
the
4077th's
champion
suffering. finds she can't help
drews. Virginia Gilmore.
•
- Charlie's Angels
practical Joker rti
Davis.
but
Sens
love
him
Mons fAtrie, 11142
11:30 A.M.
1:30A.M.
- CU News
•
amid.
Rom
Water
Abel
•
- Frontline 'In the
- Year Thet Was: 1162
Foos
is
Peen
400A.M.
1644
Shadow of die Capitol
This show recaps the people
8:30P.M.
▪
- Here's Luoy
CID - Coo News
Elected bedsit grappb with
Thee
INes:
1982
and events that made the
•(1) - Entionaiwnent
Illeavonenh JIP
PICAA Slasketbell:
This show recaps the people
problems of power.
•
the
news
Tonrem
(11 - Mornsione Meow
Webb Tank at Memphis
change and herd tunes in •
and wants that media the
OaDocu-Fwrdly Paid
12:00P.M.
ON
illete
flOWS
predominately black Amen• 0 - MOVIE. 'Overbo•rd' (1)- Tic Telt Dough
can city 00 mm)
11:00P.M.
- Amerkan Profession- • - Ohdoespeare Plays
While sailing near Tahiti. a •
Trapper Mut.M.D.
ail
man frantically searches for
'Many Wives of Windsor'
CID - Last Word
his wife who &cc:whinny of •
- Fragile Rock Visit the
Richerd Witt& and _Simon
(1)- Sarney Mew
off thee midst CIA Rabin
world of Franks Rock tinder
Chandler are natured in this
son Angie Dickinson. An
meth the basement of an tic
comedy of manage, rom- •
Report
ance and decoPiinn 13 twe
fICAA
•
- NCAA
Virginki Tech. at Memphis
Kentucky at Tennessee
State
8:30P.M.
11:30P.M.
(1)1110 - Newhert
O
Pffedffne
9:00P.M.
GD111(1)- Loa Night with
CID
David Lettermen Devid is
Lowy
pined by Jane Cunin and
•
tL -Sksisespeere Ploys
Quentin Crop IR1 ISO inn)
0110 Mb
'Morey Wives of Windsor'
ab
.
- 1111 Off
Mk:herd Griffiths and Simon
•
011/1Oega hoe &III=
MOVIE: Volumbe•
Chandler are featured in des
•Iftsatif Insured To $MAIN
Murder bythe look' A mys
comedy of mernage. Jamwry lunar meg to pull off the
11•61,516111mshas
once and derilifideff 13 two
perfect crime Peter Falk,
• 9:16P.M.
Jock Cassidy. Rosemary For
Ask• Vs Per Dotage!
▪
1071
Effselrielbaliet
- MOVIE: Inge Some'
•
1200A.M.
A Haywood cop enters the
Last Word
weip
dewy widaiwarld et-pree*
Cm NO SS CONTINIDOI — Inakm•-(Yerilm Nemeter)
'Columbe
mown is ised down•netis waffled Mewl bef see's sakity when Tony (Tiny
Sultable far Fronting' An in
&ram pimp. Semen Hubby.
Danas)dealing We lime 1st Ain Is Wks op Wine in
critic kills hie wealthy uncle in
Gary Swensen. *said R.
MURRAY
'Tad" Dodd
drIIIII le InsOured as .18,08.
order to inherit a valuable col
10:00P.M.
lection of therrotenis Pelee
Osine's as., an No MIC Maw airless Siabliday. Peb.
Mentor FDIC
7111-8211
Falk
Roes Martin
Don
DyNafly

o

o

•

•

•

•

•
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sap-

•
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•
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WW1

MONEY MARKET
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
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DAYTIME
This
Morning
• •
- Hour Magazine
O - TBS Morning News
CL - Early Today
e(th - CBS Early Morning
News

5:30 A.M.
- Ralph Emory Show
S12-CBS Early Morning
-

News

11:00 A.M.
•CE - Soap Workl
SW -Midday
(3)
- Family Feud
•
- p•opi. Now With BM
Tush
L4) - News
- Just Men
0
•
- Young and the
Restless

o

5:45 A.M.
11:30A.M.
•
0CiD - Weather
LU CD al- Ryan's Hope
•(1) - Young and the
6:00 A.M.
Restless
- CBS Morning
•
(4) - Noon Show
News
OD - Morning Stretch

0- SuperStation Funtime
(I)- Early Today
•
ep - Jim Bakker
411 - Carl Tipton Show

(te - Breakfast Show
•
6:30 A.M.
(3) - ABC News This
liAoming
e - I Dream of Jeannie
•37.)- Now*
0CID - Business RinlOrt
- Jimmy Sweggart

•

6:45 A.M.
18 CI) - Naves
7:00 A.M.
•CI) CE) 1111 -

Onod
Morning America
- My Three Sons
GD5(I)- Today
- (linen Tag
- MI 01090a.
Neighborhood
- Giese Space Coaster
CBS Morning

•

-

Now.

Cale
assousels

10:30A.M.
0(1)- Richard Simmons

CID Tomorrow

Search

NowCiabie
Chamiels
WNGE Nashville, TN
WSIL
Harrisburg. IL
WSM • Nashville. TN
WTVF
Nashville, TN
WPSD Paducah, KY
WDCN Nashville, TN
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO
WKNIU Murray, KY
Viewers lobe receive
*Mr television sigmis
nom= should refer to
tbe wig% sages dismal
imombers.

WNGE Nashville, TN
VVTVF
Nashville, TN
WTBS Atlanta, GA
Homo Box Office
HBO
WPSD Paducah, KY
WBBJ
Jackson, TN
WDCN Nashville, TN
WKMU Murray, KY
WZTV
Nashville, TN
USA
USA Network
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO

For

12:00P.M.
•WWS-AilMy
Children

0- movi.
0CU ID

0111111111101101111

5:00 A.M.
- ABC News

-

Neves
- independent Network
Newts
12:30 P.M.
•cu•(12 _ As the
World Turns
- Search For Tomorrow
0(f)- Days of Our lives
•- Get Smart
•

Viewers wipe receive
television sigeols vie
Mewl
sibenid
rnfer to timo bind mein
channel numbers in the eceaspolying Wins.

Listings ere provided by
the TV stations, orb*
seasetisees oudie program

- Sarney minim
cD lb 21 E I•ctrtc.
Compeny
Carol Burnett
Moppet Show
(4)- Tic Tete Dough
5:00P.M.
1:00 P.M.
(i)- News
•
alp Cr aU
- on. uf. to 0101D-Uviion2
- Sanford and Son
•
uv•
CID - Good Times
se CL - Sesame Street
•
- Another World
- Afternoon Movie
•
1:30 P.M.
SW ID
- capitol
- Another World
2:00P.M.
cu•- Gene.*
611
Hospital

7:15A.M.
03)- Woodtor
7:30A.fA.
0- That GM
-

al

Instructional

riz _ Guiding
▪ cp
Ught
ai - Solaerlitetion Funtime
(4) - fantasy
2:30P.M.
- Flintstones
gg (1) - fantasy
- Varied Programs
a
3:00P.M.
SW -Rhoda
3.) - Wakens
(i) - ides of Night
•_ Munster*
GU - Days of Ow Uwe*
es - Sesame Street
0- Woody Woodpecker
S32- Tattletales
3:30P.M.
•
l CD- Beverly HIllbilksa
CID - Adderne Faintly
0- Lowe h to Boatier

Programa
•
21) - Weather
•
- Buoy/mid.
7:45 A.M.
• [11) - Instructional
Programa
8:00 A.M.
In (I)- Cartoon Store
- Movie
•
▪
- Ilkseanse Susan
Reeosis
B:30A.M.
• - Mire Pbe
0- Veda/ Prevents
9:00A.M.
▪ ari) - Nkhord Simmons
(I) - Suss Sunny
1:21 - New
di CU
Mends
525.000 Pyrensid
- Andy &With
- TOO Chib
- Over Easy (Closed
(i)
•
CL- PM Destalwe
Captioned(
e 3)- ovmskixo
- illtemeries
- HurMsessin•
•
•(15WOW pets Attain
•CL- Inetnactionel
4:00P.M.
Programs
• ap - fanday ford
ID- Jen Bihar
S®- Ineredible Hi
111:30A.M.
3)- &Pre* Wilbillee
S®-Lemma awlIlletley
Cebtipeny •-Pa* aim*
ap - paw.Court
O - Mire Ploy,
- SAM la Emu.
0
10:00A.M.
Natiaton
se •
- Lew Sem
CID
•
the Peek*
.
- Nee le AIRODIP011.1Ar.Seem'
•CID

TimeMachine

•

•

-

NeIghbetBeed
- Sramby Dee
•

."
M
:w
'
Lo Seat

rja:Ilmitel

ap - Pony Muse
CO.-1141 Valay
P4111111114
1111114110411144411

e-1111mle

•

4:30P.M.
CI)•
• CD -

*rem

•
- Wiled Pewee"
11I- Illibeel etfemme

O 21) - 32 1. Contact
(Closed Captioned(
so (12 - Jefferson.
•
- Vaned Programs
5:30P M,
5(E)(,3)5ASC News

CBS News
Bob Newhan Show
4 0 I
NBC News
0 21 v....<1 Program.
5

Ey

o
ea

12

News

TUBE TALK
B) Dee Lewis

sr( Jr%
Able Irish Huse
Serpico was • feature filiti
dealing with a New York
detective who (ought corrup
tom in the Police Department
I think St Elsewhere
and 'Hill Street
are both on
the edge of what telesisiOn
should be doing The problem
is that a lot of television is
watched Iron] another romii
A lot of people listen to tries
min, like they listen to radio
Keeping their interest
becomes a problem
"It also occurs to me liir
next chapter in our series The ney continues,
that the
viewer Must pay attention
viewer's perspective of life

David Birney. veteran of
two previous television series
and many movies made for
television is part of the
ensemble east of St
Elsewhere. a show often
compared to 'Hill .Street
Blues
'Nes, you can say that St
Elsewhere resembles 'Hill
Street Blues' in terms of mix
turf and comedy:' Barney
says reservedly -There are
differences.. hoisever Each
chapter feeds you into the

Ihroey probably is extra- comes
those
from
sensitive to any conversation omniscient perfect figures
about cloning since his two they see on other shows
previous ' series. Bridget The characters in St
Loves Bernie- and •Serpico." Elsewhere - are neither
both were unabashed spin omniscient nor perfect in
offs Bernie- was the rein- their rundown Boston hospi
carnation of a 1930*s movie tal
which later became a radio

•

•

chimp's
after
tie
scisedeies have Wee sew
to tbe orespepor.

By Teresa Byree-Dedge
N'I 1

Bob Denver was

on "Gilhgan s Island'
actually a man made island in a lake at CBS Studio Center
for three years earning seers from critics and cheers
from fans
cutaway"

1) What was tbe same the beet that skip% reeked (i1111.
gas sad eempeay as the Wised'
2)Hew easy people were shipwrecked w ith (illigan'
3) ilia Becket. whe starred as Therstoa Howell III, pro
vides the videoof whet molar cartage character'
.
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TUESDAY
2/1183
5-00 A M

•.

talk *rtt Mri f iti, of WI
fiddi•r ..11.,1 fashion morn
if
Pei
White A young
O
iles1 triiyIr,f, hew lino..
throwit, rile,* .
6

6.00A.M

•a

MOVIE TM Magic of
UMW.
IIWI Vt.f
,$i.1, NM to 4Wraith),

14.41.100pr,

)4wIrS

y FilktrItry
M.
19/H ;toed t.

StrWatt

Alt.. Faye

800 A M

o

MOVIE 'footsteps in
the fog A ski
ittirgifIll tlef o•I111/10yet grs
%Wire, trS W ,11. 64, Wilt.% his
hOUtorkt•OPC., by using black
mad Jean Sot-introit. Stews*
lir anger Belinda tar 1955
0 MOVIE 'Star Wars'
All Of 101al I a 141.114•9aWk. rod a
I irtit.,ss battle the 'rya forces
controlling the Empire Mart
Came fisher, Harrison
f oril 197H R•teil Pt.

830A.M.

ID

Superheroes

9:00
Phil ponahue Doti/Niue

•

usses step families with
Male and Roger 6011
tort of Step by Step
I Phil Doriefsue lerest
THA

o
o

10:0()AM.
MOVIE 'Superman II'

Superman s enemies are the
three Lorninfsle that his father
Jon f I banished from Krsip
ton Christopher Reeve Gene
Hackman Ned Beatty 1982
Rated Pt•

ID -

MOVIE,.:Beau James'7.

The recreation ot the political
careen III Mary joinrWl,
Walker in 1910 s Bob Hope
Vera Mites' Paul Douglas
1957

12:00 P.M.
O -

MOVIE 'Warning
Shot' A diliectrve sergeant
sets out to prove he I not •
trigger happy

cop

- MOVIE 'Aaron Slick
from Punkin
Musical
satire of f rty sticker trysrul to
fleece inrukient widow DInat,
Shore Atari Young Robert
Merrill 1957

•

Hour Magazine

$

F untie is caked for duty in the
A r eny Reserve/9'1006.d Cap
tioneid)

-David

Janssen. Ed Begley Keenan
Wynn 1987

12:30 P.M.
ID -

Video Jukeboa
1:00P.M.
- Standing Room Only
Olivls Newtori•John In
Concert This Grammy award

•

winner performs al her Ms

2:30 P.M.
- MOVIE 'The Magic of
voorui
Lass..
0 •sser s
owner lose• her to• wealthy
landowner James Stewart
Mickey Rooney. Alrce F •ye
'1978 Rated

4:00 P.M.
- NBC Reports

to

Young America Pleasure/
Drugs The Great At7W/Ifk_liel
High
Edwin Newman re
ports on the American droll
'Mule (RI (60 nun

4:16P.M.
a

MOVIE 'Superman II"

Superman s enemies are the
three criminals that his lather
Jot (I hanisiwid from Kryp
ton Ow IIII0OWN RWIrVe Gene
Hbck man Nod Beatty 1987
Hated Pt,

4:30 P.M.

0-

liessittchect

5:00P.M.
0 Carol Burnett
32 1. Contact
0 21
!Closed Cootioriodl
5:30 P.M.
0- Bob fliewhart Show
0
- making it count
8:00P.M.
•
1.)04)•- News
- Eyewitness
•(f)
News

- Gom.. Po.
(4, - Scene at
ti) - Business Report
0 211 - MacNeil Lehrer
Rawl
ID - Charlie's Angels
•12 - CBS News

8:30 P.M.
•(.1) - Entertainment
Tonight

up ID.(Ii- Family Feud
Cl) - Tic Tic Dough
- Andy Griffith
_ MOVIE 'Star Wars'
An orphan. a renegade and a
princess bailie the evil forces
controlling the Empire Mark
Hamill, Carne Fisher. Harrison
Ford 1978 Rated PG
•- Jeflortens
- Meetteillehrer

•

Never'
ID 21) - Kentucky Journal
(12 - M•A•11•H
•
7:00P.M.
OD CU CU - Hoerr Dols

,g)
•

,t2 _ Wait Disney

The Shaggy DA Condi,
won A district attorney can
dictate periodically assumes
ttM• identity of a sheep dog
160 min t
1113 - MOVIE 'Big Jake' A
crieretrcry and his sons neck
down the gang that kid
napped has grandson John
Wayne Richard Boone' Mau
reen 0 Hata 1971
:lir0(5)- 'Shogun' Part 2
Second of five parts Black
thornir is released by Toren
riga and helps turn fight Ns
enemies whole Lady Mardi°
Blackthorn. s Ide(RI
(2 Ns I
(5,- - Word oil Words
0 21 - Nova Sea Behind
the Dunes The intricate life
of a coastal lagoon and the
vital part it plays is pre
sented (60 nor) [Closed
Captioned)

0- Starsky and Hutch
ID - NCAA Basketball • St
Johns at Pittsburgh
7:30 P.M.
O ;2,(3)• - Laverne &
Shirley Laverne becomes a
fashion model to spy on her
latest beau !Closed Cap
tionedl
(5) - Iron Horse

8:00 P.M.
•(L up
- Three's
Company Police overheat
Jack s request for • pot
thinking it's the drug !Closed
Captioned!

cp ID

-

MOVIE:
'Thursday's Child' The true
story of a bright. athletic 17
year old boy who suddenly
becomes se and requires a
heart transpsant Gana Row
lands. Dori Murray. Jessica

Walter. Larry Poindexter

CD CID - Jadthe and Roy Jazz
artists Jackie Caen and Roy
Kral perform some of thew
music 00 nn)

inhentarim .of -Owe dying
father 00 nun I'Closed Captioned)
- MOVIE. 'Sig Jim
Mclean' A special agent is
assigned to the investigation
of s world-wide terror ring
headquartered in Hower
John Wayne. Nancy Olson.
James Amass. Hans Conrad
1052
8:30P.M..

IllaDM0-9m5Dor•
ma Judy and Violet vie for

sa
•is

The rim*la Hese NW&
Supply & Medical Esuipmest
•Featuring*
Illeraweber Modem
offhoof Choirs
Krukhos

pay up sell% el
your wedire;-immdli

Mae as

eft

40f111111111111
—
<one▪ s
*Suppe* Meehangi
wad much. meek Giles Per ire"Ow UMW
mew

ibeIN Niersanobeellimiumisram

(Stations rearrie Me vat
10 make WM-nano.change.)

wnghts 00 mm)
- NCAA Basketball
fiNIU at Texas

•

9:30P.M.
O - TBS Evening News
0 21 - Enterprise 'Buy
Out Enterprise tracks the
progress of 1200 workers at
General Motors who bought
their unprofitable business
!Closed Captioned!

10:00P.M.

Acuccoruelao
_ Now*
•cc cu - EyevAtness
News
•- MOVIE 'Neighbors' A

conservative businessman
finds his life corning unglued
when • troub/ernaker moves
neat door John Befushi. Dan
Aykroyd, Cathy Moriarty
Rated R
au
- Business
Report
- Benny HI Show

•

9:00P.M.

wea - Nen I•Hen
-

ElsiewAsere
De Craige former roominess
comes to the hominid for a
sex crimp *pontoon and
Ors Swink and Porton try
not to let their wort interfere
with thee romance SO min
•- On lesallest Caren st
Camegle This famous ow
imam shores his *Oboes
perceptions of Ow abourth-

ties ol miwyday Wing
•(j) 1110 lismieno
Poodui of Now Aiumfamt
Plops Ties program lessees
escorpts from ten predipceons showcasing the Wings
of aniarging Amman

,4 0CU - Late Night with
David Lettermen David is
joined by Medi Schoff (60
mmn )
11/ - MOVIE.'Pennies from

Heaven' A salesman longs
for life lo be kke the songs he

sells Steve Martin. Bernad
ette Peters, Jessica Harper
1981 Rated R
II EU - Been Off
in - MOVIE:'McMillan
Wife: Deadly Cure' Corn
missioner McMillan is in the
hospital recovering from •
bullet wound when he wit
flOSS•11• murder Rock Hudson. Susan Saint James.
John Schuck 1978

12:00 A.M.
- last Word
•CE
•
0CP - MOVIE:'McNINIon
• Wile: The Deadly
Inheritance' A friend of
Mac's mother We is threatened Rock Hudson. Susan
Sant James. Mildred Nstwck 1575

- Eyewitness News
- NNI. Journal Todey's

•

Omstopher Now. and Torn
Jones 00 non I
cr- lionisird and Son
•

program features wall*
nears. higtights and trends
around the MIL

MOVIE:
The
MIlliondross' ammo* of

12:30 A.M.
CU - Oen Off
- MOVIE: 'daphent

•

•

(

Genii Rowlands stars as
the mother of an athletic boy,
portrayed by Robert Lowe.
who faces a heart transplant
operation. in 'Thursday s
Child. • a CBS Movie to air
Tuesday. Feb 1

10:30P.M.
O
- American
Plovhowee Tarn* Buss, •CID S (l) - Taoism
noes • &others fight over the
Skew Johnny is loaned by

the same lob
- Net Necessarily The
News This show promises
to be everythng the cwrent
news is not

ere pen
4,HOLLAND
MEDICAL

Affair of
the heart

her father's i.e.• melons.rem MUM marry•man who
is a good busensearnen So
phe Loren. Pew Sellers
1051
(E)- Three's Company

- 1111•Alril

sm-POS Lam

•

Night

This Iva talk

show features
newsworthy guests from er•
ound the worlds of poetics.
anterumment. business and
sports with telephone calls
from wwwers around the
country
• ON
MOVIE:'The NNW'A
a

-

aall-mods coeds lung of dm
ON Viso dashes whet his
equal* iron-svflod
Selma flusswpdt4.181t=
Human. Winds' Corey,
00-atom owe,'mos
is saw Ms homer of a young
Midi surgeon. 000 rnin
11:00P.M

ism-aim

aCI - last Ward
CD- esmey'llilier
SPA•11601
11:30P.M.
•
01) -

•
for Survival' A documentary
exploring the many facets of
the Wes of animals which are
duplicated in human behav
ion Narrated by Alexander
Scourby 1973
(4)- CNIttlitedllne News

2:15 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'Fort Yuma'
The assassination of an
Apache chief sets off war
Peter Graves. Joan Vohs,
John Hudson 1955

3:00 A.M.
- NCAA Basketball:
SPAU at Texas

•

11. - On Location: Catlin at
Carnegie This famous co
median shares his offbeat
perceptions of the absurd*
ties of everyday living

3:45 A.M.
- Mission impossible
4:30 A.M.
0 - Nookh Raid
4:48 A.M.
•- Would/Law

•

.

•

SW A young boy grows up
wanting to be a greet hunter
until he finds an herd of els- phants and starts to make
friends with them Sabu.
Walser Mudd. WE
way 19341

(1)
- NBC News
Ovondght
811 - Jim Bekker
1:00 A.M.
•(I)- Prows

-

• Nowalflign
NCAA Sesiurtbell 6t.
Jobs at Pittsburgh
CBS Now*
•
•

-

ap -

NIghsviewn
1:30 A.M.
•-Ann Hee et Lange
• at) - cos News
Iligletwetok JIP
GEI - Romance Theorem
- MOW. 'Supermen
•
Supermsn's enemies we Me
three criminals Met Pus lather.
Jar-fl. benehed from Krypton Christopher Reeve. Gene
Heckrnwi. Ned Beatty 11112
0-News/SignOR

2:00A.M.
5(1)-MOVIE.

Fred Greedy
DOPE ON GOMIS — Cade
pee we sem
ea Fred
W "Low liser." watt
go led waded Maw awl II

Cie
enes
pir
ai

bell be WAN bay ober TV
Elm
The easygoing actor is in
his early Ms and separated
from his first wife Although
the role of Gopher does Wet
call for too mocii.iiitellectual
range. Grandy was
magna cum
aide
Harvard Someday be may get
Jo pet his musd and talents to

better we in a more demanding role. but he dowel have
anything on the bursar

•
P414.5

THE 111 If It

WEDNESDAY
212/83
5:00 A.M.
CL - HOW Magazine

0

Gary
and Pat Mitchell
talk with Dr Isadore Rosen
laid. make-up artist Wayne
Masser,* and visit a young
wheelchair athiete
MOVIE: 'Oulkvar's
Travels' A shtpwrecked sailor and a land pf little people
come to life through the an,
minion. of Mai Fleischer
1939
•-Southwest Champion
ship Wrestling

•_

6:30 A.M.
- Fraggie Rock

Visit the
world of Fraggie Rock under
neath the basement of an ec
centric inventor

•

7:00 A.M.

al - MOVIE: 'Convoy'

s
the truckers versus the cops
in•war on wheels Kris Kris
totferson. AY. MacGraw. Er
nest Bcwgnine 1978 Rated
PG

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Gadget Goes
to Rome' Gidget nvmentin
plots the attention she receives horn • famous
portliest
Carol
Cindy
James Darren, Jessie Royce
1963

8:30A.M.

•- Si/Merman

9:00 A.M.
ix- Phil Donahue Donahue
discusses accuracy in media
MOVIE: 'Take This
Job and Shove it' Slue-colter
workers stand up to brewery
bosses Robert Hays, Barbaro Hershey. Dared Allen
Co. Rated PG
Donahue Donahue
opposing
eltatvwnes
inewil on the Caktornia wait
men. ease

•-

ow-phi

10:00 A.M.
•- MOVIE: 'So Sig' This
story deals with • widowed
mother's great devotion to
her only son, who std goes
his own wiry Jane Wyman
Sterling Hoyden 1953

11:00A.M.

- Making Love Setter
Compare your views with the
experts on this 11110 specie'

11:30A.M.
•
- teaser/ al Pre Poothell
12:00P.M.
- mOvii: •File On
•

Thalami Jordon' An assistant district attorney becomes clandestinely involved
with gel who is indicted for
her eirm's murder Barbaro
Staiwayek. Wendel Corey.
Joan Tani 1545

1:00P.M.
0- ki•O
al- MOVIE:'TM Ekes and
Ike 11•SIC A ridkineire lawns
Of a
card ithsit's reputation and oak off their romans*. Gosigg Geist Mow

•

Myna% Owed Mash. HMS
1:30P.M.
- MOVIE 'CostreW It's
the moire vireos the cops
ma war on new& KM Kr*
toffweon. Al IstooOrow. Finns alffellis. MPS,'Mood
PO.
3:30P.M.

•

•

S

•
-IOWA Mob Obo Sap
A noOrod 1111111111111thr lekes

hletosagelaloglimp on one
•

last bank lob.

_

4:00 P.M.

Fraggie Rock Visit the
world of Fraggie Rock under
neath the basement of an ec
centric inventor

4:30P.M.
0- Bewitched
S
- • MOVIE
'The
Comeback Kid' A burnt out
baseball Weyer takes the job
of coaching • learn of street
kids
John Ritter. Doug
McKeon

5:00P.M.
- card suin•tt
0 21) - 3-2.1, Contact
]Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.
CO - Bob Nowhart Show
O - Another Page

6:00 P.M.
El) - Newswatch
•

_

•ou
Evinvitn•ss
News
- Gamer Pyle
(4) - Scene at 6
(1) 1111 - News
• Business Report
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Charlie's Anode
News
ei
CU

-

•-

cgs

6:30 P.M.
- Entertainment

• au
Tonight

4,3)11,3)- Family F•ud
(3) - Tic Tac Dough
Andy Griffith

•-

ap - HBO PAsgesine
•
- Jeffersons
•cp - MacNeil Lehrer
Report

e - Kentucky Journal
•ite - 116•A•S•H
7:00P.M.
IKE CU
- Taies of the
Gold Monkey
MOV1E.
'The Scarlet and the elect
.The true story of Monsignor
Hugh 011eherty. a Vatican
official, who conceded thou
sands of Aimed POW escapees during World War II
Gregory Peck, Christopher
Plummer. John Golguti

ap ap• _

,k

.1.1.1/1.1.11

•

Commodore at Myrnouse

A -iin s gibe s
tee

•

4.

onti
•i ,
.1

,o .011 an

;driest

if

• i•••
St itr

,ind
CBS movir
(.It) .'

9:00 P.M.

cr co - Dynasty Ai
so
ems gains power over Blair

}hi*

A

,em

if,trifr,

.4.440,
.•'No
'.• •
- ••A• Jul!

,,;^'

Po

fi

and Fallon flees to Haiti for •
devorce (60 min ) [Closed
Captioned]
11, - TBS Evening News
(4)0 CU - Quincy Quincy
agrees to work with a
psychic to find the murderer
of teen ego girls'(60 mm)
- MOVIE:'Four Friends'
Three young men and •free
spirited woman come of age
dunng the 1960s Craig
Wasson Rated R
0
Constitution That
Delicate Balance Dtscrtme
nation and Affirmative Ac
non
- Yea! in Tennis
Retrospective look at the
Players and Tournaments of
1982

•

21) -

•

9:30 P.M.
(1)- Elks Island Sounds
•
and images we woven to de
pict the expenences of MT/TY
wants who passed through
Fits Island (30 nun )
10:00P.M.
CE (4) CI CID•
•
- News
•op cu - Eyewitness
News

111 - Al In the Family
- $NP Off
111 - Business Report
•- Benny Hill Show
10:30P.M.
•ap•(17) - Tonight

(4)0(1)- Late Night with
David letterman David is
joined by Deborah Harry 160
mint
- NCAA tlasketbak
Connecticut at Syracuse
if
- MOVIE 'The
Solitary Man' A tomes y
man s world is tom apart
when his wife suddenly de
rnarxls • divorce Earl Hoik
men
Carle
Snodgress
1979

•

12:00 A.M.

al(I)

_ Lee1 Word

4:00P.M.
11:30P.M.
IDIMCM
Pa Ow Colt •
CID - rastar•

2.0()A M

fi

CNN Headline News

3 30 A M

2 45 A M

Men s Gymnas tots
Russia
vs
Japan
v•
University of Nebraska

al 2

MOVIE Wings of
an Eagle T liii SIM y of ii ,orla
tH0111Plep t}ei#11
,
1•11 • man 310

a wild iiirri)kr
- MOVIE Sharky •
kiiiiichmrsim' An Atlanta vice
squad sergeant enr (rumors
pimps call guts crooked poi
iticiens end drug dealers in
his everyday err/flung vrtmid
Bud Reynokls R•Chei Ward

3 45 A M
ap

e
S

Mission Impossible

4 45 A M

Mend Large
Making Love Better
,o1.4h1 WW1 (NI*
emporia on teis ilfir) spin, i.of

al (11) - MOVIE

'Institute
for Revenge' A man who
was cheated out of his life
savings by • swindler con
tarts the head of the aIR and
plots the destruction of the
con man Ray Walston
George
Hamilton
PJ
McCavott 1919
(ID - Eyewitness News

TTE
1-14E ‘"1-1/ WORDS" Eq LOW.

FILL i.j rife MICSING L

12:30 A.M.
(&) - Sign Off

RON E. 11.1E151 I

[
LIME [Al IDI IN]

(4) 0 (I) -

NBC News
Overnight
Jim Bakker

•_
12:45 A.M.
ap _ MOVIE 'Alesorwier

the Great The story of Ales
ender conquering the world
without a single defeat and
the unification of Europe and
Asaa !iodised Burton Fredric
March. Clare Bloom 1956
MOVIE 'Rollover' An
es movie star hires for con
trol of • petrochemical ern.
pre founded by her murdered
husband Jane Fonda Kns
K nstotterson , HUMS Cronyn
Rated R

•-

1:00 A.M.
•CI)- News

Ar(A7

icAtst, I CAA

LAIR:ICS]

IONlif

W141'

lcui REARft/41,45E THE

LETTERS You FIULD ik)
1 -ro SPE 1. L. 1"14E. NAME. a A

\

i„L

t5rTUATION COMEDY:

FFT FT- I I FT147 1
3
5O111 MIMIC — 5Wag
. TAWNY Al
2100 isaoo '157M relltelts SzAncry

•- News/Sign OR
- C1111 News
Pilightwalch

1:XL& M.
MOVIE 'Voodoo
Man' Or Marlowe discovers
'the only way to bring his
-11sit is Min
%. tombs, wife beck to normal
(1)- Last Wen.
life is by TOWS 01 vO0d00
- Sarney Maw
11•16 Liigosi. John Carredne
- MOVIE: 'Sleeping
George Zucca 1944
Dogs' A young men running
O.LCUS New.
from Pie troubles becomes•
filohnvolon lIP
hero when he is caught In the
GP
- Nermnee Thileter
',Odd. of revcikalonahr Wt.
OM- wen00
mod. Sam Neill. Warren
ap - Nemelllign ON
Oates. Nevin Rowe
- Sonnoli Treak Br Reid
11,- krAIIPM

in) leo m.

•

Sisterhood is
powerful

and images are woven to de
poct the eaperiences of Wilefli
rants who passed through
Elks Island (30 min )

-

lieethost-

-6"

8f30 P.M.
O 21 - Elks Island Sounds

•

hinnenIC

•

- NCAA Basketball
North Carolina at Clemson

so-

an's einth Symphony .(10
man.)
- Serniku ors/ IgutoO
- MCAA loohosboll:

J•nuars 219.1913

•

Show Jotnny, is pined by
Alan King and 73 year old
MOVIE:'Soo How She Pnvate Eye Florence Scow
beck 160 min
Runs' A 40-year-old di- Sanford and Son
vorced woman starts jogging
and ends up entering the
CI) klightNne
grueling 28-mile Boston Mar
(11 - MOVIE 'Johnny
melon Joanne Woodward.
Guitar' A gambling house
John Conse, Barnard
proprietress. learns that the
HOOP*
love of a guitar-playing es
ctSCU-'Shogun'Part 3 gunman is worth more then
Third of kve pens !Mack money
Crawford.
Joan
theme falls in love with Lady
Scott Brady, Ernest Borg
PAeriko
while
Torenege
mina 1953
clowns the title of shogun PI
(21) - Three's Carmen,
(2 Ivo I
ap - PerA•S•N
- MOVIE: Illherfra's 111 - Sign Of.
•
litiaskine' An Aden** vice
MOVIE: 'VIM Rogers'
squid sergeant encounters •
0 - Herl to Hen Max as
pimps. call
crooked polgiven • murder rap which
ite:ens end drug dealers in
leads
the Hens to • deadly
his everyday working world
trap
Burt Reynokle. Rechel Ward.
Sloth Kesth Rased R
11:00P.M.

1111 CI)- Mast* of Man
- Onsig Performal
Melee 'Live from Lincoln
Center' Conductor Zuten
Whatand the Now York Phi-

a TIMIK's.`itaturrias

IS on the trail of a woman
whose speciality is romaric
ing and robbing rich men (60
min )
Ca'(1) - Great Perform
IlletCett Live liom Lincorn
Center
Conductor Zubin
Mehta and the New York
harmon:c
ryun
perform Beet
an s Ninth Symphony (90

-

Mem Coverages of the track
and Mid mewing presentee
from Las Angeles. CA

'.uiTOM KITCHEN
CHERRYi
cZ
CABINETS &
753 - 5940
CUSTOM WOOr WORKING
Solid W Kt.! Cubincts &Raised Panel Doors

G unc

Birch • Oak • Wolrut • Cherry
• ManIll'S • •Book(0%iss •K lir bun

Ulf s

Cohinsi Tops
Cu%lorn Built F welds/it & Furnouri Rclinishing

COMPETITIVE PRICES
DROP R, ANDS!! OUP DISPLAT

1212 Main
Murro , K .

PAGE 6

THURSDAY
5:00 A.M
Hour Magazine
Gat y Co•iris and Pet Mitc heft
talk with th•ar Abby *du
•terl prostitutes and ‘19NI,L9
rian YVN / 0400ad KI infant

5:30 A.M.
• 1180 Rock. Air Supply

6.30 A.M

700 A.M.
ED MOVIE The Shootmt.
A dying gunman seeking
gmiase el his final days is
hounded by I IV Ols John
%Wayne Laudon fiscal Ron
P4 ward 1975 Rated PC,

2:00P.M.
- MOVIE 'The Shootist*

•

A dying gunman seeking
ilea.• in his final days is
hounded by rivals John
Wayne Lauren Beciii Ron
Howard 1976 Retied PG

.

8:00A.M.
MOVIE
'Jeanne
lapels' The If. and loves of
• tarried at tress Kim Novak
Jeff Chandler Agnes More
head 1957

o

3:00 P.M.
21) - Sesame Street
- 4:00 P.M.
- N Sunwrier In A Day A

o

•

young girt becomes the 1/K.
ISM Of a prank
0 Chi - Mr Rogers'

8:30 A.M.
• Superheroes

9:00 A.M.

Neighborhood
4:30 P.M.
- Sevenched
- MOVIE 'Star Wars'

4

o

•

An orphan a renegade and a
princess battle the evil forces
controlling the (moue Mark
Hamill Carrie Fisher. Harrison
Ford 1978 Rated PG
21)- Electric Company
•

5:00P.M;
0- Carol Burnett
- 3.2.1. Contact

10:00 A.M.

)Closed Captioned)

-

MOVIE
'Having
Emotional crises
involving berth adoption and
first love affect the byes of
several couples Tony Bie
Wayne Rogers. Carol lynley
1977

Babies IF

analyze this week s NFL at
lion and look ahead to next
week s games

5:30 P.M.
- Bob Newham Show
51 21) - Dealing In
Discophile
6:00 P.M.
•(I)0C111)
- Sims
•cu 11; - Eyewitness
•

10:30 A.M.

NOVA

0 - Woman Watch
11:00A.M.

MOVIE 'Golden
Rendezvous A ship wen

• _

with gold and innocent pas
sengers is the able(t of
Nghiackims armed with a nu
dear weapon Richard Hants
David Janssen John Cana

O - Gamer Pyle
4: - Scene at
0(I) - Business Report
0 21. - MacNeil Lehrer
Repors,k•
- Charles Angels

•

dine 1977

- CBS New,
6:30 P.M.
- Entertawornens
Tonight

2

S0F Ts Hitt
TACOS

1"

$

Ofh
,Good All Dos

N.

r” 9

TACO.JOHUS-s

ii

753-9697

Jimmy May (r ) and Jimmy
Zarrelio are two union leaders whose take-over of their
own auto manufacturing
company is investigated on
the segment of •'Enterprise'
to air Thursday, Feb 3 on
PBS

Report

0

21)

-

Kentucky

Considered

it - MASH
7:00 P.M.
1111 (.1) G1)•- Ckeetest
Anserocan Hero Ralf* bat
ties forces that nveaten to
shift the world s beiance of
power (60 mm)

(Stetsons rows* M.rtght
to male seit-minute changer

•CU ID (IZ- PA•linum•
P1
- •Shogun' Part 4
(i)11111
Fourth of five parts Black
thome finds the sunnvors of
his craw while T °renege be
comes outraged when Black
thorns asks that Lady Monk°
be cloven a OfYorce CR)(2 firs)

Cji - Ikatterlbea
• - Sneak Previews

Co hosts Neal Gabler

and
Jaffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies

- funky and Hutch
- NSA Basketball San
Diego at Detroit
7:30P.M.

ti) o
Challenge

KIT Soho'

9.30 P.M.
0 21 - Appalachian
Wnters •
_ NBA Basketball
Philadelphia at Golden Gate

•

•

•

Not Necessarily The
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not

•

-

Tennessee

Outdoorsmen
21) - Arts Express
8:00 P.M.
e (j,) CU
- -Too Close
For Comfort Sate poses for a
men II T119011,141
- Simon a
in (I)0

Simon
- MOVIE 'Star Wars'
An orphan •renegade wide
princess battle the evil faces
controlling the Empire Mark
Hama Carrie Fisher Harrison

•

Ford 1978 Rated PG

C1D - Sneak Previews
o
Co hrYsts Neal Gab* and
Jeffrey Lyons take •look at
whet s happening at the

TOVIOS

111 21) - Mystery StigiPiam
Cribb Murder Old Boy Ser

geam C.ribb is called in when
Inspecre Jowett s delis MU
mon ends in murder

f60

min 'Closed Captioned)
NCAA Seaketball
Wake Forest at Virginie
..
h
4:.M
cr :30

•-

•Takol

SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY

Labor pains

- „Whitson.
0
- MacNeil Lehrer

pop rock group performs all
of thee top hits
• MOVIE 'Come Back
Little Sheba' A meddle aged
couple s pent up frustrations
sortie e when they take in •
co ed tenant Shirley Booth
I aur OCK• Olivier. Joanne
Woodward 1953

•.All Summer In A Day A
Young (j.f1 becomes the. v.,
tirn ot •(Kr alla

•

•_

In Hawaii This Australian

•

Phel Donahue Donohue
ti•set the phentienene of
the homeless in the United
Siertes
- MOVIE. 'Um's Moon'
Two teenagers try to run
eneir•y from their parents
Matt Dillon Yvonne DeCarlo
Broderick Crawford Rated
PG
(1 - Phd Donahue Dona
hue I guest
special
ist Dr Sherman J Silber

•

1:00P.M.
- HBO Rock Air Supply
•

In Hawses This Australian
P(4) rock group performs all
of their top hits
- Hockey Arm Wrestling
a3

1143

•CP0 - Family Feud
(11) - Tic Tee Dough
- maw Seeketbell
Dower et Adantai
Inside-the NFL Len
Dawson and Pack BuOnscontu

1 2:Oe p:M.
_ MOVIE 'Career' A
men seeking to find himself
learns tragedy frustration
disappointment and soul
searching are necessary to
secretive success Shirley Ma
cf. sine Anthony Franceosa
Dean Martin 1959

2/3/83

•

R IR 41,ky.,LEDGERa T1IIES.Solarday.lareatary

TH

Two

CID - Portfolio
8:45P.M.
ap - TM Evening News

9:00P.M.
'
aD e - 20_120Knots
CDaDlle
•
Landau

_ Hill Street
Skies Second of direr parts

Cl)

Plank° saves three people
from a burning budding and
Joyce s interview in Wash
ington opens the door for
new girl in Furio $ Me 160
min )
up - WOW/ Sergeam
Cribb Murder Old Boy Sar
rent Cribb is called in when
Impactor .lowern s class reu
nson ends in murder (60
mini 'Closed Captioned)

10:00P.M.
CE CC0(11)0
(12 - Shows
•(I) (I) - Eyewitness
News
- All In the Funny
as - On Location: Catkin at
Carnegie This famous co•

median shares firs offbeat
perceptions of the absurd,
ties of everyday eying

amen- &minims

Men Dillon. Yvonne DeCarlo.
Broderick Crawford Rated
PG
6•11
inEihrA•

-11:30P.M.
•
CE

al

- Roil*
Cf)
- Late Night with
David Letterman Dowd is

'coned by Carol heifer and Alvin Eicoff (60 men
CI) - Sallff Off

- MOVIE:'McCloud:

The Man with the &Aden
Het' After numerous people
try to steel his het. McCloud
roakzes s a Ink to something
important
Dennis
Weaver, Don Arneche, Jaclyn Smith 1975

Raven
12:00 A.M.
- Benny HIS Show
111 CP•- Last Word
10:30P.M.
(})- Eyewitness News
- Tonight'
•
12:30 A.M.
Show Johnny is pined by
si(I) - Eyewitness News
Buddy Heckel and Manna
Arroyo 160 min
CD - Van Off
(a)0 (I) - NBC News
•(11)- Rockford Ms
Overnight
CI) - PaigMline
MOVIE 'Assault on• • Jirn Bakker
NBA Basketball San
Owen' A woman advenDiego at Detroit
tures and her ruthless comparison talks an es submarine
12:45A.M.
officer imo ironing them in
- Not Neerierisrily The
raising a sunken German sub
News This show motives*
•

cu•

e-

-

2:00 A.M.
CC - CNN Headline News
2:15A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Sur Wars'

•

An orphan, a renegade and a
princess battle the evil forces
controlling the Empire Mark
Hamill. COMO Fisher. Harrison
Ford 1978 Rated PG

2:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Robbery
Under Arms' Two brothers
are caught between the law

•

and two sisters in the wilds
of Australia Peter Finch,
Maureen Swanson. Ronald
Lewes 1958
3:00 A.M.

s - MOVIE: 'Where
Lions Rule'
• _ NBA Basketball:
Philadelphia at Golden Gate
4:15 A.M.

- Not Necessarily The

•

News This show promises
Ap be everything the wriest!

news KS not
4:45 A.M.
- INorlditaige

-

•

•

Frank Sinetra, Virnie Lew
Tony Francsoss 1966
l)_ Three's Company

M•11191•H
•
0 CU - MIS Late %I'M
This bye talk show features

newsworthy guests front at •
ound the worlds of politics.
entertainnwint. business and
sports with telephone come
from viewers around the
country
- Wel Off
MOVIE. 'Elephant
Walk' The young end. of •
-

•

to be everything the current
news is not
- 1:00 A.M.

0(I)- News
0
- CBS News
Nightwetch
MOVIE 'Challenge of
the Gladiator' Infamy and
cruelty sweep Nero's Empire
as his mad Senator turns Ow

country into • bloody wens
over his last for Nero** gold
Book Stevens, Gloria Malsnd
111114.

111- Neworilign Off
Catann tea plantation owner
News
hat a difficult time adiusting
Ilighavosa
to her hasebensts way of We
and the everprseent ghost of
his father. Elizabeth Taylor._
- Inside She NA. Len
Dane Andrews. Peter Finch
Derieson and fedi Ihronloone
0954
• analyse this week's NFL ac•
tion and look ahead to nest
• - amino, Ouincy in•

week's games
vestigates • newswomen's
death only to hove her show
130A.M.
up at hos press conference •SCE- MOVIE: The
(5)160

CANNED 'QUEST' —
Please tell me Vibe Quest"
has been canceled. et' It N'I
jest gase elf the air temporarily.
''Tbe Quest' was unsuccessful to its search for an audience and has been canceled by
ABC
JACK WILL BE RAM
Now that "The Devils CimanorUna" is Wag Niancereasanielisty dumped. whet can we
Jack Scalia hias look forward
IS.
Rock Hoban has vowed
never to do another swiss
alter his unpleasant 'aperient** with
The Devlin
Connection," bat Scalia is pat
warming up He's awed a
long-terrn deal to do another
series and made-for-TV
movies One already or the
drawing board has ham play •
:ag a race car driver
10 IOU. Pease Pesten flyvibrai•

Glaser Hypncitlead

1 1:00P.M.
CE- last Word (4)- Sarney haw
MI- MOVIE: lids Moon'
Two teenager* ley to run
away from thee parents

by Pus mem wile, a rnen
commits niurder Sele Lugoes. Polly Ann Young 1941

Gt) - Remenoellteeter
CU -Sign OW
-

00

(Sand your ietters to Pepper
O'Brien. rotted Feature
Syndicate. 200 Park Avenue.
Room 102, New York. N Y
10101.1
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MOVIES—
MONDAY
1/31/83
5:00AM
'Dot and the Kangaroo'
8:30AM•
— 'King of the Mountain'
8:00AM
— 'The Farmer's Daughter'
9:00AM
— 'The Competition'
10:00AM
— 'Now You See It Now You Don't'
12:00PM 0_ 'Overboard'
12:30PM5
100PM 0— 'Guns Of Darkness'
2:30PM•
— 'King of the Mountain'
4:00PM•
_ 'Dot and the Kangaroo'
7:00PM al-'Love Story'
as-'The Conwetition'
8:00PM es cr me_ 'confessions of a Married
Man'
9:15PM •— Vice Squad'
10:30PM S — 'Francis in the Navy'
10:45PM0— 'Mr. Skeffington'
11:30PM gio
- Colurnbo: Murder by the Book'
1200AM so CID — Columbo: Suitable for Framing'
•
-'Star Wars'
1:15Am 0_ lonetyhearts'
2:00AM sap-'They Came to Rob Las Vegas'
2:30AM e_ 'The Competition'
3:30AM 0— 'Berlin Correspondent'
-Skyward'

.

.1 LIN.1.14 a I IMV.,,,satunley.Januars 29.1913

12-00PM
— 'Carew'
100PM OD — *Come Back Little Sheba'
2:00PM 0 — 'The Shootist'
4:30PM 0 — 'Star Wars'
8:00PM S- 'Star Wars'
10:30PM S — 'Assault on a Cluesin•
• — 'Elephant Walk'
1 100PM0 — 'Liar's Moon'
11:30PM 5.12)_ 'McCloud. The Man with the Golden
Hat
1:00AM 5 'Challenge of the Ohm:two(
1:30AM
_ -The Invisible Ghost'
2:15AM S — :Star Wars'
'Robbery Under Arms'
2:45AM
3:00AM 0
— 'Whore Lions Rule'
-

•

FRIDAY
2/4/83
5:00AM S —
Travels'
8:00AM 5 'Let No Man Write My Epitaph'
9:00AM S The Sod News Sears'
10:00AMS — 'April In Paris'
11:30AM al — 'Across the Great Divide'
12:00PM 5_ 'Living it Up'
100PM S — 'No Place to Run'
2:00PM 5— 'Take This Job and Shove It
7:00PM 5 — 'Making Love'
7:30PIVI s4)1)
•_ 'Jaws II'
8:00PM 5 'The Sholtiest Gun in the West"
10:30PM5 The Slob'
•
- Nice Squad'
'SST Disaster in the Sky'
11:30PM in(u_ To Be Announced
_ 'The Lost Continent'
12:15AM5— 'Return of the Scarlet PompornieC
-'Neighbors'
1:45AM 5_ The Bed News Sears'
200AM S
3:00AM 5 2 — 'Block Dolr
3:30AM al — 'Making Love'
4.15AM si2 — Wild Preine
-

-

-

(iZ-

4100AM
The Meg.* of Lassie'
8:00AM 0— 'Footsteps in the Fog'
so-'Star Wars'
1000AM
•
-'Superman II'
5-'Seem James'
12:00PM 5_ Warning Shot'
100PM ap _ 'Aaron Slick from Punkin Cnk'
2:30PM al — 'The Magic of Lassie'
4:15PM in -'Ilkiperrnan II'
41:30PM S — 'Star Wore
7:00PM 0_ 'Sig Joke'
100PM 5 0(125 — 'Thursday's Child'
GP -'Sig Jim Moisten'
10:00Ped S — 't4Pialtiewe'
10:30PM 0— The Millionaires.'
— The Furies'
11:30PM S — 'Pennies from Heaven'
_ 'McMillen & Wife: Deadly Cure'
1200AM inau_ 'McMillen & Wife: The Dewily In
Montano,'
12:30AM0— 'Elephant Soy'
1:30Ahl 5— 'Superman ir
2:00AM 5,21)- 'Instinct for Survivor
2:14IAM 0— 'Fort Yuma'
-

•

WEDNESDAY
2/2/93
5:00AM
—
Travels'
7:00AM 5— 'Convoy'
8:00AM
'aides% Goes to Rome'
9:00AM S — Take TN. Job and Shove It'
1000/JA
eir
12:00PM 4111 — 'File On Thelma Jordon'
100PM al — :The Weds and the Sees'
1:30PM 0_ vonvev•
4:30PM S —
Coniebeek Kee
700Pm 5Mafia — 'The Scarlet and the Slack'
— 'Soo Hew She Runs'
— 'Sheehy's Machine'
100PM al — 'Peer Friends'
10:30PM5 44iihowfty Guitar'
WIN Rogers'
Doe.'
11190PM S —
1130PM
cc,-'The Solitary Man
12:00ANI up ai)-institute for Revenge
12:4SAM
•
-'Aliftendar the Greet'
•
1:30APie• - Needs° Man'
2:44IAM
_ lAfIngs of an Eagle'
-Sheltie Piteehine'
-

12 00AM
— Rembrandt
1 45AM 5
Badman e Territory
2004M 5
Star Wars
-

-

SOAPSCOOP

-

-

TUESDAY
2/1/93

El 12 — •Hud
11 45PM 5 — Gowen Rendezvous

•

•

-

SATURDAY
2/5/83
530AA1 it-'Rondo'
7:00AM
_ Chalienge To Ile Free'
4430AM
— 'Dirty Tricks'
9:00AM
— Sinbed the 11.110e
11:30AM. _ 'Iron Mistress'
•_ 'Challenge To Se Free'
(2J -'Guns of Diablo'
•
2:30PM
s(3) — To Se Announced
100PM al — tinegonslayw'
2:00PM 0
— 'Red River Range'
3:00PM 5_ 'Dirty Tricks'
5:301M 5— 'Hondo'
7:00PM 5— Seatin' Loose'
7:301M 5CIDIIVI2 — •10
9:00PM •— 'Shanty's Machine'
e(I)_ 'The Gunfighter'
10:00PM S — 'The Hellfighters'
11:00PM ep _ 'Sack to Balaton'
in -.Cannery Row'
11:1111P111
— The African Queen'
12:00AM(I) — 'Operation Petticoat'
1:00AM
'Alagoas Easiness'
KO-Ihregonsleyw'
2:11AM 5(i)— 'Street People'
3:00AM 0-llierky's Machine'
3:411AM 5(1)— 'The Killing Machine'

By NaacyM.'Rejckardl
If you subscribe io pay TV s
Showtime, keep your eye out,
next month for the %Oen
Offering The Shaft of Loy..
which will star current and
former network soap stars
Morgan Fairchild • 'former
Search for Tomorrow and
Flamingo Road
player ,
Elizabeth All,.
V'icks
Hellman on, Texas 14 iueI'
xoa iMark Denning on
('apitol I Jed Allen Ilion
- Craig on
Days of our
Lives '1, Anthony (earj Luke
Spencer
on
General
Hospital i. KW Shriner +Scot
ty Baldwin on Gil
Sallee
Flaaaery lett Laur• Horton on
-Days") and Denise Alexan
der !Lesley Webber on 4:11
Miss Alexander le •Iso
executive prodisccr of
'Shaft.- which is described as
a conglonwrate of all the old
ferent daytime soaps that
pukes fun without being
nasty
If tlw productum is
well received by the Show
time audience, it could pins,
bly become a monthly pay TV'
series 'Shaft- was written by
tinnier -Days- head writer
('kirk. Disease
Curtin- actor Abe % igoda
iFish on -Barney - Miller
recently made • spri-ral guest
appearance on
Guiding
w 4% I i.flitired
Light *hen

U) - during one if Nola
Reardon s -Lisa Brown
mos le -inspired fantasies
1"igoda played a. lion% 1.1.4.4
talent scout w hi. (teo os it cif
Nola s singing and
ing-•
talents !which I 1%4 •Ut111(11.%
nightls in the Broadway mu.'
al 42nd Street in a fii thin
rl schwali I )'ogstore setting
r la Lana Turner
!hiring the •
hii
Slit) (ht. tiihiit built by
International Robotic Ito
took tunic out from his am ting
duties on Drys I h41 1.1%11,11
JIIINC with two of his usr stars
lieidre Hall .%latlenr Es an.,
and John Delaisese Eugene
Itradbird , and Y 'sited the I os
Angeles Children • Hospital
Niro ha• been appearing on
Days %owe List July and e,
frequently shaIwn eut king
with hilspatafrird
his S1J.ip story line
'
After reading en artii
Steals ou %%heel,
4114111t the
pfugr.arti whim h supplies hot
meal, to shut ins and my Aids
in New lOrk City Juba KAU
or g,ini /tql
Iii IN Pile I 'Udall%
her fellow 411 Ms Children
cr•tmates .. and r JIMA Ilse,
SSOO (binary fur charity
It
was wonderful to feel that %se
had l'untlf'booted something for
the happiness of Iiihrts
I ,••111(JI
Julia of him
pr1114
.
11

--at
vr
si
'
ts
n- viAluE1
AUTOMATIC DEFROST'

-

•

SUNDAY
2/8/1113

-

5-

•

THURSDAY
2/3/113
700Aail up -"The Si8:00AM S — 'Joienne I.
11300AM S
Mean'
10130AM. — 'Hewing Miss II'
111:10AM5 — IMMO\ ReadeavOssilf

II-00AM 5— 'Super Fuzz'
8:30AM
'Stet Ware'
11190AM 0— 'The &Nees at Token'
1040AM al — 'Abbott and Coseello Meet Dr Jekyll
ead Mn, Hyde'
11:00AM
•
Ilandeproue
12:00PIA5—
at the OK Cerro,'
2:001044 S — Super Fuse
30PM S — Vliereds'
2
:
21:00P111
--cm Diseposerensie of Flight 412'
II:30PM al —
Rendeaveue
— 'Any Whieh Win You Con'
700PM SIM0
ap- qh.lad mei me 200 1.0.'
— Star Wars'
•
10004441 410 — 'Super Fuss'
1100Pea(I)— llophiedoeled MOW Pug I
di — -meowslOonlitotar Misolosir
•-

•

-

••1

1S cc. ft.
model CTF-1 SC1 ONLY

$479

753-44/8
WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE/

4641 N.,1r.,Across From Colonial Nom

THE /HI

k..1.EEK;Ell a TIMES.Ssiurdar.January 29. IWO

R
• la

FUN

eur town
•

COMMERCE CENTRE

1

1

ROY STEWART STADIUM

A trmispher

• Southey Wife
Friday Seafood Memo
UNIVEISITY‘CENTEI
Ow 11 AM Deily
Cheitolot et leth IL five P•saIs

MUMMY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
SOY SCOUT MUSEUM

((ABA EAGLE GALLERY

RODENT E. JONNSON THEATRE
LOVM AUDITORIUM

WEST KENTUCKY M

2
Pizzo •Solids
Seadvrichos
Spothotti
Lasagna
•

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
Fest Nod Del•ry
Op.. I I AM Doily

PAGLIAIS

Open 4 p.m.Sundays

I III. MI RH 41.Ks.. LEDGER & TIMI..saturgla$ Jrnti•rk

1913

MURRAY
eur town
PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

6

TACO
JOHNS
EVERY
TUESDAY IS

Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos
99C
for only
Central Shopping Center
Across horn the Stadium

f% Family Steak House
1.77 Lunches Served

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. -4 p.m.

Dinner Nightly-Sun.-Thurs. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

4

'UHF. MI RR Al .94-1.1.11/44.1i& TIMF-s. Saturday. January 29. 1910

l'41.1 10

FRIDAY
214/84
5:00 A.M
Hour Magazine
(.41 y Coll.os NMI Pat MO(heN
talk with Charlton Heston his
wile and Harvey Levin who .
discusses how to fight a
OAtikl. tHkIt
MOVIE •Gulliver's
•
Travels' A shipwrecked sa.
tOf and a land of lone people
come to life thiceigh the an.
(nation Of Ma. lois( her
1919
6:30 A.M.
• Inside the NFL Len
Dawson aiio P'11. k Buiorie (int,
.eialyze des week s NL a(
lion INA look ahead to rw..t
week • games
730A.M.
Standing Room Citify
Olovse
In
Newton John
Concert This(0ibrIwyty award
winner performs all het hits

_

•

8.00 A.M.
0 MOVIE 'Let No Man
Write My Epitaph
the
stuni raised son of an eine
cuted hoodlum lights for sot
vital for his mother and
himself Shelly Weiler, Burl
Ives James Darien 1960
830 A.M
• Spider man
9:00 A.M.
4
Phil Donahue I n(at woe
talk• with Ser. Hobert Dole
MOVIE 'The Bad
News Boars' A tog lag
I. ...gime team is headed for
when their
the Sub cellar
loc k WW1 their girl pibisei
Ahern through Walter Mat
thau Taturt. ()N.,a( 19/6

o

Rated
0(0:- Phrl Donahue Dorla
hue s guests are Kathleen
and James Mikennis loon
ders of the Patenting for
Peece and Justice. TOWN
Merit
10:00A.M.
MOVIE 'April In Pans
A State Department ern
ployee becomes involved
with a chorus get Dons Day
Hay Bolger Claude Dauphin
1953

•

-

gp -

1 1:00 A.M
HBO Magazine

11:30A.M.
'Across the
Great Divide Iwo orphans
travel west to claim thew land
int-wirer-ice Heather Rattray
Mar.., Hai Robert I. ogan
19/6 Rated

O MOVIE

12:00P.M.
MOVIE 'Living U Up'
A railroad attendant gets an
all expense pawl fling to New
York Dean Martin Jerry
Lewis Janes L sigh 1954

o

-

1:00 P.M.
• MOVIE No Place to
Run' When a young biiy s
adopted parents are killed
bureaucracy . prevents his
grandfather from being given
( ustody They flee to Can
aria closely pursued by the
authotities
PtertnP,el Be,
maid. Larry Heyman Ste
fanie P(rivers Neville Brand
1:30P.M.
• Mekong Love Better
Compare your views with the
roped% On thistle° special

_

0

2.00 P.M.
MOVIE 'Take This

cfoosticcs4454m,

Job and Shove ft' Blue collet
workers stand up to brewery
bosses Robert Hays. Rad
tiara Hershey David Alien
Coe Rated PG
2:30P.M.
0 21 - New Shapes in
Education

o 21

J.R. Jr.

3:00P.M.
- Sesame Street

Bobby (Petrick Duffy). who
has atways despised J R 's
fowl business practices, finds
himself emulating his brother
in the episode Of -Dallasraring on CBS, Friday. Feb 4

4:00P.M.
Standing Room Only
Olivia
In
Newton-John
Concert This Grammy award
winner performs all her hits
0 21
Mr
RollirrIl.
Neighborhood

0_

113
CD

(Stations mean,ma not
SO mato eata-ntinuto changer

4:30P.M.
Bewitched
21 Electric Company

5:00P.M.
113 - Carol Burnett
3-24. Contact
(Closed Captioned(
eat

-

5:30 P.M.

•

o - Bob Newhirt Show

e-

Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fr/Note Rock uncler
neath the basement of an it
centric inventor
O 21 - Tony Brown's
Journal Clipped Wings '130
Imo I

6:00P.M.
el (2)0(II) - P4rive

•(I) (3) _

Eyewitness

News

0- wwwwpts
(4) - Scene at 45

-

Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nock Buoniconti
pnalyre this week • NFL
non and look ahead to nest
week's-games
- Business Report
0 21. - Macheil.Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angers
•12 CBS News
•

o

•

6:30 P.M.
ft 2 - Entertainment
Tonight
Famely Feud
0
I: - Tic Tec Dough
Andy Griffith
•- :Jefferson*
MacNeil Lehrer
Report
021 - Conwnent on
Kentucky
•it - M•A•S•H

o-

_

•
7:00 P.M.

•- Benson
lb (1)(I)

0- (I)•c12- Dukes of
Hbtzettl Coy s romance with
a lady stunt driver Wilds to a
fight with Vance 160 min
e - NBA Basketbsil:
Atlanta at Cleveland'
o
r l) 0 clu - 'Shogun'
Conclusion
Conclusion
Lady Manko makes a pact
protecting Blackthorn* and
T manage travels to Osaka to
make his final clown to the ti
tle of shogun. military dicta
tot 1H3I
his
O- MOVIE:'Making Lowe'
A young woman must face
the knowledge that her hus
band is in love with another
man Kate Jackson. Harry
Hamlin
Michael Ontkeen
11981 Rated R

•(1)

21)- Washington
Week/Review Paul Duke is
pined by top Washington
analyzing
fournalists
the
week's news
Inanity and Hutch
- Professional Golf
Special Bang Crosby National
Pro Am Tournament from
Pebble Beech, CA (2 hrs I

••

7:30P.M.
El (2) ('2)•- MOVIE:

•

- pow

Betty

Spada& w
- Imoinsakinal Pro Ski
•

9:15P.M.
Mows
9:30P.M.
- Paolliso

- TIN Sweitlits

2619 LC.111M1110111,
PAINKAII, 4424386

Afinotioan Art 'Gawp Cagigas: Tonight's program
leeks as Wm ocolpior of &swot art. SS (Closed Cap
boned!
•
000P.M.

scocesaDoom,
-

Th• 110110.11 SNAP beirel•••1• •••

-

•

- MOVIE. 'Vico Squad'

A Hoilywoodx,op enters the
sleazy underworld of prosy
tutoon to hunt down a mum
derous pimp Season Hubiey.
- Solid Gold
al (I) - PSI Late Night

9:30P.M.
- Inside Business
9:00P.M.
•
xi0 - Falcon Croat.

•

MINK MAU,
1011111AT, 7534542

Tonight
Show Johnny is paned by
Steve Martin (60 min )
•aD - Rockford
cii Nightline
- MOVIE: 'The Blob'
Two teenagers, after nom
wig • shooting star fall to
earth, come upon a man
howling with peon because of
a mass attached to his arm
Steve McDuerin. Aneta Carleash 1958
(4) - Three's Company

Gun in the West' A dentist
leaves Pennsytyanse to set tiP
pectic, on the westetn Iron
toe Don Knotts. Barbara
Rhoades
Jackie Coogan
1968

To Men's Stalestfrom Hunter Mt MY.00

I.

10:30P.M.

gp - MOVIE "The Shakiest

The Concert In The Park
The famous duo perform
thaw biggest Ms
(f) - Enterprise *Buy
•
,Out ' Enterprise tracks the
progress of 1200 workers at
General ilotors who bought
fhlw liflIttoktable business.
[Closed Captioned'

-

al au a (1) _

0

- Sinai and Oortiankol:

•

•

eat-

•

$500 OFF

2j) - BASSift•Sil
Report
Bonny HIM Show

8:00 P.M.
•(1)
Dallas Bobby
is forced to follow in J H s
footsteps in dirty &HAIN).
(60 rim
e CD - Nova 'See Behind
the Dunes The intricate life
of a coastal lagoon and the
vital pan it plays is rite
sensed (60 min ) 'Closed
Cspooned
21) - Enterprise Buy
Out Enterprsse tracks the
progress of 1200 workers at
General Motors who bought
thew unptofnable business
'Closed Captioned)

0

Pores Special
This Month

▪ cp

'Jaws II' Another white
shark threatens Amity lust as
the town returns to prosperity Roy Scheidei. Murray
Hamilton. L01/4100 Gary
mf0 - Wall Street
Week Louis Rukeystor aria
lyres the 80s with a weekly
review of economic and in
vestment matters

This live talk show features
newsworthy guests front around the worlds of politics.
entertainment. business and
sports tivrth telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
211 - Sign Off
- Beet of Midnight
Specials
11.
- MOVIE 'SST
Disaotot in die Sky' The inaugural flight of the first
American supersonic transport turns into a nightmare
Lorne Greene. Burgess Mere
cloth. Peter Groves 1977

•

11:00P.M.
al) - Lost Word
- Sarney Mier

11:30P.M.
-

0 00 -

MOVIE: To So

Anisounood

Gomm-LAM MOW with
Dodd Lsekansen David celebrates his show's lest annoyGrunt .0 nun 1

- SPAIrfl
000- Mon Off

•

O - MOVIE: The Lost
Conlinoilr Airplane crashes
on an Wend inhabisalad by
pro-hmisont nionssers. Omar
Romero. Jean Hoyt. Mil
1:00A.M.
•CID— laid Ward
•
- Woman

Wawa

al) (1) - Spoirelloom
Yaw

1116
.
A.M.

*Num of Ilte

PAGE 11
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—SPECIALS—
MONDAY
1/31/83

al_

HBO Magazine
8:00AM
— Year That Was: 1982
11:30AM
5:30PM 110 — Year That Was: 1982
Freggio Rock
6:30PM
Part 1
700PM GU al
1046PM
Year That Was: 1982
2:00AM
HBO Magazine

al_
CID -'Shogun'
ap_
e_

it _

300P 191 0
GED Series
3 30PM 0
- 011) Swiss
4 30PM S 61180 Rock Air Supply In Maw a.
8 30PM 0- Not Necessarily The News
11 OOPM al it — Beat of Midnight Specials

'FRIDAY
2/4/83
7730AM •- Standing Room Only Olivia Newton
John In Concert
1100AM
— HBO Magazine
1:30PM •- Making Love Better
2:30PM O— New Shapes in Education
400PM
- Standing Room Only Olivia Newton
John In Concert
5:30PM
— Fregglio Rock
8:00PM
7:00PM AD0
— 'Shogun' Conclusion
900PM
Simon and Garfunkel The Concert In
The Park
10:30PM0- Bost of Midnight Specials

SUNDAY
2A1/83

•

S OGAM S — Those F•bbulou• Clowns

_

800AM S 1480 Magazine
10 30AM5 Freggie Rock
1 OOPM 5-Those F•Dbulous Clowns
400PM S /4110 Megazine
6 OOPIVI 0 21 — Making of Gandhi
8 30PM 5 frivolo Rock
Winds of War Part 1
OOPM ea 2
900PM 4'CID 4 — Steve Martins Winds of Whoo
pee
- On Location Carlin at Carnegie
1 30AM 0- HBO Magazine
400AM 0- On Location Carlin at Carnegie

•

-

-

TUESDAY
2/1/83

-

•

in-Clown

5:00AM
Whits
12:30PM
— Video Jukebox
1:00PM S
Standing Room Ortiy: Olivia NewtonJohn In Consort
400PM al
— NBC Reports to Young Antonin
7:00PM 3:31 515__CVPort 2
3:30PM 5— Not Necessarily Th. News
9:00PM 0- On Location: Carlin at Camogio
0th Humana Festival of Now American Plays
12:00AM
NHL Journal
3:30AM
On Location: Carlin at Camogio

_

SATURDAY
2/5/83

-

•

1 100AMS(I)CID

-

ABC Weekend Special
S — Video Jukebox

3 5-

al-

THE IMAGINATION MACHINE

WEDNESDAY
2f2/83
8:30AM
Frog.* Rook
11:00AM.— Making Love Bettor
11:30AM
History of Pro Football
1:00PM
— HI10 Magazine
3:30PM S — butch Minds tho Baby
400PM •-Freesia Rook
I:30PM S —1480 Magazine
7001M
Part 3
4:45AM S — Making Love Setter

•
-

(I-•
D CID -'Shogun

THURSDAY
2/3/83
II:30AM

ap_ 1480 Rook: Air Supply In Hawaii

— AN Starienar In A Dey
100PM 0-1490 Reek: Air Supply In Piew•li
thinstnew la A Day
4:00PM •—
7000M (1)5(1)—111tooun' Part 4
7:30PM
— Not Nsoafisority Theo New,
10:00PNE
— On Location: Carlin at Carmelo
12:45AM:— Not Naosseartly The News
4:111AM
— Net Noeseasarlly The News

show you what

It all starts with the push of a button, the
twist of axial. Suddenly you're visiting-new
worlds of excitement. adventure. discovery
and knowledge—like nothingyou've ever
expenertced before
Welcome to Cable TV. the m2st
incredible source of entertainment and
information since the invention of the
television itself.
.
You'll enjoy blockbuster first-mil
movies, uncut and with no
commercials.24 hours a day.
Sports the networks don't carry
News and documentanes.that

1uppviung Sim miklact1
specials from the entertainment jpi1ls ot the
world QuAry chddre n's shows
I
the whole
family will enjot All tor suipn.uitzlt
Isn't it time tou expenen.ed the
fantastic vanety of Cable
Find
out more by ...Ailing or rt-toriunk!hR
coupon today

Cable TV

Tuni it on And war, h

what happen.

FkiDAYcotiT.
Scarlet Pimpernel' The le
gendery Scenes Pimpernel
outwits Robespierre and fes
cues Ns wife from a Prison lri
France Jinn** Mason. &wry
Barnes. Sophia Stewart
1938
MOVIE:'Neighbors' A
consarystry• tkainssiwnan
finds his We comets unglued
when a troublarnsker moves
next door John Bolushi, Dan
401100. Cathy Moriarty
Rated R

Rated PG

2:00A.M.
•CU0OD - Sign On
- MOV1i 'BendidO An
Amencen /mires in Mexico
with weapons to sell to the
highest bidder during the Re
volution of 1918 Robert Mit
churn. Ursula Thiess. Gilbert
Roland 1964
pp - 118.110n00 Meets,

•

al-

12:30 A.M.
CID - MSC News Overnight
•- Lest Word
Nowa/Sign 011

alas-

1:00 A.M.
- At Tito Movies
- art Off

GD 5cE-NScN.ws
Oesenistit

in- Pir«Wallin Off
41:30 A.M.
•
CL- Modems's'Isom

so CL - Eyewitness News

•
- News/Sign ON
1:45 A.M. .
- MOVIE: 'The Sad
•

Now.Deere' A rag-tag Utile
League team is heeded kir
the sub-cellar when thew
kick end their girl pitcher pidl
thorn through Wafter 51.11thou. Tatum O'Ned. 11178

ID

2:30 A.M.
- *we

- CNN Headline Nowa
3:00 A.M.
•CID - MOVIE. 'Mee*
Dolr It may look Me a chid a
- toy but hdes certain dooth
Cnme Club picture Nan Griry.
Donald Woods, Edger Ken.
nedy Dons Lloyd " 1938

3:30A.M.
•MOVIE:''Making Love'
A young woman must face
the knowledge that hoe husband. in low) with another
men Kato Jackson. Harry
Micheal Ontkeen
1981 Rated R

•

4:51)A.M.
- Minkel Imposelble
4:15A.M.
•CID - Nov*. Wild

•

Pfeifle' Lwrs Jones explores
domes mons*el the Arrowlaverviem 1075

1

mom•0110

YES!i want to ftsul out holA, owspentive it

GET CABLE TV NOW
Nene ,
AND SAVE 50%
&Idris% —
OFF CONNECTION FEE, CM.
Phone
Coll 753-5005

ni expenenkr tit( wotitit.id
world oNsbli TV CA me with more trtionnabon

or mail coupon.
today.
(Mk/
tin V Jaw
anni.1 n..staitd offal op* and
applais ri,. non coariarecul 8.-Ccionts 04*

Arl •
'.

State

Zip

nest time to call it
N.r.w

Murray CABLE
VISION
753-5005
TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING

1,Act 12

I Ht. MI HR kI • Ky

SATURDAY

TIMES.Saturday. January 29. IMO

GEP Court*

0 21 - Interaction
_ Wtld. Wild West
11:00 A.M.

•

Little Rascals/Richre Rich
12 (I) 5
Pandemonium
e - That Girt
(4)Q(9)- Shin Tales
•- Spodermon

215J83

si

500 A.M.

o
o

2
Move Cont d,
TBS Morning News

5.30 A.M
4
nO

Sign On
MOVIE 'Hondo

A

owboy (Us( ovens, a sorkiin
•

1.041 tier son
middle of a

napped
the
deadly Apache
if
,

ope ming John Wayne Geist
(IOW P.N./to 1953

5:45 A.M.
4

Agricuiture U S A

6:15 A.M
6:30 A.M.
•2

Chricken's Gospel
Hour
- Laurel 11. Hardy
- Vegetable Soup
(4)- To Be Announced
▪
- U S Farm Report

•

6:45 AM.
up (p)- Weather
1/1

N•virs

7:00 A.M.
I)•- sup«

F non&

0 II) 0 12 -

Popere/
Olev• Comedy Show'
up Romper Room
,4 0 1, - Fientatone
F unnios
up - MOVIE 'Challenge To
Be Free' After killing a ran
vex a trapper hoes across the
Arctic pursued by 8 1100M,of
nackets and riflemen Milt•
Manorki Vic Christy Jimmy
Irene 1975 Rased G
- Sup*, Heroes

7:30 A.M.
0 CZ)(I) up - Pew

Mani

Auntie dearest
When
members
of
-Mama's Family" gather for
a wedding, few are happy to
see their tough aunt, portrayed by Betty White NBC
broadcasts the sitcom Saturday. Feb 5
(Stations menu His right
to mesa tast-nwituai mange.

•

-

•

11:30 A.M.
au 4; 11;
- American

- Jimmy Houston

•

Farm Digest

Planet
.11, - The Arsons
4)0(
- Video Jukebox
0 I- American
Government
American Gov't
Survey
- Wrestling
CD

Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Show
- MOVIE 'Dirty Tricks
A Harvard history professor
with
becomes
involved
hoodlums and a TV news
Lester Elliott Gould. Kate
Jack won Rated PG
- Lone Ranger

Health Foisid
$
Mornings on 5
Ag USA
Between the Lines
12 - Perspecovii

-

E.91..

to S CL - Smurfs
go (I) - Six Gun Heroes
9:30 A.M.
0 I 11; 0 12 -

2

S

Scrag/hart'
- Fill of

•

6:00 A.M
3

8.00 A.M
_ Mostboils

o 6,5

s
,3;•_ ABC
Weekend Special
o 5:0 12 - Gdiffion'•

9:00 A.M.
MI (1) (L 0 - 80006YScrappy•Ooo/ Puppy Hour
0 - MOVIE •Sinbed the
Sailor' An Arabian nights
tale of the seafaring Sinbed
on a treasure feed island
Douglas Fasrbanks Jr Mau
teen 0 Hera. Anthony Guinn
1947
Why In the Word
Daniel Boone

▪ S-

9:30A.M.
- The Dukes
0al)
(1) - Clary Coleman
(4)
Show

10:00 A.M.
•L2) ()) 5 - Mont &
Mindy/ Laverne & Sidrley/
Font Hour
(1*- BuIP
Bunny/Road Runner $how
(4) (j)- Incredible Hulk
and Spiderrnan
•- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and rece Buoniconti
analyze this week s NFL action and took ahead to next
week s games

•Clj

Bandstand

-

(

Nen Fat Albert

Show

- MOVIE
'Iron
Mistress* Jim Bowie devel
opt the Bowie Knife Alan
ladd7Virginea Mayo. Jos•Ofi
C&Nina 1952
(4)0(1) - F1/11•11 Gordon
MOVIE 'Challenge To
Be Free' After killing a ran
ger.•trapper flees across the
Arctic pursued by a team of
trackers and riflemen Mike
Mazurlt$. Vic Christy, Jimmy
Kane 1975 Rated G
O (II) - American
Government
up cip - Ron Shumate
Show

al_

•(1) -

12:00P.M.
ip
- Blackstar
- Don DeVoe
Atop the
Fencepost
(1) - America Second
Century
- Everybody's
Business
NCAA Basketball
Duke at Virginia

_

o

•-

12:30P.M.

al (1) - MOVIE

'Guns of
Diablo' A wegonmaster who
once wounded a man in selfdefense,yeas later meets up
with his vengeful victim
Charles &onson, Susan
Oliver. Kurt Russel 1964

.•

MOVIE. To Be
Announced
(1) - Big 10 Basketball
Preview
IAD
(F-NCAA
Basketball
Alabama at
Kentucky
Hooen's Heroes
op
- America: Second
Century
•12 - Children's Film
Festival

1:00P.M.
- Can Am Raping

•-

MOVIE. 'Dragonslayer' A sorcerer comes
alive when he is called upon
to stay a fearsome fInr19 dragon Sir Ralph Richardson.
Peter Nlackschol Rated PG
•- News
(I) - Focus on Society
•
- Uri/pretending
O
Human New.
To Ile Announced

• -

1:30P.M.
CU- Fitness Motivation
••L Public Affairs
up
- Focus on Society
2:00P.M.

- MOVIE:'Red River

Ittdig LIN•

Range' One of the Three
Mesquiteers. poem as mem
bet of Gang of ruaders. in or
to bring them to price
John Wayne. Rey Carrigan,
Polly Moran. 1939:
(V Donee Outdoors
-24 Hours of Dayton@
•
Illatirtsbest
Understanding
Minim swum
•113)- Making h Count
Twilight Zone
•311
Ron Shumate
Show

'For. Wedding.'
Invitatioiii-To Fit
,
(Hi
)
•01-111 1.111 Your Personality
•oft t Look To Solari;
L )
0
Come In And See
This Unique Album.
- •

•(F -

k

reS

p

,

Itit

1111

-

-

2:30P.M.
•ali)- Ounernolee
feD S- Pro Sowlsis Tour.
This •week's program Hemet. the 9129.000 Maker
State OPsn from &end.
Prams, TX (1 Pe.30 am)
co— FICAA,
(1)
=Pt Mimosas kt

Photo Invitations
k'••••••

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

•cu -

Understanding
Human Behar.

ELLSSTUDI

3:00P.M.

• - abed to LA
- Mission knpoesible

216f. NORTH ST 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
.
OPEN TUES.-FRI.94"
SAT. 9-12:3Q CLOSED MON.

•

- MOVIE: 'Dirty Treks'

•

4,11,

-•
•

-

A Hwvard history professor
becomes
involved
with
Medians and • TV news
-- abater Ekon Gould. Kate

Jackson Rated PG

in au- Alpine Ski School
- GED Series
ap - NCAA Basketball-

•
11)

6:00P.M.
- P40ws

cu -

Memories With
Lawrence Welk
Tulane at Memphis St.
- Scene at
- COS Sports al
- Hee Haw
Saturday
•op - Sobby Jones'
3:30P.M.
World
ap (F - Ring Crosby 0 21) - &mak Previews
National Pro-Am Golf ToCo-hosts Neal Gabler and
day• program will feature
Jeffrey Lyons take •look at
third-round coverage in this
what's happening at the
pro-celebrity
tournament
movies
from Monterey. CA 190 min
- Dance Fever
0CID - Lap Ouiking
6:30P.M.
•$11)- DID Series
- Teddy Bart's
•
•

4:00P.M.

Nashville

•C2)(F•-WtdeWorid •aD - fyinwitriess Nevis
of Sports
Point to Point
up - This Old House (4)-(24) - Accent
[Closed Captioned)

•26)- Firing Unto
4:30P.M.
WO- Motorweek Huskiest'
01) - Gristly Adams

5- HBO Rock: Air Suppay
In. Hawaii This Australian
pop rock group performs all
of that top Ms
up
- Nagehville on the
Road
•cr - Magic of ON
Painting
•- NCAA Seekelball:
Tutees, at Memphis
•(0) - Bins Crosby
National Pro-Am Golf Today s program
feature
third-round coverage in this
pro-calsbnty
tournament
from Monterey. CA 190 min 1

5:00P.M.
ap

(I) - Oise Campbell
Show
0.World Championship
Wrestling
cr - Mornaes
- Ponta.
0 - Pr00the• I
O Kung Fu
-

5:30

•ap

Anderson
Confidential
0(1) - HOG Hew
CID - At The Movies
ODOM- HOC News
MOVIE: 'Hondo' A
cowboy discovers •widow
and her son trapped on the
middle of • deadly Apache
uprising John Wayne. Geraldine Page 1963
- Roland Martin
Tony Brown's
Journal 'Clipped Wing. 130
min)

-

•

•cr -

- Tennessee
Outdooramen
op
- KIT Scitol.
Challenge
Nashville on lho Rood
-

7:00P.M.
up MI

T.J. Hooker
So Hooker confronts his
longtime friend who seeks
revenge on the man who
rapid Pus daughter ISO min)
•
cc
• - Square Pees
O - NCAA U.ekatb.M:
Louisville at Lamar
Gli) Up (11) - Diffront
Strokes First of two parts
Arnold lured into•VIP by•
molester
child
PosedCaptionedi
- MOVIE: litioldn'
Loose' An es-con and •
middle-dam teacher travel
cross-country wide bed guys
follow in hot pursuit Richard
Pryor. Cam., Tyson 19111
Rated
- Anne Ur*
• - Lite On Earth First
Forests Tonight s program
examines the fight for survi
val of the earth • first enhabe
tents (60 "wit 'Closed
Captioned)
Austin City Limits
• NCAA Basketball
Pittsburgh at Connecticut

•

_

7:30P.M.
•cp up - MOVIE.'10'
P1* a fantasy come true for•
modelle- aged man who raking
**sty pursues Me Deflect
women -and catches her Jr
he Andrews. So Derek..pud
ley Moore 1971
(4
-)
- Saver Spoons
Ricky and Derek try to learn
about business by running an

11D. MI 101.41.0... LEDGER iS

P3
/
411 13

saturiloi

1983

1•11111.1f%

ra••

SATURDAYcon
ice Lream parlor
- Pop! Goes the Country

•

800P.M
- Love Boat
•
IS(I)(I)
(I)- Meme's Family
First of two Pens Eumca ar
rives for a hen party lust 1(1
time to hear Marna making
smart comments about her
GA Cu - Austin City Limits
Songwriters
Showcase
Rodney Crowell John Nine
and a who's Who of songwriters demonstrate why they
are considered the industries
emerging talents (60 min
crt - Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
NCAA Basketball
at
Kentucky
Western
Alabama- Barminghiwn

o

•

-

.191
MOVIE - 'The ' Itatopter liii p•
tighter Jarful V i r•
Gunfighter' A gunfighter is
V...
inc Ross Jim
tolk.wed to his horne town by
Miles 1969
the brothers of a man he
43;30P.M.
killed Gregory Peck Helen
1 Cr 15 P M
12 CID - Taxi Tony - Wersecott
Millard Mitcheli
teaches Elaine s son to bow
3 ABC News
1.950
Not Necessarily The
2t, - mystery Sartre°,
News This show promises
1030P
-Cobb Murder 04d flOy ter
to be everything the current
NCAA Basketball
2
when
geant
in
Cribb
is
called
news is not
Mississippi St at Vender
Inspector Jowett s class reu
9:00 P.M.
bolt
nion ends in murder 1E4)
GO - TBS Weekend New**
min IClosed CrIpl,9t)mr11
$ curium*.
School
0 - Family Tree An
High
3
GD - International Pro Ski
rise s 'ears:so:6 friend has in
Basketball Janesville Par
Tour Men s Slalom from Hull
mantic designs on Kevin s
ker vs Edgewood
Ii., SAi NY' 460 min
19 year old son (60 min
Saturday Night live
4
10:00P.M.
- MOVIE. 'Sharky's
That Nashville
o •
0
CID
Machine An Atlanta vice
Music
12
News
squad sergeant encounters
12 Dance Fever
Eyewitness News
pimps, call girls, crooked poi
iticians and drug dealers in
O - Tinto
11.00 P.M
his everyday working world
ID - ABC News
MOVIE 'Back to
Burt Reynolds, Rachel Ward. •
21 - Austin City Limits
Bataan' A Loronei forms J
Brian Keith Rated R
The
- MOVIE
TAW Ilia army and leads a raid
oil the Japanese in miler to
fighter and his wife conquer
help Arne/warts landing of.
fear through the low, of their
Leyte John Wayne Anthony

a-

O
How

MOCIlf.1 t.y•

It.

rrt

45i..10

o Wrestling
a

•rr .1
N.ii!. 'Debra

•
Hatert
Pop' Goes the
$
Country
Sign On.
0 I 0 21
Best of Midnight
12
Spin sals

o

1115PM
rApvit the African
GUN° A -.110111ef pun
1.1.1, ".
11,1%Ilhole • agthar, t••
try O. ,Ii•airrry a I vorrr•arr or,
t m,y1
a.urviirlritey
fir•lart
Katlerttrur 11.34m or, ft 'I....
Morrill, 19'11

o

cuuDocc,
-

el

11
Solid Gold
Saturday Night

•

12 00A M
Operatiiin

4
Moyle
Petticoat
.0.
)
,

yi44,, I

1/1111 all!

o

•

fi.•1.1al• 110 01 1'145
MOVIE
-Cannery

1

•

1 •

, •

••. .

it.

"r

•,-*

A

•

.‘

' 7
News.Sign Off

12•.

Night

tivø

12 30A M

o

Intert.

t This

Week
fil

3

America 1 Top Lion

S

three Stooges
1 00A.M

0 5
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Live

•

13

ACROSS
1,5 Shown, co stars on
32 I Spy slat unit
9 to 5
33 Played Mann..
II Starred in News on
35 Mr Reiner
38 Mr MIRO°
Sunday
39 Fill 're tib
13 Faye and Onostley
14 Al home
42 Beatty or Romero
44 — in the Family
15 — About Music
45 Archie Bunker s
115 Brief swim
47 Peaches on Lobo
17 — Fields
18 Ito's role
48 Mr 0 Neal s insigne"
49 Henna, lot one
20 Last — in Paris
50 Sky Altar
22 Neighbor of Pis
23 Whitman. to pals
52 Lucy, to Lucie
$3 Kris and Kelly
24 A Stooge
25 Kim 8,115 —
SS Lucy on Dallas
26 James On Good Tomos 57 Epstein on Konen
58 Compose( Jerome
29 Thom —
31 Plays Dgeltri ,nit

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Soprano Scott.
39 Plays Capney
— Trovalois
40 Is Hawkey* mut
Plays ,Venus on WKRP 41 Sing like Ella
43 Miss Cannon
Course for Quincy
45 00~
M C
Ploys Shoop
46 PI** POrtch
Mixture
49 Keyed Laurie Partridge
Mr Torn
Mesa Corby's sign.oft
51 Cakes and —
54 Harper Watley's mayor
Anthony —
Intl_
Show Du award
se Rove MO*: yet
—Ply
West Or Pliek
SOLUTION

9
10
II
12
19 Not Wang
21 Neostwe

a sound

eiscovilry

a AtotIt's piano*
311 He and —
29 Uk netwont
313 TV pioneer cere,
33 Pissed Constance on
- Peyton Place
34 Sick
311 osolitence
37 WIN NONNI,star
a Obi Pesolall

SNOW WATCH — CABLE CHANNEL 13
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CHECK US FIRST!
If It Snows, We'll Be Informed.
Turn on Channel 13,
to see if schools are closed.
Also, if your club meeting is cancelled
Call Marti 753-1916.
•

.fter.
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SUNDAY
216/83
5:00 A . M.

o T BS Marrone. News
Those Fabbulous
•
Clowns Richard Kiley hit•
!Ns looè Ji C knsns from co
dlOf

IIVOVIV1

5:30 A.M
DE 2

Its Your Business

6:00 A.M.
2
Tod.ys Bieck

o
Woman
ED _

World of Tomorrow
el - MOVIE 'Super Fuzz'
accKfentatiy r•pObed to re
(Sahoh in the remor• I ver
t)ladicos
• 11.4.am•
cop
Cast ()vacs he has Superhu
mon powers T offence 14.11
I roast Hof',rune Joanne Diu
Rated Ni

6:15 AM.
L3

Eyewitness Magazin*
ED (D,,- Weather

6:30 A.M.
2 - Face to Face
(
41, - Cartoigns

-ED ti Is writ.
▪
- Accent
12-"

Perspectrve

6:45 A.M.
(4) - Farm Digest
7:00 A.M.
ID (I) = World Tomorrow

▪
- Jerry Falwell
- Cartoon Carnival
•
(4) - Convntenrty Worship
111
Montag*
_ Spiritual Uplift
•
21 - Sesame
Street
•- America's Black
Forum
DE lIZ - Robert Schuller
0

ap

(1)

8:30 A.M.
ep (1) - James Robeson
(3)- Rebom
C4)
- Day of Descovory

- MOVIE 'Star Wars'
An orphan a renegade and a
princess battle the eve forces
controlling the Ernpee Medi
Ham.. Carrie Fisher Harrison
Ford 1978 Rated PG
0(I) - Paducah Devotion
- GOCTIN Ted Armstrong
•
•

•t.11,1 - Mornings on 5

le

•_ HBO Magazine
43 1, - Young at Kean
•- Tnnity Tabernacle
Undersea World of
0
Jacques Cousteau
ea 21 - Sesame Street
as - Show My People

0

7:30 A.M.

ep au - Amazing
Grace
3) Day of Discovery
(1) - Bobby Jones Gospel
Show
ee - James Robison
- Old Time Religion
•
8:00 A.M.
•CD
- Jemmy

rir
-

-L Is Written
James Robison
4110 - Lost In Space
- At Home With the

9:00 A.M.
1111 1:13 - Kenneth Copeland

ge (f) - Oral Roberts
(I) - 'Kingdom Living
11) - Lighter us.
(1)- Silhouettes of The City
- Memel* Revive( Hour
•
11111 CID - Mystery Sergeant
CHI* Murder Old Boy Sat
pliant Cribb is called in when
Inspector JoWeils class feu
Ilion ends in murder f60
Mon I !Closed Captioned'
Mr Ropers'
Neighborhood
- Ernest Angley
- Jerry Falwell

o

)

-

•

9:15A.M.
0(1) - Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
(1) _ Two Rivers Hour
•
- World Tomorrow
•= MOVIE "The Bridges
- I Tolson Navy et pilots
and helicopter rescue teem*
interact during the Kcwrien
Was William Holden Grace
Keay Frederic March 1954
(4) - Nashville Gospel
-Show
ee - Herold of Truth
le - Oral Roberts and You
- Electric Company

10:00 A.M.

ep CL - Res Num.:herd
(1) - PTL Club
- Jim Whittington
(4)
Religion
Changed Lives
ED
- Matinee at the
William
&jou Lost City
Boyd stem in this adventure
thriller with cartoon short and
the premier episode of Ju
aD

-

•

nicir &Men 190 Men I

o 2t - Sesame Street
▪ - Lone Ranger
al 12 - Oral Roberts

10:30 A.M.
(4)- Baptist Church
(1) - Face the Nation
•
1 2)- This Week with David
Brinkley
_ Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock under
neath the basement of an ec
centric inventor
- Christopher Close
et
Up
_ Way of Life
•
- MOVIE: 'Abbott and
Costello Meet Or Jekyll
and Mr Hyde' Two Amen
can police officers studying
London police methods. begin • search for • monster
terronzwig London Bud Abbott, Lou Costello Boris Kat
loll .1953
(22 - Jim Whittington
•
Religion
11

Genius in
blue jeans
Gary Coleman (I portrays
the title character in "The Kid
.with the 200 I
an NBC
movie to premiere, Sunday,
Feb 6 Robert Guillaume
-plays a college professor
unimpressed by the brainy
bantam
(Stations reesono Mir right
to mai* last-eninule change*

•

•

1 1:00 A.M.
•(1,- Newsmakers

- Andy Griffith
()- Virgil Ward's Fishing
- MOVIE: 'Golden •2V-WashItgton
Week/Review Paul Duke is
Rendezvous' A ship licien
pored by top Washington
with gold arid innocent pas
iourneristi analyzing the
-servers is the obtact of
week $ news
highjackers armed with•nuclear weapon Richard Hams. •
- MOVIE: '13unlight at
David Janssen. John Cara
the OK Corral' Marshal
dine 1977
Wyatt lamp and Doc Holliday
(1) ep - first Baptist - form an alkance to pursue the
•
notorious Clanton Gang Burt
Church
Lancaster. K irk Douglas.
21) - Over Easy IC-based.
•
Rhonda Fleming. John IreCaptioned'
land 1957
(12 - Its Your -Business
•
12:30 P.M.
11:30 A.M.
ep (1) - This Week with 0(jj - Ann Holt at Large
(ID- Wild Kingdom
Devid Brinkley
ED- Search die Scriptures
• Ci) - Basketball
ep (1)- Wall Street Week
Kffihights
Louis Rukeyser analyzes the
- Jerry Falwell
804 with a weekly review of
(4) - Meet The Press
economic
and investment
•CU - Sneak Previews
Tatters
Co-hots Neal Gabler and
0 21) - Comment on
Jeffrey Lyons lea at whet s
Kentucky
happerwig at the movies
1:00 P.M.
Eft - Wet scrim Week
Loam' Ruisyser analyzes It.
•C113
11/ SuParstars
90s with a weekly review of
Twelve atNetes wdl compete
economic and investment
in the "Superstars' competimatters
tion (2 his
- rem the Nation
•- Those Fabbulous
Clowns Richard Kiley hosts
12:00P.M.
this look it downs from ca
•(1)• - PIC.AA
WWI and movies
Basketball. Teams to be
•(I)- Sports America
Announced
ED - NBA Basketball: ep ep - American Gov't
Survey
Adonis at Boston
2:00P.M.
PICAA
4) •
cusas- CO$ Sports
Basketball. De Paid at •
Georoetown
Sunday Today s prograrn
•

•

SATURDifco

) Y eTh'sa
Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 49

Neville Brand. Bruce Gordon
1960
el - MOVIE: 'Oregonslayer' A sorcerer comes
in,. when he is called upon
to slay a fearsome flying di.
gon Sa Ralph Richardson.
Peter Mactechol Rated PG
1:30 A.M.
ap - ASC News
• - SNP OH
el(es - NOINWS.gn Off
1:45 A.M.
0(I)- News
2:00 A.M.
le CL - Movie Cont'd
2:15A.M.
(11 - MOVIE: 'Street
People' Mediators behveen
• San Francisco Catholic
Church and the Cosa Nostr•
attempt to negotiate the ac
emotion of en ancient and
revered cross Roger Moore.

Stacy Keacti
3:00 A.M.
• Mission Impossible
•- MOVIE 'Shorty's
Machine' An Atlanta vice
squad moment encounters
pimps. call pis. crooked politicians and drug dealers. in
his everyday working world
Bun Reynolds, Rachel Ward
Brian Keith Rated R
-

3:45 A.M.
- MOVIE 'The
KI▪ M,Machine' Champion
of mace in post war Japan
tines eacret Kung FU loch
niques So subdue local block
marts, winos Sonny Chiba
1975

features a 10-round Wisherweight bout between fAartion
Starting and Jose Baret and
the European Figure Skating
Champroniatip 160 min 1
(4)0(I) - Sportsworld
Today's program features
the World Pro hours Skating
Championship and a 10round non-tide bout between
Ray 'Boom Boom' PAaricirr
and George Feeney (2 his)
110 - PAOV1E: 'Super Fuzz'
Accidentally exposed to radiation in the remote Ever.glades. • Miami
cop
discovers he has superhuman powers Torrence
Ernest Stevens. Joanne Dru
Road PG
• CL -American
Government
. Eli) - Everybody's
Biomes
2:15P.M.
0-24 Hours of Daytona
2:30P.M.
CID
American
Government
- MOVIE: 'Charade' A
•
woman discovers her msdived husband's cronies are
looking for•Isrge sum almanary he has hidden Cary
Grant, Audrey Hepburn.
James Coburn 1964
in
- VIA
3:00P.M.
DEaDap - Wide World
of Sports Today's program
features coverage of the Pro
Bowl. the NFL's All-Star
genie 13 hrs I
- Sing Crosby
3)
Nacional Pro-Arn Goff Coverage of the hi* round is pre• sensed from the Pebble
Beach God Urdts. PAonterey.
CA (2 hr.)
MOVIE:
Ilse
• Dieepposerenee of Plight
412' An A. Force 'colonel
tries TO find out whet happened to two rists thet disappeared while diming a
U4.0 Glenn Ford. Bradford
*Mien, Guy Stockwell
1974
y) - Amerlare

ga

.4

-

ee -

4:00 A.M.
World/large
4:30 A.M.
Agriculture U S A

_

Undereeending
Human Bohai/
3:30 P.M. Americo. Seoond
Gnaw,
(1) -

4:00P.M.
(11:) - SIB Dance Outflows
- 14110 Meosalne
•

gem- Fitness Motivation
le

- Focus on Socirty
111 21) - This Old House
'Closed Captioned'
4:30P.M.
- Jacques Cousteau
Green's
Lorne
Wilderness
ep
- Fishing watobrici
Martin
- Focus on Society
Woodwright's
21)
Shop
5:00 P.M.
▪ ap - Eyewitness News
M
011) - News
UnderstancIng
Human Behev.
021J- Magic of
Decorative Ptng
- Wonder Woman
•
(t11 - CBS New.
•
5:30 P.M.
(1) - CBE News
•
Anderson
(2) - Jima
Confldentiel
Nice People

o

el

•

-

-

ap _

CI) (i)- mac News
10 - MOVIE: 'Golden
Rendezvous' A ship laden
with gold and innocent piss
sengers is the °boa of
highockers armed with a nuclear weapon Richard Harris.
David Janssen. John Camsdine 1977
al CU - Understanding
Human Sehav
• - Cookin" Caiun
•-News
8:00 P.M.
ED cm Selieve
N Or Pilot
el cip cts- SO Minutes
•- Beet of World
Championship Wyman,
- cop. Pencil
Grl
and Bobby try to track down
a 10-yeer-old boy who is in
need of an operation 160
nun
- seed Good
ei • up _ Washington
Report
ep Making of 'Gandhi"
•
'Mr Attenbor ough and Mr
Gendlu' Sir Richard Alton
borough narrates this docu
menlary on the making of his
epic biography of kicks s Ma
home. who is portrayed by
Bsn Kl^901eY 160 min
•- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew
•- lauriani Cup Coverage
of the wornen's finals is pre
sated from Palm Beech Ger

•

THIE MINK Al ki . LEDGVH a TIMF:.•eturilay. Januar., 29. Pill
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SMAYCONT.
30 ni.rI
glades.
a
Miami cop
discovers he has superliu
. 6:30 P.M.
man powers Terrence Hal
• Fraggle Rock Visit the
Ernest Borgriine. Joanne Dru
world of Fraggie Rock under
Rated PG
neath the basement of an ec
- ABC News
•
centric inventor
0 21, - Sign Off
0(S)- Writers Workshop
- Wrap Around
•
7:00 P.M.
10:15P.M.
e cz) c-2
)
- Winds of
- ABC News
War Part 1 The betrayals.
- Jim Bakker
deals and deceptions 041 •
turned Europe into a battle
,
10:30 P.M.
held are experienced through
- CM Newton
the 'personal insight of an
Show
American Navy officer Star(1, - Rockford Flies
ring Robert Mitchum, Ah •
-700 Club
MacGraw and John House
(4) - Miller and Co
man (3 his)
Ron Greene Show
0(I)
•(12 - MOVIE:
0
Any Which Way You Can'
- rii9n Off
A barroom brawler learns up • Jack Van Imp,
with an orangutan for fun and •(g) - Norm Stewart
adventure Clint Eastwood.
Show
Sondra Locke. Ruth Gordon
11:00 P.M.
1980
- Saturday Night
0
Nashville Alive
Uve
- MOVIE: The
(FO
- Open Up
Kid WIth The 200 I.Q.' A
(4) - MOVIE: 'Sophisti
13-year-old genius goes to
cated Gents' Part 1
college and has problems
SAD - MOVIE7'The Court
coping with the campus soMartial of Silly Mitchell' A
cial life Gary Coleman. Dean
man fights too herd for what
Butler. Harriet Nelson 1982
feels is the truth Gary
- MOVIE: 'Star Wars' he
•
Cooper, Ralph Bellamy Rod
An orphan, a renegade and a
Steiger 1955
princess battle the evil forces
-700 Club
•
controlling the Empire Mark
▪
- MOVIE • 'Hud' A
Hama,Carrie Fisher . Harrison
hard drinking, women. cites
Ford 1978 Rated PG
wig young man's life is • re
Ufe on Earth The
•
volt against the principles of
Swarming Hordes Strange
his father Paul Newman
courtships between plants
Melvyn Douglas, Patricia
and insects are examined 19)
Neal, Brandon De Wilde
(80 min)'Closed Captioned'
1983
AM Creatures Great
11:15P.M.
and Small
Andy Griffith
•- Ernest Amboy
11:30 P.M.
9:00P.M.
11.(1)- Kook
- Week In Review
•aD
- Masteepiece
11:45P.M.
Theatre 'Winston Churchill •
MOVIE: 'Golden
The Wilderness `fears
Rendezvous' A ship laden
Churchill presents some *yid
with gold and innocent pas
ince of bribery by •cabinet
*angers is the oboect of
minister Wore Parliament
highpickers armed with•nu(60 mon )(Closed Captioned'
clear weapon fichsrd Harris.
MIKA PWISO
David Janssen. John Cerra
date 1977
8:30P.M.
12:00 A.M.
- Bryant Productions
(I)- Directions
9:00P.M.
dens

H. (3 his .

_

(U

-

2:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE 'Star Wars
An orphan a renegade and a
princess battle the evil fort es
controlling the Empire

o

(E)-

a -

Mark

_

-

•

- TSS Weekend News
•
Go•aD Neve Martin's

Windt of Whoopee Cotyledon
Steve.
Martin's
crested moments on belowsmut are features es well as•
prowsw of his new movie.
'The Men with Two Brains

160 min)

-

• On

Location: Cold at
Carnegie This famous comarten shares hmi (Abed
perceptions of the absurdties of everyday living

a

Anisetten
Pisyhowee
'Family
Business'Brothers hphi over the
inheritance of dew dying

father 180min 'Closed Cap
Dotted

• -

MS Skew
;.0- Jerry Pekoe'

11:30P.M.

• - Jollesossas

- TIMM et Nsidesir

ID
War

10:00P.M.
CI)
Ill CI) CI) CID

111 - MOVIE: 'Rembrandt"
The story of the erratic life of
the groat Dutch painter
Laughton.
Charles
Elsa
lanohmoor,
. Gertrude Law.ince 1936

L.A. Tlswei Indoor
Tied Si Flail Meet Cover
age of the trod meet is pre
Gamed from Lot Angeles

•

-

CA (2 hes
12:15 A.M.
-Sige 00
•
12:30 A.M.

- ABC News
(I)- Eyewitness News
Off
•
- News/Sign Off
-

12:48A.M.
(Ls - mew we
•
1:00 A.M.
- Cos News
CI)
•
Moswasok
CE1 - CNN Needlne News
Ott
11°
1:30A.M.
•- HSO Magsrine

- tikm.

cu -

•

Eyewitness News

• Jerry

1:45 A.M.

- MOV1E• "Sedntan'•
Territory' Story of the noto
nous outlaws of frontier his
tory Renekilpfi Scott. Gabby
Hayes. Steve Brodie 1946

•

Polwell

1110 - sown. •Super Pure
Acadonsoffy Pommel to ref:Mean in the rernose Ever

Rated F't
Cup

(.1,yer.not•

of the worrien s finals is pro

tented from Palm Beach Gar
genii ft ii h., 10 ?no)

3 30A M
Rat Patrol,
4.00 A.M
0 World 'large
0 On location Carlin

C at'lope

ei

ii •f ••,••• ,

l•i. •

4 30 A M

at

0

—SPORTS—
MONDAY
1/31/63

2 30PM

a_

3
40

It II VOW Busittp•%

Tour
- NCAA Basketball

Pro Bowlers

LA
...1(1nesot•
at

Indiana

3 OOPM

NCAA Basketball

Tulin*

at

Memphis

St

NHL Hockey Minnesota at Toronto
NCAA Basketball Kentucky at Tennes-

6:30PM 5

7-

800PM

see
— NCAA Basketball Virginia Tech at
Memphis State
1:00AM 5— NHL Hockey Minnesota at Toronto
4:00AM 0 — NCAA Basketball Virginia Tech at
Memprus State
1 1 130PM

TUESDAY
2/1/83

fig 12 — CBS Sports Saturday
1 30PM 0 5 — Bing Crosby -National Pro Ain Golf
4 OOPM 0 2 3 0 — Wide World of Sports
4 30PM CD — NCAA Basketball Tulane at Memphis
O 12 — Bing Crosby National Pro Am Go.?
500PM 0 — World Championship Wrestling
700PM 0 — NCAA Basketball Louisville at liern•r
— NCAA Basketball Pittsburgh at Cop
necticut
1100PM 5 NCAA Basketball Western Kentucky
•

_

at Alabama Birmingham

OOPM 5 International Pro Ski Tour
1015PM S Wrestling
10 30PM0 2 — NCAA Basketball Mississippi St at
Vanderbilt
3 — High School Itiniketbell Janesville POI
her vs 4dgewood
--

7:00PM 5 — NCAA Basketball St Johns at Potts e•
burgh
9:00PM 5— NCAA Basketball: SMU at Texas
1:00AM 5 — NCAA Basketball: St. Johns at Pineburgh
3:00AM 0— NCAA Basketball SMU at Texas

_

SUNDAY
2 6 83

WEDNESDAY
2/2/83
5:00AM 5 Southwest Championship Wrestling
7:00PM
NCAA Basketball Connecticut at Syre
cues
NCAA Basketball North Carolina at
11:00PM
-

a_
a_

Clemson

1200PM0 3 5 12 -- NCAA Basketball Tsdim• to
be Announced
0 — NBA Basketball Atlanta at Boston
4 0 6 - NCAA Basketball D. Paul at
Georgetown
1 OOPM 0 2 3
Superstars
0 6 — Sports America
200PM 0 5 0 12 — CBS Sports Sunday
Sportsworld
4 0 II
215PM 0— 24 Hours of Daytona
300PM
2 3 0 — Wide World of Sports
Bing Crosby National Pro
O 3
Am Golf
6 OOPM
Murpini Cup
12 00AM
— LA Times Indoor Track 8. Field Meet
200AM
Muriel.' Cup
-

9:00PM 5— Year in Tennis
11:30PM
— NCAA Basketball Connecticut at Syr.cues
1:30AM
Sunken Track S Field Meet
3:30AM•
— Men's Gymnew hos: Russia vs Japan
vs University of Nebraska
GI -

a

09

-

•

1918

Hamill Carrie fisher Harrison

-

-

F old

• MUIMICII

THURSDAY
2/3/83

Hockey Arm Wrestling 13
Basketball: Denver at Atlanta
— Inside the NFL
7:00PM 5 NBA Basketbell: San °woo at Detroit
6:00PFd 5— NCAA Basketball: Wake Forest at Virginle
1:30PM
NBA Basketball. Philadelphia at Golden
Gate
12:30AM
NBA Basketball: San Diego at Detroit
1:15AM•
— Inside the NFL
3:00AM ID— NBA Basketball: Philadelphia at Golden
6:30AM

—

12

-

-

5

-

6:30PM 5— NSA
•

_

go-

LIINALLY THERE'S A BETTER WAY
TO WAKE UP ON SUNDAY MORNING.

-

Gate
FRIDAY
2/e/113
6:30AM •—
8:00PPA
7:00PM

Inside the

Nil

— Inside the NFL
-

•
-

NSA Basketball: Atlanta at Cleveland
Professional Oolf Special

9:00PM •— International Pro Ski Tour
12:00AM

— Wreeding

SATURDAY
2/5/83

s re/ad Mph'ad Nihau
Peed liaise 4 wiedertul•
cawasiudem at a lair
breatitaid rid se *any hoot, hand
imbeed la se pea la eke ke.

a.dewbla 111•I I nada WM 11.
MAIN al OW two pawn at Th.
Wiwi and

iturtire an a aprved

own Ssaisirt retorams liar nos or

1000Aliiie — Inside the NFL

limp Mir Mil ma& Imo sr roe

noon era bolder Mr mono oil
haw non Sunda, kw *anon

1100AM

1200PM
• NCAA Seeketbelt Duke at Virginia

MAIN walk nod Went and het
taaniadd viii sward von adid
wars and pees sad hew le

Tai, a leek al Ilan Suedes s
waa, than awn vs analsew Irma
Il
:PSIII,
vau r en eel kw

It.30PM(I) — 111
. 10 Seeketbell Preview

reed sad sweets and ewer ralk

Adam et unapt 1111

— Wreathe+,

—

_— NCAA Sasketbee Alabama at
121)
Kentooky
140,114

2:00009A

- Can Am Racing

— 24 Hours of Daytona
— Sportsbed

X:111ftrat H11/14,
dirwatenirs,
kph Iterrierres
sad ovalerawkw slam
Ilawlierseqrs Arid leimPers

and wears lapp.41 with .ro
Wroperd Wirt both bra
swelerval step red aseekr
eine Ms heads Wadi ads& loin
man
liner

ewer,twee
area see krk, nada

serwilird rip

Kups MOON'— Sort
Neenekle le bosh behind
Ihe volieel when ABC
repeals the iwienedy
"Ilinirkey
sod
Ike
Ileadb." Serldey. Jen IS.

buss smirk Merin"
meow no. beessu
sied peas maw
walk lbws wrack
Iserella sad wooed
paw. lisakbewies. selb

Pt..hinds Mem a.

%WI libr yew land id
• !amides owiessag

'
breallear r. peas bir
So peas ow Ise her

DOW s Segel Onsorti

%gado airamia. super
lit tided
bresii
dial ens

MO *Hs

i'i(,t

LED4ER a

TIjIMI KKA 1.

setiWday. January 21. Ile

Muppefts' HBO program for children, adults
to offer for everyone
By FRANK BIODGETT
Before I. _discuss this. .And, to be honest, I've
become a Muppet freak
week's program, we need
and can't -resist telling
to go over some
you about their latest
vocabulary. The worth
creation.
are ''Fraggle." '•lioozer"
'•Fraggle itock•• is, on
and "t;org "A Fraggle is
the surface..a children's
a very small. furry
show It has the fantastic
creature who lives in a
creatures, music and plot
labyrinth of caves under
action needed to keep
an old-warehouse. They
their attention. It even
_come in assorted colors
has a weekly moral. The
and love to sing and play
First two were: "friends
in fact. I think that's
can -help'' and
mostly what they do
Doozers, on the other
"sometimes slavery feels
like freedom." But.
hand, are single mindedtypical of Henson and
l industrious They are
Co., there's a lot for
much smaller than
grownups too. For insort of tiny green
frogles.
stance, the Fraggles conPillsbury Dough Boys
viction- that they repreThey wear- hard haLs.
sent "the very pinniele of
.`46. drive around on little concivilization
and 0. the
struction vehules and
Gorg's belief that they
build things constantly.
14thIng is, -ruluthtu-uritvcrse. All of
these creaturel. you'll
their bridges - and
remember, live under the
buildings are edible.
floor of an old warehouse.
Gorgs are very large.
Another part of the
larger than people I
show mostly for adults is
suspect. They afi• furry
and have really ugly
the weekly.adventures of
faces As far as I can tell
Uncle Matt Fraggle
What he thinks is "outer
there are only three of
them living in Gorg
space." Actually he found
a hole in the wall of the
Garden. Mamma and
Papa think they are the
warehouse and is
"king and queen of the
wandering around in our
universe" (even though
world. Each week he
sends a message back to
they have no subjects
and Jr. Gorg's mission in
his newphew, Gobo,
life is to capture rragdescribing his engles.
counters. So far he's tried
The program which all
to talk to a fireplug and
of these creatures inhabit
—rescued" some balloons
is the brand new Jim
and a kite being "held
Henson Mujt -series
captive." He was disap"Fraggle Rock:" The onpointed when the kite
ly problem for a lot of
chose to return to its
master. Part of the fun
people is, it's on HBO.
They run each show four
for the kids is Gobo's
weekly attempt to get the
tunes a week in the late
message from the
afternoon.
Normally I wouldn't
warehouse rOom under
talk about a pay cable
the nose of a dog named
"Sprocket." The dog
series but The Muppcts
belongs to the show's only
are new household words.
human, Doc Parker, who
Also this series has a lot
has turned the room into
a workshop. He is
oblivious to the world
under his feet despite
atteMpts to
Sprocket's
Tile schedule for the
tell him about it.
Calloway County Public
Another character you
Library Bookmobile
don't want to miss is Mar'eludes.
jory; the "all seeing, all
Feb I
East Elemenknowing" trash heap.
tary, 9 30. Bazzells HWY
She's
sort of a Molly
299, 1 30-230; - ThompGoldberg covered with
sons, Bailey; Road, 2:30orange peels and coffee
3:30.
grounds.
Feb. 2 — Thelma
Even if you don't 'like
Brown, 10:30-11:30; Lynn
the songs aed stories.
Grove,' I1:311-12:30;
Madrey HWY 121, 1:30RORY'S !TONY — Please
• 2:00; Crouse, 2:00-300;
tell me Me mine el the TV
G1ng3e13:00-3:43.
Feb. 3 — Collie Hill, series, a waiters, dist Rory
if
Calkins (recently
10:30-11:30; Black's N121, -Capital
-) Owed Ye =say
1);3112:30; Baszells, years hack.
•
1:304:311; Baker, 2:31That was ..ite taw"
3:00; Patton-Penny Rd. half-hoer wastes INN *Oil
on CBS from IOW.
3:1104:1111.

Bookmobile
schedule

"Fraggle Rock" is fun to
Just look at. -The sets,
especially Fraggle Rock
itself, are detailed and
elaborate and the
creatures are something

to behold. So far there are
no characters brought
over from "The Muppet
Show."
glad The MiiPpets
are back on television in a

weekly series. but I'm
sorry that S lot of people
won't be able to see them.
HBO is leading the way in
made for pay cable programming so we can ex.

pect more cable only
shows of this quality to
come. Just another small
change in the way our
lives are affected by
technology.

Trainload
SALE

•
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IT'S MURRAY
APPLIANCE'S
BIGGEST SALE
OF THE YEAR
HERE'S JUST
ONE EXAMPLE
t

I

•
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SAVE

GE HEAVY DUTY
COMMERCIAL DRYER
ONLY
. Pormaront press and limed
modal Cradle
• 3 Noel optilowea micauehno
roo IMMO AM
• Il.oK OW. enamel aryl.

$268

Don't Miss
This Chance
To SAVE

WATCH TUESDAY'S LEDGER & TIMES
FOR OUR MONEY SAVING CIRCULAR

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
-,; mAiN HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS 753 1586

V,
.
••"..
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Help Repeal A Bad Law.
any
For assistance in contacting your representative and senators please ask the
from
message
clear
a
get
will
s
Congres
now.
of our bankers. If we all act
law.
voters back home,and they will work to repeal this needless

ow-t• 10 1 Bankofhturra

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Menilmr FDIC

